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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can help you to find the game that best suites your tastes. The colour
accompanying each game title represents the Target Group. The headline also contains information on age and number of
players. The BAR in the evaluation box displays colour codes for up to 10 features of a game.
TARGET GROUPS
We have defined 4 target groups (colour accompanying the head line)
Children: Games for children and educational games. Adults can play in guiding function
Families: Children and parents play together, all have the same chance to win and have fun
Friends: Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts: Games with special demands on rules and playing time. Especially for game geeks
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon. Please note
for the target groups Children, Family and Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their peers! Please note that our
target group “families” does not imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, our target groups can overlap. The
choice of the suitable games always depends on your playing partners and your fun with games!
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. We have
listed 10 features players note when deciding on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in a game he will enjoy
the game. The colour code marks the dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted preference.
Chance: The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of random generator
Tactic: Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on one move
Strategy: Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several moves
Creativity: The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other creative efforts.
Knowledge: Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory: Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory, current information from playint the game
Communication: Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction: Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity: Motor skills , reaction
Action: Gimmick action in a game, Body movement, balance and reaction
COLOURS in the Bar
Empty boxes: This feature is not present or minimal
One coloured box: This feature of the game is present, but not essential
Two coloured boxes: This feature is present and important in the game
Three coloured boxes: This feature dominates

OUR IDEA: cateGAMory
THE CHALLENGE
The Vienna Games Academy has created the new term cateGAMory from the terms Category and Gamer to form a new
kind of categories for games. We use this to emphazise that this categorization is completely different from the categories used so far. We are still looking for an ppropriate German word, suggestions are welcome!
CATEGORIES
Current research in literature and on the web confront you with a large number of possible criteria for the sorting of
games into categories, but a comprehensive and generally accepted categorization has not yet been found.
BASIC PRINCIPLE (simplified)
Splitting the games into mechanisms, then sorting them again into groups of similar games, establishing relations.
Therefore we do not mete out udgment like “good” or “bad” but look for a common denominator .The ultimate intent for
our cateGAMory is to help to classify new games immediately in regard to popular games.
YOUR COOPERATION
There are currently nearly 23,000 entries in the database of games that need to be evaluated and set in relation ato other
games. Each interested gamer can participate, anonymous participation is not possible. Again, for clarification: This is
not meant to be a “subjective” or “objective” assessment of individual game performances, but the goal is to establish
relationships between games.
START OF THE ACTION
The official launch date is January 1, 2011 - to begin the new your with a new project. More informationn can be found:
www.spieleakademie.ac.at and you can pre-register on the website. English will be an official language of the project.

726 Games for Gamers
Dagmar.de.Cassan@spielen.at, editor in chief

This Gamescompanion will again answer your
most important question: How do I find the
right game for my next games evening?
This Companion featuring 726 games will again
be the basis for your next game purchase.
Whether you prefer shops in your town or in the
Internet, the shop you trust has them for you.
This year our Companion is available for the second time already in October, just in time for the
Games Fair at Essen. And we offer you something new and special: two separate editions,
one in German and one in English.
WIN is published 12 times a year (resulting in
more than 600 game reviews) and is supplemented by two special editions published on
occasion of the Nuremberg and Essen Fairs
(presenting more than 1.200 games). Again
Editions in German and English, so read our
Journal regularly: www.gamesjournal.at
We also provide information on the Internet on
our games. You can query the Games Museum
database at any time for text and images:
www.gamesdatabase.at
And we do more than publishing: We are the
Foundation Spielen in Österreich. Take a look
at our web-sites: www.spielen.at
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4 First Games

6 nimmt!

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo

3

6 nimmt! Junior
Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo

10

5

A collection of four colourful and beautiful boards for
simple games of movement and dice with varying topics:
„Vogelspiel“ – bird game, birds fly to their nests; „Blumenwürfeln“ – flower dice, the flowers must be made to bloom; „Das
Spiel mit dem Schloss“ – the castle game, the pawns must be
moved to the castle; „Wurstschnappen“ - snap the sausage,
players must collect sausage tiles for the doggies. Each game
uses the colour die; it determines either the destination or
possible actions, e.g. taking a flower or a sausage tile. In two
games you push out pawns on occupied spaces.

Aim of the game is to play your cards so that you avoid taking
cards. Cards of value 1-104 show different numbers of oxen.
Four cards are laid out to start four rows, you hold 10 cards.
In each round each player chooses one of his cards, all are
revealed simultaneously. Then these cards are added to the
rows in ascending order, beginning with the lowest. Each
card is placed next to the card nearest to it in value. If your
card is the 6th card in a row, you take the 5 cards already
there as a penalty. After 10 rounds oxen on the penalty cards
are counted, the player with the lowest score wins.

A thunderstorm threatens and the six kinds of farm animals
look for shelter. Four stable cards are laid out. You draw a
card from the face-down pile and place it face up in a row. An
animal goes into a row where its kind is still missing. If this is
not possible, place it anywhere. A card with several animals
goes where one of the animals is missing. A row is complete,
when each animal is present at least once. If you place the
last missing animal, you take up all cards in this row. When
all animals have been placed, the player with the most cards
wins. Rules for several variants are listed.

Set of dice games for 2-6 players, ages 3-7

Card placement game for 2-10 players, ages 10 and up

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

7 Wonders

11 nimmt!

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Repos Productions / Asmodee

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo

20th Century
Designer: Vladimir Suchy
Publisher: Czech Board Games / Heidelberger

8

For each of three eras players receive seven cards from a
special deck, choose a card and hand the deck to the next
player. Then all reveal their chosen card, pay costs with
resources, take resources or interact with other players. You
have your own board featuring special abilities to arrange
your cards. After six such rounds an era ends. Some cards are
active immediately, some bring bonuses or upgrades later.
After three eras you score for conflicts, coins, wonders of the
world, profane buildings, merchant buildings, guilds and
research buildings.

Each player receives 10 out of 100 cards, numbered 1-100 and
showing a different amount of oxen. One open card starts the
discard pile. All players must play a card of a value not higher
than the value of the top card +10. If you cannot play a card
you take up one discard pile and turn up 2 cards as new discard piles. If you take up more than 3 cards you receive a “Bull
card”. These bull cards allow you to play more than one card.
If a player is out of cards everyone note the number of oxen
in their hands. After a number of rounds equal to the number
of players the player with the lowest score wins.

Regions develop differently – they turn into a center of
finance, of science or of production – and the environment
pays the price of progress. The aim of the game is to develop
a region where the environment is healthy and the economy
is healthy, too. In six rounds you direct the settlement of
your region and at the end of the round receive funds and
research results. After rounds 2 and 4 you receive bonuses
for the development status and at the end more bonuses for
income, progress and environment quality of the region.

Resources management game for 3-7 players from ages 10

Card placement game for 2-7 players, ages 8 and up

Development game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

1655 Habemus Papam

Á la carte

Designer: Christoph Bauer
Publisher: DDD Verlag

Designer: Karl-Heinz Schmiel
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Aargh!tekt
Designer: Walter Obert
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

10

Cardinals want to elected Pope – you bid with jewels for cards
in the display to acquire cardinals, they earn you one vote
each. Political officials deliver additional votes and money
with their favors, action cards offer help in future auctions
and assist in flaying your fellow players. The Camerlengo cannot be elected and provides the necessary supplies of jewels
and decides in case of ties with identical bids. Each of the
18 rounds comprises revealing cards, the option to play an
action card, bidding of 0-3 jewels and taking of a card. “White
Smoke” on display means end of the game giving you gold
and then scoring votes generated from gold and cards.

Hobby chefs to the kitchen! You choose a dish for your pan,
each dish needs another combination of spice and cooking
temperature. You have three moves in your turn to either
season your dish or heat up the stove. In addition to that you
can take a coffee break and implement the action of a coffee
cup: Take victory points, switch stoves, have another 3 moves,
season again or turn the stove down. Too much heat or too
many spices spoil your dish. If you complete three dishes or
gain three chef stars or if there are no more dishes available
the game ends and your dishes are scored.

Caveman finds rocks and wants to use them! Use it beautifully! But alas! He has not yet heard of blueprints and has not
learned to talk. He communicates rather mechanically, i.e. he
uses his cudgel! One player acts as Stone Age architect for
his team. Depending on the size of the construction gang
a player uses one or several colours. The Aargh!Tect has at
his disposal only a handful of commands at his disposal to
to make his gang move the correct blocks. Satisfaction with
correct construction or annoyance at misunderstandings he
expresses with grunts and use of his cudgel. Correct buildings
regardless of all that add to your victory.

Auction game for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dexterity for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of construction for 4-8 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Abalone

… aber bitte mit Sahne

Designers: Michel Lalet, Laurent Levi
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Jeffrey D. Allers
Publisher: Winning Moves

7

Ablaze

8

Designer: Heinrich Glumpler
Publisher: Mayfair Games

10

A game of multiple use. At first glance it is a hugely aesthetic
object, black and white marbles on an elegant, punched
board. At second glance this deco object is a challenging
game for two or three players – coloured expansion sets are
available – that demands a lot of tactics and strategy. Aim of
the game for each player is to push the opponent’s marbles
off the board by pushing them with your own marbles. You
move a group of 1, 2 or 3 marbles one step in any of 6 directions. You can move onto free positions or push marbles of
the opponent’s colour. Pushed marbles must end up on free
positions or go off the board.

The cake needs to be portioned out evenly, one player portions, the other one chooses his share. Five cakes are shuffled
and then stacked in 5 stacks holding 11 parts each, the other
parts go out of the game. The first pastry cook lays out one
stack for a cake and then portions it, the possible maximum
is as many parts as there are players. Then in turn each player
can take one portion and either eat it immediately by turning
it over or collect it or do neither of both and eat previously
collected cakes. At the end you score for each eaten portion
and for collected portions where one has the majority.

The forest is ablaze, the smoke is thick and the flames are
spreading. In three games players fight a terrible forest fire,
albeit under very different conditions. In „Wild Fire!“ you lead
a crew of firefighters and must cover the largest area of forest
while always maintaining a link to water. In “Volcano!“ you
pilot an air tanker struggling to help extinguish a conflagration initiated by an erupting volcano. A lightning strike has
started an intense brushfire in “On the Run!”, forcing fluffy
forest fauna to flee the inferno in an effort to escape a fiery
demise. Originally published as “Feurio” by Edition Erlkönig.

Game of pushing marbles for 2 players, ages 7 and up

Game of acquisition for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of position for 1-4 players, ages 10 and up

Activity Original

Activity Alles ist möglich

Activity Junior Turbo

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Paul Catty
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Many versions exist for this modern classic game. This one
reverts to the roots. More than 2500 new terms are offered
and the basic rule is amended with a new detail, which brings
a bit of tactics and even more interaction into the game.
If a team has solves a task and moves to a square already
occupied by another pawn, this pawn is moved back. So you
can try to use card selection to beat your opponent. If the
pawn moving back ends up on an occupied square, nothing
happens, and both pawns stay on this square.

In this version of Activity, the aim of the game is again to
explain as many terms as possible to your team and to be
the first team to cross the finish line. The performer of a
team remains the same during the game. In case of a correct
solution the team moves its pawn, or else the next team
can immediately suggest a solution. All terms on a card are
used. Terms are compound nouns, and possible methods of
explanation are drawing, explaining, pantomime or noises,
you can use any two. The special term on each card can be
explained by using any combination of drawing, pantomime
and sound.

In this version of Activity the mechanics of the game are
adapted for school children. As usual, you must communicate a term to your team members by drawing, explaining
or pantomime. If the team names the term, the pawn of the
team moves forward on the board. The colour of the pawn’s
location determines the method of communication. The
board is adapted to a playing time suitable for children and
the graphics are overhauled, too. Activity Junior Turbo is not
a miniature of a game for adults, but a successful transformation.

Game of communication for 3-16 players, ages 12 and up

Game of communication for 4-16 players, ages 12 and up

Game of communication for 4-16 children, ages 8 and up

Activity My First

Ad Astra

Adel verpflichtet

Designers: Hablit, Eberl, Catty
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Bruno Faidutti, Serge Laget
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Nexus

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Ravensburger alea

4

The elephants „Lila“ and „Grün“ are on their way to the lake.
The variable board allows a short or a long game. Children
play in two teams following the usual rules of Activity. When
the term is guessed correctly the elephant goes to the next
colour square corresponding to the one shown on the card.
Terms are illustrated with pictures. Activity My First is a very
well working version for small children, which is also suitable
for children in their first years of school.

Homo Sapiens lives among the stars, questing for unknown
planets. You represent one of 5 separatist groups, explore and
control planets and collect resources. These in turn are used
to explore more planets, establish colonies, build factories
and to terraform planets. All this is directed by action cards,
implemented in the order chosen by players in the planning
phase. Accomplishments are changed into victory points
using victory point actions. If you top 50 VP or have most
victory points when all planets have been explored you win
the game.

Eccentricity rules the world, if you are an English lord
interested in unusual things and want to provide the best
and most valuable exhibition. You look for new pieces at the
auction and generate movement points for the pawns by
mounting exhibitions in the castle. All players act at the same
time, you must correctly judge the situation and your fellow
players; bluff and luck are essential elements of the game. If a
player reaches one of the dinner party spots, all players reveal
their most valuable coherent collection. You win, if you sit at
the head of the table or nearest to it.

Game of communication for 3-16 children, ages 4 and up

Resources deployment game for 3-5 players, ages 13 and up

Game of bluff for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

5
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Age of Industry

Agricola

Aisopos

Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Treefrog Games

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Games

Designer: Yoshigi Ogasawara
Publisher: Yoshigi Ogasawara / Japon Brand

8

Industrial revolution is beginning in England, you build
industries and use their counters for profit, in sales of goods
via markets and ports or in using the ports. Coal mines, iron
foundries and ships are turned over according to special
rules. You play rounds comprising the phases of player action,
order of play and pay back loans / interest. Player action
offers a choice of building industry or railway, sell goods,
develop, draw a card or pass. Industry on the board and cash
score victory points. Age of Industry is a new edition of Brass
with simpler rules.

Agricola was and is one of the most successful games of
the last few years. You improve and expand your farm, build
and renovate huts, till the soil, have a family and look after
your livestock. The first big expansion is Agricola Farmers of
the Moore. It introduces peat and forest and thereby wood
and fuel. This in turn influences the health of the family. The
Agricola Forest Deck adds 24 new cards and introduces fairy
tales and literature on the topic of forest into the Agricola
universe. If you receive wood during the game you draw a
card from the wood deck. The Gamer’s Deck is announced –
what will it be?

You play with 10 pieces each – 2 each of lions (5 points), men
(4), foxes (3), mice (2) and ants – on a board comprised of 19
hexes. You either place a piece face down on an empty hex or
move a piece to a neighbouring hex. If the hex is taken you
lift both pieces and compare them in a five way scissorsstone-paper mechanism. The winner takes the piece of the
loser off the board. In case of a tie both pieces go to the
defender. If a player is out of pieces, you add the values of the
pieces you conquered. You win with the highest total.

Economics simulation for 2-5 players, ages 13 and up

Resources deployment game for 1-5 players, ages 12 and up

Game of position and tactics for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Alcatraz

Alcazar

Designer: Raf Peeters
Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Alea iacta est!
Designers: Jeffrey D. Allers, Bernd Eisenstein
Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

10

Alcatraz is a logic puzzle. You must escape from jail while
avoiding the monitors. You choose one of the 48 puzzle cards
and set out the components accordingly. The monitor shows
red. In your turn you first move the man and then switch the
monitor to the next colour. If the man now stands on a spot
of the colour shown by the monitor, the man is caught. You
may move the man 1, 2 or 3 spots, horizontally or vertically.
If he reaches the spot with the ladder without being caught,
he has escaped and you have solved the puzzle. There is
only one solution for each puzzle. They come in four levels
of difficulty.

Players embody Spanish noble families and build the Alcazar
for the king. You place family members, progress in building
is rewarded with money. This money you use to finance
building permits and strategically important bridges and
placement of noblemen into the highest positions in the
castle. The buildings are scored for their size and the number
of your men in the castle. If castles grow together due to lack
of space the smaller one is joined to the bigger and changes
its owner. The winner is whoever manages to place his noblemen highest in the castles. New edition of Big Boss.

Players embody Caesar and win with the highest number
of fame points. To do so you place dice on building tiles to
conquer provinces and place patricians there. Senate cards
for diplomacy and luck in the temple influence your success.
In each round you roll dice and place a minimum of one die
according to the special rules into a building. When all dice
are placed you receive fortune tiles in the temple, a card in
the senate, province tiles in the garrison, patrician tiles on the
forum, and “repete” tiles at the latrines. All those score fame
points after 5 or 6 rounds.

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 10 and up

Game of building for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Dice placement game for 2-5 players, ages 9 and up

Alex & Co

Alhambra Big Box

Designers: Martin Ebel, Niek Neuwahl
Publisher: Europäische Spielesammler Gilde

Designers: Jo Hartwig, Dirk Henn, Wolfgang Panning
Publisher: Queen Games

Alhambra The Card Game
Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

8

8

A game featuring designers and their games, in a limited
edition, published by ESG and SAZ on occasion of the 10
year jubilee of ESG. The title is dedicated to Alex Randolph,
the Honorary President of SAZ, who passed away in 2004.
The sets are all made up of 1 designer card and 1-5 game
cards, ESG and SAZ cards are action cards. You can play one
of those, then you have one action and then you may lay out
cards. For an action you can ask other players for cards following strict rules and receive cards or turn up cards. You can lay
out complete or incomplete sets and also single cards fitting
incomplete sets laid out by other players.

For all fans of the Alhambra game family the Alhambra Big
Box offers fun and practical storage possibilities at the same
time. In the box you find the basic game and five expansions
for this game, all of them can be combined with the basic
game and used in any combination with it. The expansions
are: “The Vizier’s Favor”, “The City Gates, “Thief’s Turn”, “The
Treasure Chamber” and “Power of the Sultan“. And as each of
those expansions contains four separate modules, you have
20 of them at your disposal. The 5 expansion can be stored
separately in the box.

This is the card game based on „Der Palast von Alhambra“,
German Game of the Year 2003. As in the board game you
collect money of four different varieties to buy parts of
buildings that you place in your personal Alhambra. These
buildings naturally are cards, too, and in contrast to the board
game building parts in the card game do not have walls. This
makes it much easier to construct the Alhambra. In the scorings you receive points from building colours. An attractive
simplification of the inimitable game mechanism.

Set collection game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Set of expansions for Alhambra for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Alhambra The Card Game: Belgium

Alhambra The Card Game: The Netherlands

Alles Tomate!

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Zoch
Publisher: Reiner Knizia

8

8

6

A special edition of the Alhambra Card Game. As usual, you
collect money in four kinds and use it to buy cards. In this
edition you do not buy parts of buildings, but sights and
landscape of Belgium. So instead of an Alhambra you form
a landscape and score for majorities of frame colours on the
landscape cards. An attractive simplification of the inimitable
game mechanism!

A special edition of the Alhambra Card Game. As usual, you
collect money in four kinds and use it to buy cards. In this
edition you do not buy parts of buildings, but sights and
landscape of The Netherlands. So instead of an Alhambra you
form a landscape and score for majorities of frame colours
on the landscape cards. An attractive simplification of the
inimitable game mechanism!

You assist Max and Emmi to sort out the chaos on a farm. 7
theme cards are displayed, one farm card is – after a short
time to memorize it – placed face down underneath the
theme card of the same colour. Then cards from the stack are
turned up. You must now name the item on the face-down
card under the theme card with the same colour as the card
just turned up. You can only name one item. The first to name
the correct item gets the card and the new card is placed face
down instead. If nobody names the correct item, the card
goes into the stack. When all cards are given out, you win
with most cards in your stack.

Special edition for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Special edition for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of memory for 2-8 players, ages 6 and up

Andere Länder, andere Sitten

Anderland

Designer: Marion Luger
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo

Animal upon Animal Balancing Bridge

6

Designer: Klaus Miltenberger
Publisher: Haba

5

A guessing games on customs, habits and rites in different
cultures. A card is drawn, the active player reads the story
and places 5 country markers on the country named on the
card as well as four other countries. Then the story is read
aloud to all the players and the countries are named. Now
players place the card with the letter corresponding to their
guess face down on the table. The first to guess calls “First”! A
correct guess scores you 5 points, if you are the first to guess
correctly you earn 2 bonus points. For each wrong guess the
active player scores 3 points. The first player over the finish
line wins.

In Otherland all is different: Everything comes in pairs and
you always name the opposite of what is in demand or look
in the opposite direction. In case of a sound you name the
instrument or vice versa. Dog, cat, piano and drum are arranged around the “top-bottom-right-left card”. Then a challenge card is turned up and each player decides for himself
what needs to be said. For a card showing red + sound you
look at the blue card and name the instrument. The first to
state the correct term receives the card. As soon as you have
6 cards, you win. For experienced players more pairs can be
added.

If you stack the animals best on the hanging bridge and
complete all your tasks first, you will win. You roll the die:
For a valley you take an animal from this side of the box and
set it on the bridge. For the question mark you choose any
animal. If you roll the bridge, you relocate an animal on the
bridge. A newly placed animal must always touch at least one
already standing on the bridge and you may only stack with
one hand. If three animals next to each other on the bridge
are depicted on one of your task cards, the task is completed
and you discard it. If you make the pyramid tumble, you get
an additional task.

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Card game on logic for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Game of stacking for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Anti-Monopoly

Anti-Virus

Designer: Ralph Ansbach
Publisher: University Games

Designers: von Deventer, Stephens
Publisher: Jumbo

8

Antwerpen

7

Designer: Hans van Tol
Publisher: The Game Master

8

This game aims at avoiding monopolies by companies to upkeep the principles of a free market economy. You either play
for bankrupting all other players or, at the start of the game,
you choose either the role of monopolist or competitor. As
a monopolist, if you own two roads in a town, you have the
monopoly and thus cash double the rent. But you may only
build houses on roads in towns you monopolize. Competitors
may build on any road they own. Depending on your role
you win if you are the richest player when all players of the
opposing role have been bankrupted.

In Anti-Virus you must move the red virus, which covers two
spots, completely off the board. The game contains seven
2-spot pieces and three 3-spot pieces. There are five levels
of difficulty in the 60 cards - Starter, Junior, Expert, Master
or Wizard – that demand different numbers of pieces. You
choose a card and place the necessary number of pieces on
the board. You can move one or more pieces in a turn and it is
allowed to move another piece partly off the board to make
room for moving other pieces. If the virus goes off the board,
you have solved the puzzle.

Players control a fleet, transport raw materials and process
them in ports to make goods with the aim to dominate the
Port of Antwerp with victory points. The game mechanics are
taken from Rotterdam, but the order of action in turn can be
chosen freely. The river Schelde and the new port introduce
double waterways, sluices and a port of passage. Furthermore, raw materials and end products are different, end
products have a value between 1 and 4 points, orders can be
worth up to 10 points, The ship card „Joker“ has been left out,
but there are other new ship cards. Series “Ports of Europe”.

Game of dice and money for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 7 and up

Transport / logistic game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

7
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Aqua Doodle XXL Color

Arkham Horror Base Game / Expansions

Arlecchino

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Richard Launius, Kevin Wilson
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Designer: Bernard Tavitian
Publisher: Lud Editions / Asmodee

2

Simple painting with water! Aqua Doodle, one of the products featured in the „ministeps“ series, makes this possible
with the help of a special fiber, which changes colour when in
contact with water and goes back to its original colour when
dry. The special pen is filled with water, and you can begin to
point. The mat in this edition measures 80 x 90 cm and can be
fastened to the wall with four loops. And as a special feature
the lines come up in many colours!

In the middle of the Roaring Twenties the Shadow of the
Ancient Ones is looming in Arkham. He wants to intrude into
our world. Players are investigators and cooperate to close
the Dimension Gates or to defeat the Ancient One. A turn
comprises maintenance, movement, Arkham encounters,
encounters in other dimensions and mythos. Each phase is
done in turn by all players. If the Ancient One awakes, you
fight him in rounds until he is defeated or all investigators are
eliminated. Numerous expansions provide elements for the
game based on Lovecraft’s “Call of Cthulhu”.

Game of creative learning for 1 player, ages 1½ and up

Cooperative fantasy game for 1-8 players, ages 12 and up

Arriala

Artistico

Designer: Florian Fay
Publisher: Ludocom / Asmodee

Publisher: Piatnik

6

The designer of Blokus presents a new game in his own
publishing company: A placement game with squares that
are diagonally apportioned into triangles. Some squares
show three colours, some only two and some only one. One
piece is apportioned into 2 white and 2 black small squares.
You choose a colour and try to have a maximum of pieces
showing your colour on the board. Opposing pieces are
removed by jumping over them. If it is your turn you must
move one piece.

Logic placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Asara
Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

The game simulates the construction of a canal between
Grisolles and Valence d’Agen in the time of Louis XIV. You are
a constructor who must place his workers optimally to build
the biggest part of the Arriala. You can give orders to move
to all workers, not only to your own. But only your own workers score for you in finished sectors, so take care to have a
majority there. Ties are decided in favor of the next player not
in the tie! You can build sluices to form new sectors, but take
care not to make them too short! In addition to that you can
cultivate vines and build other structures!

The artists are evenly distributed to the players. Mama is
placed carefully in the middle of the plinth, she should cover
all sunken columns evenly. If you turn a knob the columns
of the same colour rise and you can place an artist beneath
Mama. In your turn you roll the die and must either place 1 or
2 artists beneath Mama or lose a turn or take away an artist or
name another player who must now place an artist. If you are
the one who last placed an artist successfully before Mama
tumbles, you win the round. Who has one most rounds after
five rounds wins the game.

Rich builders in the realm of the khalif rival to build the highest and most noble tower. Their buyers go to the markets to
buy bases, middle parts, windows and tops for the towers.
These parts are available in five different materials, at varying
costs and earning varying amounts of prestige at the end.
You place a card and with it send a buyer to one segment of
the board and then enact the action of this segment. Segments and their actions are: buy tower parts, build towers,
get additional money, bribe or favours from the khalif. After
four “year” scorings and a final scoring you win with most of
the prestige.

Worker placement game for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dexterity for 1-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of tower building for 2-4 players, ages 9 and up

Asteroyds

At the Gates of Loyang

Atlantis

Designers: Guillaume Blossier, Fréderic Henry
Publisher: Ystari

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Hall Games

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Amigo

10

Racing through the asteroid belt of the Ujitos system! In
many scenarios like Race, Target Shooting or Chasing Drones
spaceship race through the system. In the Race scenario the
movement of the asteroids is determined by rolling dice.
Then you program your spaceship under pressure of the
timer, setting movement, shield and shot. Then asteroids
are moved according to the results rolled previously and
collisions are resolved; objects with a lower number have
precedence in movement. Then spaceships are moved, in
case of collision they take damage. If you are the first to pass
through all four gates you win.

The rise of Loyang to the capital of the Han dynasty demands
better supplies of basic foodstuffs from farmers in the urban
environment. The farmers plant wheat, pumpkins, beets,
Chinese cabbage, beans and leeks. After the harvest they sell
their products and supply regular and chance customers.
Goods can also be traded or used for seeds. Other goods
farmers can buy in the village store and they have 20 workers
at their disposal. In 9 rounds you play harvest, card and action
phases, credits are possible. If you are farthest advanced on
the prosperity path you win.

Atlantis is sinking and you need to save the islanders and
their artefacts. You play a card to move a man to the next
artefact tile of this colour. If the tile is not empty you play
another card. If the tile is empty your man stops and you take
the first empty tile behind him. New gaps are filled with water
tiles. For crossing water without a bridge you pay with tiles or
cards. A player with all men on the mainland ends the game.
All others set their men directly on the mainland and count
and pay the total for crossing water. Then the highest score
from all collected tiles wins the game. Spiel der Spiele 2010.

Race and position game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 10 and up

Tile collecting game for 2-4 players from ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Au Backe!

Augsburg 1520

auto motor und sport memory

Designer: Frank Nestel
Publisher: Zoch

Designer: Karsten Hartwig
Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

Publisher: Ravensburger

5

8

You play an animal card from your hand and then turn over
a chicken run card to find the image from the animal card
on the chicken run card. When the images correspond, you
may set aside your animal card and play another one. You can
go on playing cards and turning up chicken run cards until
you either run out of cards or you turn up a wrong card. The
chicken run cards are turned back face down at the end of
the turn. If you turn up chicken muck, you must either turn
up a shovel immediately or draw 2 cards from another player
and take back your own card. You win, if you can set aside all
your cards first.

You are Jakob Fugger and grant loans to noblemen and demand payment. The higher the loan the easier you will reap
privileges for profit. These privileges you use to attain wealth,
office or prestige points. The 4-7 rounds have 2 phases each:
First you bid with promissory notes. The highest bid wins
you a privilege card of your choice and you can use 2 of the
3 privileges listed. In phase 2 you receive money depending
on the status of the factory, prestige depending on your rank,
and promissory notes depending on your office rank. You win
with most prestige points at the end.

For all who love cars, this memory has been assembled in
cooperation with the German special journal „auto motor
und sport“. 72 cards show 36 images in full colour, they
depict various types of cars – be it family cards, touring cards,
cabriolets or oldtimers. As a special feature the rule lists the
technical specifications for all cars. Game play follows the
standard rules for memory: You turn up two cards from the
random display on the table. If you uncover a pair, you keep it
and have another turn. If you uncover different images, both
are turned over again.

Game of cards and memory for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up

Auction game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Game of memory for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up

Automobile

Avatar Labyrinth

Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Lookout Games

Designer: Max J. Kobbert
Publisher: Ravensburger

Avatar 3D memory

7

Publisher: Ravensburger

8

You engage in automobile production in the early 20t
century. You buy factories producing bad, medium and very
good cars. In each round you have partial knowledge of
market demand and must make your production and buying
decision on this base. You can found sales outlets, but if you
do not stock them the cost you capital. You can lower prices
to jostle others out of the market and produce at the expense
of research. If you do not refurbish your factory collects
markers for inefficiency which in turn influence the flow of
the game.

Jake, Neytiri and many other inhabitants of Pandora wait
to be found in the dead ends and between walls of the
alien rainforest landscape. You try to make your way to the
inhabitants depicted on your cards. You push one tile into a
row or column, thereby pushing another tile out at the end.
So a whole row or column of the labyrinth moves and the
labyrinth changes. Then you may move your pawn along the
paths as far as you can or want. If you reach the person on
your current card you discard the card. The first player to discard all cards wins the game. Special edition with 3D-glasses.

Avatar might well have been the most spectacular film last
year. And now Ravensburger transfers the impressive 3D images to the games table. The means to do so are the four 3Dglasses that are packed within the game. The 72 cards in 36
pairs show motives from the film, especially selected for the
3D effect. Game play follows the standard rules for memory:
You turn up two cards from the random display on the table.
If you uncover a pair, you keep it and have another turn. If
you uncover different images, both are turned over again.

Economics game for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Game of changing positions for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Avatar SpeedPuzzle

Avverso

Bamboleo

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Henrik Morast
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch

6

81 parts to a puzzle and a minimum age of 12 years make
you take a second glance. And this glance reveals action and
a duel. The box contains two identical puzzles, each player
receives all the parts for one puzzle and tries to puzzle the
picture together as fast as he can. The first player to finish
his puzzle hits the bell and wins the game. And if that is too
easy and too quiet for you, try the hard version with mission
cards, for instance “Puzzle it together backside up” or “Finish
the puzzle with the round middle segment” or “Puzzle the
border first”.

A board made up of 25 hexes is empty at the start of the
game. Each player tries to be the first to connect opposing
sides of the board with markers of one colour – light ones
from top to bottom and dark ones from left to right. When
colours are chosen by both players you play with the markers
of your opponent. You place opposing markers on the board
and use them to move your own pieces into the intended direction. You put markers on free border hexes or on occupied
hexes and push away the markers that were there before.
The direction of pushing is determined by the colour of the
marker. You cannot push a marker off the board!

The one and only mechanism in Bamboleo is balance! The difference and beauty of the game lies in the unusual, unusually
pretty and challenging realization of the game. On a wooden
base vaguely shaped like an abstract tree trunk sits a wooden
disc on a cork ball. Before you balance the disc on the ball
you set all 30 wooden shapes on the disc. And yes, balancing
the full disc on the ball on top of the base. If you manage to
balance the disc, it is your task to remove one piece in your
turn without disturbing the balance and let the disc tumble!
When it tumbles, the pieces you collected up to this moment
are scored.

Puzzle game for 1 or more players, ages 12 and up

Abstract position game for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Game of balance for 2-7 players, ages 6 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

9
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10

Bang!

Bangkok Klongs

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp games

Barbie memory

10

Publisher: Ravensburger

4

On location at a wildwest genre film! Each player secretly
chooses a role – sheriff, deputy, outlaw or renegade – and a
character with special abilities, but only the sheriff is known
to the other players. You draw two cards and use them to
assist yourself, maybe to acquire a horse or a weapon, or you
attack another character within your range. “Bang” is used
to shoot, your target may defend himself with “Missed”. If
you lose all life points, you drop out of the game. You win if
you eliminate your opponents: The sheriff the outlaws, the
outlaws the sheriff and the renegade should be the last one
standing.

The floating markets of Bangkok are the topic of this game.
Boats show goods, a merchant and a boat value. Boats carrying a merchant are neutral boats. Players place boats into
the harbor. Their position is important, because in a scoring
on market day you can only score if the marina is full. The
storage barn is also important for your score, therefore you
should concentrate on only a few goods. After market day
you take back a boat and store it as a barn in front of yourself.
A tactical variant features two stacks for boats: one for boats
with a merchant and special functions and one for boats
without a merchant.

The most famous doll in the whole wide world finally appears
in her very own game of memory! All fans of the blonde
evergreen find 36 images on 72 cards – Barbie the rock star,
Barbie the race car driver, Barbie the stewardess, Barbie the
sports girl, Barbie the ballet dancer or Barbie the bride. As a
special goodie the cards are printed on silver foil. Game play
follows the standard rules for “memory”: You turn up two
cards from the random display on the table. If you uncover a
pair, you keep it and have another turn. If you uncover different images, both are turned over again.

„Western“ card game for 4-7 players, ages 10 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of memory for 2-8 players, ages 4 and up

Baschni

Battles of Napoleon: The Eagle and The Lion

Battles of Westeros

Publisher: Grubbe Media

Designers: Ugo Di Meglio, Sergio Guerri
Publisher: NG International

Designer: Robert A. Kouba
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

6

Draught’s in England, Dame in German-speaking countries,
Baschni = Türme in Russia. In this edition of the game in
the series „Edition SOS – Kinderdörfer Spiele aus aller Welt
– Russia” defeated pieces are not taken off the board as
in the Dame game that we know. Instead they are placed
underneath the defeating piece and are taken along by this
piece like a tower. You win, if you block or defeat all opposing
pieces. Towers can be defeated as well, the defeating stone
only takes the top piece along, the other pieces stay where
they are and can be moved regularly.

The Eagle and The Lion is the first game on the battles of the
Napoleonic era, based on a simple game system. As a player,
you are confronted with the same tactical problems the
generals of Napoleon and must make a well-coordinated use
of infantry, cavalry and artillery. You assemble, deploy and
relocate units, and must know their good and bad sides very
well. 10 different battles between British and French troops
on the battlefields of Belgium, Spain and Italy are simulated
using hundreds of miniatures, modular boards and cards.

Under the pennants of the Houses of Westeros in the World
of the Iron Throne you fight for dominance and power in
the Even Kingdoms and the continuity of your lineage. You
pursue your own goals – strategic alliances, political intrigues
or betrayal and deceit. But the direct path to power is war!
You either fight in battles based on the “Ice & Fire” novels
or create your own battles between the houses Stark and
Lannister. Stark places his trust in his allies, Lannister is relying
on gold. Based on the mechanisms of Battlelore, Battles of
Westeros is an individual, independent game featuring more
than 130 miniatures.

Abstract position game for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Historic simulation for 2 or more players, ages 12 and up

Fantasy-Tabletop for 2 players, ages 13 and up

Battleship

Battlestar Galactica Base Game / Pegasus Expansion

Bauer sucht Frau Das Kartenspiel

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Corey Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo

7

In this recent edition of a classic game your ships are
positioned on your side of the central joint board, and your
opponent must guess at their positions to sink the ships. This
edition is free of electronic equipment and the components
have been altered. There is now a joint vertical board, called
Mission Card. This mission card has two parts. In the blue part
you place your own ships and in the green part you mark the
hits and misses scored in searching for the opposing fleet.
The aim of the game is not only to locate and sink the opposing fleet, but to free your own First Officer.

Battlestar Galactica is played in teams, but your allegiance
is secret and the teams have different goals. Humans are
searching for the way back to Earth and the Cylons want to
destroy mankind. A move comprises the drawing of ability
cards, movement, action, crises, activating Cylon ship and
preparing for jumping. The humans win, if they travel a minimum of 8 units and do a final jump. The Cylons win if they
hinder the humans to achieve their goal. The Pegasus expansion introduces support for Galactica from Battlestar Pegasus.
You can command Pegasus and also form an allegiance with
Cylon leaders.

If I am a farmer, what should I do to find a wife? The game
plays with clichés, 12 question cards from the stack are meant
to help you to think like the opposite sex and to assess fellow
players correctly. A card featuring a situation from daily life
is read out aloud including 4 possible answers, men’s views
alternate with women’s views. You choose an answer secretly
and find a partner for a mutual tip. If both guess correctly you
exchange a “heart” chip. If only one is correct, he receives a
point chip. After 12 cards the player with the highest score
from heart and point chips wins.

Game of deduction for 2 players, ages 7 and up

SciFi board game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Communicating game for 3-6 players, ages 14 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Bausack

Benjamin Blümchen Karussellfahrt mit Törööö!

Bet your Brain

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch

License: Seven Towns
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Gitte Engel
Publisher: iToy

8

3

A bag full of unusual building blocks – you find a mushroom,
an egg cup, a pyramid, or a Christmas tree. Players build
towers according to their rule of choice: A joint tower built
by all. Or an individual tower, you 1) bid for blocks to place or
2) bid for placing a block and also for refusing a block, if you
cannot bid to refuse you quit the game or 3) have a base and
build your own tower, but at the start all players have chosen
blocks and placed them in a row; then you build and can take
blocks from other rows. Or 4) you win with three red blocks in
your tower, blocks are auctioned and placed in any tower.

There is a big party at the zoo with a fairground where you
can find ice-cream, balloons, toy cars or a ginger bread heart.
If you are the first to collect all these chips on your board,
you win. In your turn you roll the die and move your man
accordingly, several men can be on one spot. Then you take
a chip corresponding to the spot you reached. If a special
symbol is rolled, all men get into the merry-go-round for a
ride. When the merry-go-round stops, all men exit to the spot
next to their vehicle and you can take a corresponding chip if
you still need it.

A trivia game with a few new features – aim of the game is
not only to answer questions correctly but you can bet if
fellow players will answer a question correctly. All players and
teams are permanently involved in the game. 1200 questions
in the categories of Sport & Anatomy, Around the Globe,
Famed & Famous, Showbag, Film & TV, Creativity, Music &
Culture as well as Word Power demand general knowledge
as well as creative talent in writing, drawing and pantomime
and assessing fellow players.

Game of creative building for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Dice game on a 3D unit for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Trivia game for 2-4 players or teams, ages 12 and up

Bet your Brain Familienedition

Bezzerwizzer Familien-Edition

Designer: Gitte Engel
Publisher: iToy

Designer: Jesper Bülow
Publisher: Mattel

9

Bibi Blocksberg Hexenkugel

10

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

5

A trivia game with a few new features – aim of the game is
not only to answer questions correctly but you can bet if
fellow players will answer a question correctly. All players and
teams are permanently involved in the game. 1200 questions
in the categories of Sport & Anatomy, Around the Globe,
Famed & Famous, Showbag, Film & TV, Creativity, Music &
Culture as well as Word Power demand general knowledge
as well as creative talent in writing, drawing and pantomime
and assessing fellow players. In this edition the questions
have been adapted to the interests and levels of knowledge
in families with children ages 9 and up.

In Bezzerwizzer you score for answering questions and
must play a good tactical game not to risk too many penalty
points. Players draw categories and arrange them on their
own board. You answer a question from each category and
score points for correct answers. After four rounds new tiles
are drawn. When you reach the finish, you win. Once in the
game you can swap categories or play a Bezzerwizzer tile
to answer a question of the opponent. In this family edition
with 3000 questions in 10 categories children are read three
answers and choose one of them.

The junior witches Bibi, Schubia, Flauipaui and Arkadia want
to consult the magic crystal ball of Bibi’s mother. But the ball
is secured by a spell, and funny things happen to the junior
witches. The chips are laid out and the ball is activated and
glows in many colours. When it stops at a colour, players need
to grab a corresponding chip fast – there is always one chip
less than there are players. If you miss out, you turn up the
top card and enact it. When all cards are given out, all did
have a lot of fun and you can name the player with least cards
the winner of the game.

Trivia game for 2-4 players or teams, ages 9 and up

Quiz game for 2-4 players or teams, ages 10 and up

Game of action and reaction for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

Big Brain Academy
Publisher: University Games

8

Bin ich Beethoven?

Bingo Bongo

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Brad Ross
Publisher: Piatnik

5

In cooperation with Nintendo this game is published on the
basis of the computer game Big Brain Academy. 330 cards tell
you what to do. Players compete in five categories: Spatial
perception, memory, calculation, thinking and looking.
Speed and accuracy are important. You play in teams and
collect chips depending on the number of correctly solved
tasks within a time frame of 30 seconds. After 5 rounds teams
weigh the chips on the so called “Brain-o-Meter” to find out
who has the “biggest” brain.

A quiz game for teams, featuring an electronic word generator! This generator sits on the head of the guessing player
and names a person, an animal, a film or an item. The guesser
gets hints from his teammates. These hints must conform
to the usual rules, no part or variation of the term may be
named. The guesser has 90 seconds to name the correct
term. In case of a mistake you get a new term. If you guess
correctly and time is left on the word generator, you get a
new term as well. For each correctly named term you move
forward on the board. If you reach the finish at the end of a
round, your team wins.

Each player has a board with pictures and tries to be the
first to cover three pictures in a row on his board. The single
pictures are shuffled and laid out face down. In your turn you
flip over two pictures. If you find a pair, you may cover the
corresponding image on your board. Then you flip the tiles
back and block one of the tiles with a marker. When all block
markers are placed you relocate a marker whenever a pair is
uncovered. If you have covered three pictures in a horizontal,
vertical or diagonal row on your board, you win the game.

Game of puzzles and thinking for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Quiz game for 4-16 players, ages 12 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

11
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BiWo Bildschöne Wortspiele

Blockade

Designers: Otmar Bettscheider, Karin Herrmann
Publisher: BiWo Spiele

Designer: Raf Peeters
Publisher: Jumbo

8

Designers: Patrick und Alex Stevens
Publisher: Numbskull Games

7

BiWo offers a collection of games on the topic of forming
words. There are 88 image cards, 6 joker cards and a list of
words. Players think up words corresponding to the images
and try to combine them into new words. You can combine
any number of cards, use synonyms and also category terms,
so an eagle can be used for an eagle, or a bird or an animal.
You can use singular or plural and also flex the word if necessary for a combination. The rules list versions of the game to
train of vocabulary and association: Auf Ansage, Auf und los,
Wortdomino. Lückenlos und Abstapeln.

Blockade – as all other puzzles in the series – holds 48 cards
with tasks in four different levels of difficulty. The task in
Blockade is to stop the escape car of the gangsters. 6 puzzle
parts showing police cards must be placed on the board to
block all roads for the red car which cannot move over a police car or a building and may not escape diagonally. For each
puzzle there is only one correct solution and all police cards
shown on a card must be placed on the board to achieve the
correct solution, even if some of them are not necessary to
block the red car.

In the American Civil War the Union tries to cut off the Confederates from all supply by using sea blockades. Players are
blockade runners either supporting confederates or simply
wanting to make profit. You play four rounds representing
years of the war and you play actions of the Union, goods
management, turn order and actions of players. The Union
wants to block harbors, conquer harbors and cities and hunt
ships on the High Seas. Players can load ship, unload ships
and move, play action cards or auction ships and transport
goods on rails.

Collection of games on words for 1-6 players, ages 8 and up

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 7 and up

Develoment game for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Blokus

Bobby Sitter

Designer: Bernard Tavitian
Publisher: Mattel

Designer: Jean Marc Courtil
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

7

Boggle

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Blokus is a colorful placement game with 21 shapes made
up by placing 1 to 5 squares adjacent to each other edge
on edge. You should place all tiles and place them in the
color order of blue, yellow, red and green. The first tile of
each player must be placed in his corner. Then you take
turns to place tiles so that your own color is only touching at
tile corners. Other colors can touch along the edges. If you
cannot place a tile you pass. When nobody can place a tile
anymore you score one penalty point for each square in each
unplaced tile and bonus points for placing all tiles or placing
the solitaire piece last.

Two sheep tiles are handed to players at the start of the game
and you try to gather three more as fast as you can to be
the first to own five sheep. On the table there are the sheep
piece and one Bobby piece less than there are players. You
turn up a card. In case of a wolf you grab a Bobby piece. If you
miss you discard a sheep. In case of 1 or 2 sheep you grab
the sheep piece and receive a sheep. If there is no sheep or
sheep and wolf together you may not do anything. If you are
out of sheep you drop out of the game and 1 bobby piece is
removed.

The 16 letter cubes are shaken in the game unit and then
fixed in position by turning the top of the box. The letters
now visible are used to form words connecting letters
horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Each letter may only be
used once in a word and the order of letters in the word must
correspond to the order of letters in the grid. After “time out”
you cross out all words that you share with other players.
Remaining words are scored with 1 to 11 points depending
on the number of letters. In this edition cubes and timer are
part of the game unit.

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up

Game of word forming for 2 or more players, ages 8 and up

Boggle Flash
Publisher: Hasbro

12

Blockade Runner

Boggle Slam Card Game

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Bohnanza
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo

8

Five letter cubes are laid out in a row touching each other,
and switched on. Then you choose a game: Boggle Flash –
The cubes show one letter each and you arrange the cubes
as fast as possible to form words, you need not use all the
letters. For each correct word you receive additional time and
after a timeout 1 point for each word. In Boogle Flash 5 you
must use all five cubes to form 5-letter words. In Boggle Flash
Reihum you need at least two players who arrange words in
turn. If you cannot form a word you must quit. The longer the
game goes on, the shorter the time gets for each player.

One player uses four letter cards to lay out a word on the
table. The remaining 51 cards are dealt evenly to all players.
At a signal all start to play simultaneously and place one card
from their hand on one of the cards on the table to form a
new word. You call out the new word; the other players can
veto it. The same word may be formed several times in a
game, but you cannot place two identical letters on top of
each other. Blank cards are joker cards. If you can place your
last card, you win. If nobody can form a valid word, the player
with the fewest cards remaining wins.

Bean plantations can earn you big money! Each player owns
two bean fields and holds bean cards in his hand! You must
never change their order! You must play one card and may
play another one. Then you turn up cards from the stack. You
may take them yourself, trade them or give them away, whatever you like. The only deciding factor is how to you make
most money? If you need to plant more than your fields allow
you must sell beans. They are discarded and some cards you
turn over into money earned. After the draw pile has been
used up twice the player with most money wins.

Game of words for 1 or more players, ages 8 and up

Word placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Set collection card game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Bohnanza Fun & Easy

Boochie

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo

Designer: Forrest Pruzan Creative
Publisher: Zoch

8

Boomerang

8

Designers: Dominique Ehrhard, Michel Lalet
Publisher: Lui-même / Asmodee

8

Beans posing as rock stars, computer freaks or hamburger
fans! And still they are planted, harvested and traded. Each
player has two bean fields and some beans in his hand, but
the order of these cards must never be changed! In your turn
you must plant one card and may plant another. Then you
trade beans from your hands or from the 3-card open market
with your fellow traders. You may also give away cards you’re
your hand. Beans received in a trade must be planted. If you
must plant more than you can manage on your fields, you
must sell. After the draw pile has been used up twice, the
player with the highest amount of money wins.

You have ball, ring and action-clock of one colour, the clock
shows 0. A line is marked and the Boochie is thrown approximately 1 m. All players stand behind the line and in turn
throw ring or ball and then their second object. For being
nearest or nearest-but-one to the Boochie you score 2 points
or 1 point. If your object complies with the rule on top of the
Boochie you score these points, too. You also score for throws
hitting other objects, your own ring or the Boochie. After
scoring you must obey the rules marked next to your score
on the action-clock. You win with a score of 11 or higher at
the end of a round.

The cards in the game depict one animal each and two of
five hunting regions. Cards are turned up until all regions are
visible. Then each player chooses a region and all throw boomerangs onto the cards, “throw” is figurative, you can simply
place them. Not hitting a target is important, but the number
of boomerangs in the middle – do you throw another one
or pass and take all boomerangs from the cards. If you pass
first, you are the last one to go hunting. To hunt you take the
animal. Always pay attention what the others want to hunt
and how many boomerangs they have left!

Set collection card game for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

An action game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Auction game for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Bop it!

Boxxy

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Bunny Bunny Moose Moose

10

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Vlaada Chvatil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

8

Futuristic, cool, hip, fun! The game unit randomly names actions which you must act out very fast using different parts of
the unit. The feature “scream” can be shut down. If you react
correctly you hear a specific sound and a new order. If your
reaction is wrong, the run ends or - in the multi player variant
- you quit the game. If you have managed to score 100 points
at the beginner’s level, the unit accesses the Master Level,
and after that the Professional Level. In those levels spoken
orders are mixed with sound orders. You can play alone or
hand on the unit to other players or play in party mode.

You form words out of predetermined letters. You shake the
box. While the timer runs, you form words using the visible
letters. You can use one letter several times in a word; each
double letter is a joker for any letter. A valid world must have
a minimum of 3 letters. Abbreviations, foreign words and
names are not allowed. If you note a word alone, you score
5 points, all other words score 2 points, each word scores 1
point per letter. If you manage a word using all 7 letters, it
earns you 25 points. After a previously agreed number of
rounds the player with the highest score wins.

One player is the narrator; the others embody rabbits and
moose. The narrator turns up cards to show what the hunter
is chasing at the moment; players try to avoid being that
animal when the hunter appears. The positions of their hands
on their head indicate rabbit ears or moose antlers. You
change these continuously to ears down or up, antlers folded
or sticking out, from rabbit to moose and back. If a hunter is
turned up all freeze and the position of their hands is scored.
If you score points for being the correct animal you move this
animal the appropriate number of steps and the next player
becomes the narrator.

Game of reaction for 1 or more players, ages 8 and up

Game of words for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Party and action game for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Burg Appenzell

Burg der 1000 Spiegel

Designers: Bernd Weber, Jens-Peter Schliemann
Publisher: Zoch

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

6

Bushido Base Game / Tanin der Fremde

6

Designers: GameHeads
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / GameHeads

As a mouse in the castle you set out to collect cheese chips.
The mice start in the towers and use 4 action points to turn
up a roof, move your mice or change the board by inserting
a tile on red flags. If there is no mouse in a section, the roof is
put back. If you move two of your mice onto the same cheese
symbol you receive this chip as a reward. When the board is
shifted a mouse can fall through a hole and can be trapped.
If one player is left with only one mouse, the game ends and
you compare your amounts of chips. You win with one chip of
each kind or with most cheese chips.

Vampire Victor is assisted by players to find his things. You
relocate a window card, roll the die and move Victor. His
position determines the image that must be found. You must
relocate 1 mirror and may relocate up to 3 mirrors. Then you
look into the window. If you can see the image, you earn a
bonbon. If you can pull out the image card afterwards, you
get another bonbon. If you see another image you must
name it. If you see the garlic you lose a bonbon. After round
one all players may bet if the image will be visible. Correct
tips earn bonbons. The first to own the necessary amount of
bonbons wins.

Power struggle in medieval feudalistic Japan! Players in
the role of Daimyos rival for the position of Shogun. You
as Daimyo do not lead your troops into battle yourself, but
assign another player the role of Samurai to lead your troops.
The attacked in the role of Bushi must withstand the attack
as best as he can. The Sensei can abort the Daimyo move
early and use Ronin to destabilize a province. He evaluates
the Samurai and advises the Daimyo. The Tanin expansion introduces a 6th player as well as new ways to fight, role cards,
clan markers and also buildings and bonuses for provinces.

Game of sliding and collecting for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of position fixing for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of conquest for 3-6 players, ages 12 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

13
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14

Busstop The Boardgame

Buzz it!

Cachinas

Designer: Kai Fujiwara
Publisher: Pigphone / Japon Brand

Designer: Asmodee
Publisher: P. Schamitzky, R.-J. Mayer, R. Knizia

Publisher: Grubbe Media

8

4

Grannies, babies, aliens, all are waiting for the bus. The
conductor places passengers in the general queue. You
choose one of your player tiles. They are turned up and
placed according to exact rules onto the order-of-play bar.
Your position there gives you passengers; you place them in
the bus or the queue on your own board. In a bus only passengers of one kind are allowed. Aliens are jokers and can sit
in any bus. A full bus departs; you place all passenger tiles in
your scoring pile and can use the bus again. After 10 rounds
passenger in your scoring pile score positive, passengers in
your queue negative.

A new game in the series „Games in a Bag“. A card lists two
topics, one either related to knowledge, the other rather zany
or unusual, and the buzzer is set to the level of difficulty previously agreed. The game master chooses a topic and reads it
to the players, who in turn answer with a corresponding term.
If the game master accepts the answer, he presses the button
on the buzzer. If you do not answer within the time limit, you
are “buzzed” and receive the topic card on the signal of the
buzzer. When the prepared number of cards has been played,
you win with the fewest cards.

Marble games – is there a place where they are not played?
In this edition in the series „Edition SOS – Kinderdörfer Spiele
aus aller Welt“ marble games are attributed to Bolivia. In
earlier times all marble games were played with beans or
stones, then marbles from made from burnt earth were used
and today mostly glass marbles are used. The rules book
offers many different versions and is accompanied by one big
and 20 small marbles. There are also rules for the marble wall,
all four sides are decorated differently and can be used in
combination or separately.

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Reaction game for 3-12 players, ages 14 and up

Dexterity game of 1 or more players, ages 4 and up

Caesar & Cleopatra

Café International

Designer: Wolfgang Lüdtke
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Rudi Hoffmann
Publisher: Amigo

Callisto
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

10

7

Caesar and Cleopatra are at odds with each other over Egypt.
Both have good arguments in the shape of cards in their own
deck and try to use them to influence the patricians, who
are presented in five groups. Next to these groups Caesar
and Cleopatra in turn place 1 face-down or 2 open Influence
Cards and may – before or afterwards – play an Action card:
Spy, Scout, Wrath of the Gods or Philosopher. If you have the
highest influence with a group when a vote of confidence
is taken, you win patricians and victory points. New edition
2010.

Café International invites you to have people from different
nations meet at 24 tables in a Café. Two men and two women
of each nation are present. Seating regulations demand 4
persons at a table, always two men and two women. Men or
women must never sit alone at a table. They must always sit
down in pairs or groups of three. The tables are assigned to
nations. Depending on the guests at a table the tables score
between 2 and 8 points. If a player cannot place a person
correctly, the tile must be placed at the bar at the cost of
points. If you cannot pay, you must quit the game. Spiel des
Jahres 1989.

Callisto is a placement game with the aim to place as many of
your tiles as possible on the board. Depending of the number
of players, a different board is used. In their first and second
turns all players in turn place a tower on the board. New tiles
are placed bordering those of your own tiles or a tower with
at least one side. By placing the third tower you can start a
new area and so impede another player. If no further placement is possible, all players count the knobs on their remaining tiles. The player with the lowest number wins.

Game of card placement for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Camelot Jr.

Caminos

Designer: Raf Peeters
Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Stefan Kögl
Publisher: Murmel

4

Campos
Designer: Pietro Vozzolo
Publisher: Huch & friends

10

8

You choose one of 48 tasks in four levels of difficulty and
place the towers accordingly, leaving room for one bat. You
place knight and princess accordingly and take the blocks
as shown on the card. Then you must build a path from
knight to princess. The knight can only move over a wall or a
staircase, blocks can be placed horizontally or vertically and
all must be placed in a square grid. The illustration must all
face the front of the construction. The final building must be
stable and the knight only goes over the finished construction from his place to the princess in one move.

Caminos is a game of connections: Each player or each team
must build a path from one side of the board to the other. Depending on the board used the number of sides to connect
varies. There are four boards – a 8x8 square, a rhombus, an
octagon and a ring - and each player takes the blocks of a colour, in team play team members share blocks. When placing
blocks no gaps are allowed beneath blocks, you may place
isolated blocks and build over other blocks as long as one
area of the block touches the board. In a variant the game
starts with 2 neutral blocks being set on the board first.

A playing board is first laid out and then taken apart again
while you try to fill order cards for points. You start with 3-5
scoring cards and 2 tiles, and one tile is laid out to start the
game. You can either place 2 tiles or place 1 tile and play a
scoring card. Tiles are placed edge on edge next to any tile.
The cards demand area colours and sizes, for instance: “If
Yellow is bigger than green you score red”, the biggest area
in each colour is used for scoring. For the taking apart phase
you get new scoring cards, tiles are taken away. The player
with the highest total score wins.

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 4 and up

Abstract position game for 2 or 4 players, ages 10 and up

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Capt’n Sharky Climb the Coconut Tree!

Capt’n Sharky Pirate Scrape

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

5

The big palm in the middle of an unknown island must be
climbed to harvest the coconuts. Who is first at the treetop?
You have a team card and 4 movement cards. You play a
card and move one or two men accordingly. On a spot with
magnetic coconuts you take one. The first three men on top
of the palm are set aside together with the current top nut.
Then these nuts are scored for the team. After three such
rounds you win with the highest score including points from
magnetic nuts.

Game of acquisition with cards for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

5

Capt’n Sharky against the rest of pirates: You begin with 5
cards of different colour and value. One player places a card
and names its value; that is Sharky’s opponent. All others in
turn can place a card of different colour and name the total
value – Sharky’s opponent gets stronger – or place a card
of the same colour. That changes direction of play and the
strength of the opponent stays the same. If the strength
is higher than 7, Sharky loses and is bitten by a crab. If you
must make this happen you take all cards from the middle
together with a crab. If one player is out of cards, the player
with the least crabs wins.
Game of cards for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

Carcassonne Bridges, Castles and Bazaars

Cards4You Sammys Abenteuer

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück / Rio Grande

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg

8

Captain Jack’s Gold
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Privateers, pirates and gold coins – if you have kept a rest of
romance in your heart, you want to sail the seas and loot rich
treasures. The rich merchant ships are the goal for the pirates.
Using simple basic rules you can enhance your treasures by
diligent captures, boarding of ships, exchanges and sales. You
use rudder, sail and loaded cannons and are rewarded with
metal coins that enhance the haptic value of the game. If you
have the biggest treasure at the end of the game you are rewarded with the treasure map of the legendary Captain Jack.

Pirate game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Castelli

4

Publisher: Queen Games

The 8th expansion contains 12 new landscape tiles with
bridge markers, 12 bridges and 12 castle parts. When a bazaar is turned up, the tile is placed and a bazaar takes place.
You turn up one tile per player and the tiles can be bought
with victory points. A bridge continues a road and is built on
the tile just placed or a tile adjacent to this tile. The ends of
bridges must be placed on meadows. A small town of two
tiles can be expanded to a castle and scores the points of the
first building that is scored in the vicinity.

Characters from the story are depicted on cards. These cards
show numbers and symbols for a normal card game and
in addition to that values in five categories – age, courage,
action, intelligence and Fun. The rules list three games:
Upwards, you place cards in ascending order – Trumps,
the classic mechanism using comparison of values in one
category – 12, you discards cards, if you to 12 you must take
cards – Grabbing – you can ask for identical cards, if you turn
up one that does not fit you loose all cards collected in that
round.

Militant dukes fight for dominance in the scarce remains of
once endless estates in a shrinking kingdom ... This is the tantalizing preview on a beautiful game featuring an extremely
pretty board with 64 squares. No further information was
available at the time of pring. Further information are available from the publisher’s website: www.queen-games.de

An expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Set of card games for 2-6 players, ages 4 and up

Placement game with cards for up to 4 players

Castle Logix

Cat & Chocolate

Catan

Designer: Raf Peeters
Publisher: Smart / Jumbo

Designer: Ryo Kawakami
Publisher: Qvinta Essentia / Japon Brand

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

3

Schloss Logikus offers brainteasers for toddlers! You choose
one of the task cards and build the castle that is shown on
the card. The game comprises 4 building blocks of different
colours and 3 towers. Each block has one or two holes where
a tower can be placed. The finished building must stand
alone without any support. The game offers 48 tasks in four
levels of difficulty. The most difficult level is aimed at children
of ages 6 and up and the task cards only show the silhouette
of the castle that should be built. Adult assistance may be
necessary for the first few puzzles.

You are a secret member in one of two teams and find
yourself in a haunted mansion where horrible things are happening. You draw an event card – e.g. Crushing wall or bite
of a poisonous spider. Then you use 1-3 item cards from your
hand to protect yourself. You must explain fast and well why
a lipstick protects you from a fall down the stairs. The other
players vote if you have saved yourself or not. If yes, you keep
the event card for a point. When the “End” card appears, the
teams are revealed and tally their points depending on the
number of players. The better team wins.

The 19 land hexes on the island of Catan must be settled.
Resources, landscapes, settlements and roads need to be
constructed, developed and kept up. Resources are wool,
bricks, wood, ore and grain. They can be traded and used for
construction. To win you need to collect 10 victory points
from settlements, cities, development cards or Longest Road
and Largest Army. On occasion of the 15-Year-Jubilee the
German-language box and components were redesigned.
Settler addicts can look forward to the limited special edition
in a wooden box, with wooden parts, including the expansion for a 5th and 6th player.

Puzzle of logic for 1 player, ages 3-7.

Game of communication for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of settlement for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

15
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Catan 5+6

Catan Seafarers

Catan Seafarers 5+6

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

This set provides an extension to the basic game of Settlers
of Catan. It contains the necessary material for playing the
game with 5 or 6 players. There are additional rules for using
the extension set,. The components have different backsides
to those of the basic game, a very user-friendly way to ensure
easy separation of addition and original game. The basic rules
of the game remain the same, the first player to collect 10 victory points is the winner. This set, too, has been re-launched
in Germany on the occasion of the 15-Year-Jubilee of the
original game.

The Settlers of Catan Seafarers is an expansion for the Game
of the Year 1995, offering 16 different scenarios, which of
course use components from the basic game. At sea roads
turn into shipping lanes and ships, and wool and wood are
necessary to build ships. Rules for the different scenarios
always demand a specific selection of components and provide different victory conditions. This expansion can only be
played together with the basic game and the German edition
has also been re-launched with new graphics and new components to celebrate the 15-Year-Jubilee of the basic game.

In accordance with the basic game there is an extension to
the Seafarer expansion, enabling 5 or 6 people to play. They
have a choice from 16 different scenarios, for which they use
the basic game plus extension and the Seafarer expansion
plus extension. At sea roads turn into shipping lanes and
ships, and wool and wood are necessary to build ships. Rules
for the different scenarios always demand a specific selection
of components and provide different victory conditions. The
German edition of this extension has got a face-lift, too, for
the 15-Year-Jubilee of Settlers.

Extension to Catan for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Expansion for Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Extension to Settlers of Catan for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Catan Cities & Knights

Catan Cities & Knights 5+6

Catan Traders & Barbarians

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

Catan is threatened by Barbarians while players rival to expand a city to a metropolis using wares for new development
cards. When the barbarians are not defeated, they pillage a
city belonging to the player who supplied the fewest knights
for the defense. This expansion for Settlers of Catan transfers
many elements from the card game to the board game. As
all other expansions, Cities & Knights can only be played
together with the basic game. To complete the series, the
German edition has been re-launched for the 15-Year-Jubilee
of the basic game.

Again, in accordance with other expansions, there is an
extension for this Cities & Knights expansion to enable 5 and
6 players to join the fun: In this expansion Catan is threatened
by barbarians and wares can be used to develop a city into
a metropolis. Again, the expansion + extension can be combined with the basic game or other expansions. As always the
basic game is required. As a novelty, many elements featured
previously in the card game have been transferred to the
board game for this expansion. To go with the other games,
the German edition of this extension has been re-launched.

Catan is booming: Caravans come out of the Southern
desert, in the North the Catan Council is built and barbarians
threaten cities. Knights fight the barbarians und new settlers
build bridges in the East. The variants „The Friendly Robber“,
„Catan Event Cards“, „Harbourmaster“ and „Catan for Two“ as
well as the scenarios for the campaign – including „The Fishermen of Catan“, „The Rivers of Catan“, „The Caravans“, „Barbarian
Attack“ and „Traders & Barbarians“ – can be combined with
each other and also with scenarios from the other expansions. German edition re-launch for the 15-Year-Jubilee.

Expansion to Settlers of Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Extension to Settlers of Catan for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Expansion for Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Catan Traders & Barbarians 5+6

Catch out

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

Designer: Shinsuke Yamagami
Publisher: Grimpeur / Japon Brand

Charly

This is the necessary extension to the Traders & Barbarians
expansions for Settlers of Catan to complement all other
extensions and make this one playable for 5 and 6 players.
All scenarios of this expansion and also The Campaign,
comprising five consecutive scenarios, can now be played by
5 or 6 people in any combination with other scenarios from
the Seafarer or the Cities & Knights expansions. You need the
basic game, the extension for the basic game and the expansion Traders & Barbarians. And, of course, this extension has
also been re-launched in its German version on occasion of
the 15-Year-Jubilee.

You start with 3 cards, name their number values – you may
lie – and pass them face down to you left neighbour. If he
accepts them he draws 2 cards, discards 1, places another
into his victory pile, and names the values of the remaining
3 cards. If he doubts and is correct he receives the cards. If
he is not correct, the first player keeps them. In any case the
cards are distributed between both players, depending on
the victory point values in the bottom left hand corner. When
3 identical numbers are stated, you must doubt. When the
draw pile is finished, you add the values in your victory pile.

Extension to Settlers of Catan for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Card game of bluff for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Designer: Inon Kohn
Publisher: Abacusspiele

10

6

Players throw a party for the animals and must provide
enough favorite food. You hold 7 animal cards, 1 feed card
and 15 honey drops; additional feed cards are displayed.
You either swap an animal card with one from the stack or
the display, or invite participants to the party. If you invite
someone, all players add their feed cards to the display and
then in turn place an animal card next to the corresponding
feed card, up to the maximum shown on the feed card. Any
animals left over need to be fed with honey. If one player
is out of honey, you win if you have most honey left or the
fewest unfed animals.

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up
GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Cheese

Chicken Cha Cha

Designer: Michael Sohre
Publisher: Theta Promotion

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Rio Grande / Zoch

6

Chicken Chase

4

Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

Cheese must be snipped upwards so skillfully that you can
score points with every throw. If you are first to score 12
points you win. Cheese is set out at the edge of the table,
the side marked by a mouse nibble points upwards, and
snipped. You must snip it in a way that the cheese turns at
least one time in the air. If Cheese lands on the broad side
without mouse nibble or on a long or short narrow side, the
throw is valid and you can decide of you go on snipping the
cheese or if you take out discs from Cheese for points. If you
go on snipping, one invalid result annuls all points previously
scored in your turn.

In the chicken coop the hens try to steal feathers from each
other when overtaking in a race. The hen collecting all feathers wins. The track is laid out. You draw one of the face-down
tiles and compare it to the tile in front of your hen. If the
motive on the track tile is the same as on the tile you drew,
you can move your hen forward to this track tile. This you
may repeat as long as you turn up a corresponding tile. If you
turn up a wrong tile your move ends. Overtaking other hens
is a must as you should steal their feathers. New edition for
the 10-year jubilee.

Hens race up the hill, directed by race cards. The cards are
acquired with the help of chicks on the feeding bar. Hens in
your way are pushed back to the next free spot. Your options
are: You roll 3-2-1 dice and decide each time how to use the
numbers to place chicks and then eventually get cards. Following this you may move one hen with one card. Or you do
not roll and can use race cards up to a value of 8 to move one
hen or play one card for each hen. You win if you have both
hens on top of the hill at the same time.

Game of dexterity for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Game of moves and memory for 2-5 players, ages 4 and up

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Chocolatl

Cir*Kis

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Huch & friends / Quined

Designer: Phil Orbanes
Publisher: Winning Moves

Claustrophobia

8

Designer: Croc
Publisher: Asmodee

A game featuring gods, aztecs and cocoa – the players harvest cocoa, build pyramids and donate sacrifices to the gods.
At the start of the game each player sacrifices one cocoa card.
Then players bid on each of the 6 stations by using 2 of their
12 cards for each station. Then the stations are resolved in
order, either the highest bid or the lowest bid or the first two
or three best bid can act. At the end you score points for pyramids, markers and the highest sacrifice cards as well as the
bonus die. If you score the most points, you win the game.

On the gameboard intersecting stars and circles form a
pattern. Each player has a set of tiles corresponding to the
segments of the patterns. The first player places a tile in a
way that part of it is in the middle circle. Then all in turn place
one tile in a way that it touches the previously placed tile at a
corner or a border. When the last segment of a star or a circle
is covered, the shape is scored. A player with a score of 40
wins immediately. Otherwise, when the last tile is placed or
all when all players pass, the game ends and you win with the
highest score.

A fantasy adventure for two players, one represents demons,
the other humans. The game is set in the sewers of New Jerusalem in the universe of Hell Dorado. The game comprises
several scenarios. The board develops during the game. The
demons get aggressive and multiply in the dark. Humans
must organize themselves most carefully in order to win.
In a round you play the phases of initiative, human actions,
menace and demon actions. The game features painted miniatures. Many more scenarios are available from the website.

Bidding game on resources for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Fantasy adventure game for 2 players, ages 14 and up

Climate-Poker

Club 2%

Designer: Andrea Meyer
Publisher: BeWitched-Spiele

Publisher: Piatnik

Clue

4

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Players are diplomats specialized on climate protection and
try to unite as many countries with similar interests as possible at a conference table. You challenge the other players
in one of the following categories: “CO2 emissions”, “deaths
due to weather extremes” or “damages due to weather
extremes”. Guessing correctly which country is best at the
chosen category increases your options. Playing that country
lets you improve you card hand. The bigger the conference
you play from your hand the better. At the end, you score for
having the fewest chips as well as for having the fewest cards
remaining in backroom and lobby.

Club 2% - the new fun game for logical thinkers, young and
old! 84 puzzles are waiting to be solved. It is said that they
are based on a riddle that supposedly only 2% of all people
can solve. You use information cards to allocate the correct
inmates and their pets to five houses of different colours. The
cards hold different hints using seven different symbols. The
varying degrees of difficulty train logical thinking and the use
of logic. The hints do not need reading abilities and therefore
even young children can try their hand at these puzzles offering training and fun.

Cluedo is the classic detective game. A case is secretly set up
and players must solve the case by identifying the weapon,
the crime scene and the culprit. This latest edition of the deduction game is situated in high society and fascinates with
new characters, weapons and locations. New event cards and
character cards introduce unpredictable events. Furthermore
time is running out in the new cases, the pressure to solve
the crime rises from move to move as hour-cards eliminate
players from the game. Game play is riveting and mysterious
as never before, all in all a very attractive facelift for a wellloved game.

Card game on ecology for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Logical puzzles for 1 or more players, ages 4 and up

Game of deduction for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

17
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Cobra Cubes

Cocotte Party

Designer: Ariel Laden
Publisher: Huch & friends

Designer: Max Gerchambeau
Publisher: Winning Moves

6

Designer: designdirect
Publisher: Selecta

5

3

All solutions must result in a complete snake, head, body and
tail. The 40 tasks in 4 levels of difficulties demand different
goals; you must take into account colour, position and angle
of the dice: Imitation snake – you adapt the snake to the
cubes shown in the task. Partial Snake: A continuous snake
on all visible areas, the black area is not part of the snake. For
Complete Snake and All-Around-Snake a continuous snake
must be formed on all visible areas.

The hens run around instead of brooding over their nests.
Players are asked to catch as many hens as possible and sit
them on their nests. You roll the dice and they determine
colour and number of eggs for the hen to brood. If you have
such a nest in your coop, you try to be the first to grab the big
wooden egg from the table. If you succeed, you may take a
hen and place it in the nest. If you roll feather and colour and
you have a free nest of this colour, you may take a hen away
from another player and place it into your own nest. If you are
first to have all nests occupied, you win.

Soapbox Race in Meadowtown! The game offers two ways to
play. Both variants train adherence to rules and keeping to a
sequence of play. The dice games can be played cooperatively or with determining a winner, all players can move all
cars. Cars are moved according to the results of a dice roll,
either by colour or by colour + shape. Depending on the
variant chosen you use the meadow track or the road track
on the board. Doing the Listen-and-Play stories you must
listen carefully and move the car just named in the story. The
number of players determines who is responsible for moving
one or more cars.

Logic game for 1 player, ages 6 and up

Game of reaction for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Set of games for 1-4 players, ages 2½ and up

Confusion

Connect 4

Designer: Robert Abbot
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Publisher: Hasbro

You are either the USA or the USSR at the time of the Cold
War. You set up the game for your opponent and see the
movement side of the opposing pieces with information
on direction and distance. You announce a move and you
opponent either confirms the legality of the move or the
piece remains in place. If a legal move ends on the location
of an opposing piece this piece is defeated and is removed.
You can note down information gained from movements of
pieces. If you move a piece to the secret briefcase and take
it to the opposing base line you win the game. New edition
with optional rules and variants.
Position game for 2 players, ages 12 and up

18

Colourful Autorelli

Designer: Giancarlo Fioretti
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

6

This new edition offers 5 different ways to play: The “Original”,
players alternate in dropping one of their checkers into the
grid. The first to achieve a vertical, horizontal or diagonal row
of four checkers wins. “Popout” lets you push out a checker
instead of dropping one to form a row. In “Pop 10” you start
with a full grid and push out checkers. Those coming from
rows of four are kept, the first to keep 10 wins. In “Power
up” you use Power Checkers to pop out checkers of your
opponent and “Go again” is a special checker that you use to
give yourself an additional turn und using the wings lets you
form “5-in-a-row”.

Constantinople was the main center of trade in the Byzantine
Empire of the 6th century A.D. You try to use government
officers for your goals, donate to the people, finance public
buildings, produce or trade or ship goods. The rounds comprise 8 phases: auction, fleet movement, production, building
+ trading + use of buildings, shipping contracts, then again
trading and afterwards chance of market card and storage.
Ships earn you the most income and fame, but you need a
little luck to obtain the best shipping contracts.

Game of placement for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Complex trading game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Cosmic Chicken

Coup Royal

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Vlaada Chvatil
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / CGE

5

Constantinopolis

Covert Action
Designer: Jacob Davenport
Publisher: R&R Games

9

The spaceship from Planet Chicken wants to spread asteroid
eggs around in order to take over earth. Players try to collect
the eggs to ward off the invasion. After the game has been
set up by an adult, place the asteroid eggs into the egg tray
compartment. Each player sits in front of his own catcher.
When the space ship lifts off, move your catcher up and down
in order to push the eggs into your cart to slide them into
your catcher. Eggs that fall off the slide are placed back into
the egg tray. When all eggs have been collected, the player
with most asteroid eggs in his catcher wins.

Gentlemen thieves receive guidance from you as a Mastermind when out for looting works of art, gold, technology or
jewels. Booty cards are placed next to the locations A to G.
You place thieves next to 2 locations, once for booty, once
for guarding them. Then you reveal first the thief and then
the guard. If locations are guarded, nothing happens there,
the booty remains in place. One thief alone loots all. Several
thieves at a location chase each other away and receive a
hideout card, the booty remains in place. Booty is exchanged
for markers and these are turned into victory points for
majorities at the end of the game.

Two rivalling teams of Secret Agents try to steal the blueprints for an atom submarine. To do so they must eliminate
the opposing teams. Teams and roles are distributed
randomly among the players. Players talk to each and watch
each other until one player fires a gun. If the sniper has managed to eliminate the mole in the team or has eliminated an
opposing sniper the team has won and receives a card of the
blueprint. Possible roles are sniper, body guard, pick-up and
mole. The team that has collected at least one of each of the
four blueprint cards wins the game

Game of action for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 9 and up

Communication game for 4-14 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Cranium

Cranium Cards

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Cranium is a party game featuring four categories of tasks.
Depending on the colour beneath your mover you answer
questions, draw or model clay, solve a word puzzle or act,
sing or imitate. Your goal is to reach Cranium Central in the
middle of the board. If you solve your task within the time
limit, you roll the die and move on. Planet Cranium Squares
are obligatory squares for stops. When you reach Cranium
Central you must solve a task in a category chosen by your
opponents to win the game. This new edition features a 3-in1 board to offer a choice of playing time.

Cranium Cards is a creative party game, the puzzles are set by
cards. The orange stack gives the stipulations for the terms,
the purple stack defines the performance category. You must
either use pantomime or draw the term or describe it with a
maximum of three statements or spell the term backwards. In
case of 2 or 3 players you think up a term as stipulated by the
orange card, in team play the opposing team. When the term
is guessed correctly, either the team of the person giving
the description or you yourself receive the orange card. The
team or player that has most points on the cards won wins
the game.

In this family edition of Cranium, task categories are named
KreatoKater = blue, DenkOnaut = red, StarSteller = yellow
und WörterWurm = purple. Players separate into two teams.
The location of the team mover determines the category
of the task for the team. The non-active team sets the task.
The active team selects one member to resolve the task.
The other team members must guess or recognize what is
presented by the active member. If the task is solved within
the time limit, your team may roll the die and move. The first
team to cross the finish line wins.

Creative party game for 4 or more players, ages 12 and up

Card game for 2 or more players, ages 8 and up

Creative party game for 4 or more players, ages 8 and up

Cranium junior

Crazy Kick

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp games

7

Cranium junior is a Cranium variety especially intended for
children. You roll the die to determine whether you draw a
solo or a team card. Then you draw a card, read it out and
solve the task. If you master a solo task, you may place a
marker on the board. If you master a team task as the active
player, you place a marker too, and the player contributing
the solution puts a marker on top of yours. Both players can
use the same square. The first to form a row of 4 markers in
any direction wins the game. The last marker in the winning
row must by placed by mastering a solo task.

Creative party game for 4 or more players, ages 7 and up

Crocodile Chomp
Publisher: Hasbro

20

Cranium Familien-Edition

Crime & Mystery: Bakerstreet Files
Designer: Johannes Krenner
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

The Reds meet the Whites. By discarding cards from your
stack you play a game of soccer based on the rules of
Ligretto. The cards that need to be placed on top of each
other follow the course of a soccer game. You have a stack of
cards, turn them up one by one and put them on the stack in
the middle, if possible. This stack determines which card you
need to discard. After the start you try to get the ball into the
opposing goal by placing player on player. The first team to
discard to “goal” card has achieved a goal. The first to achieve
5 goals wins the game.

Players are detectives with their headquarters in Baker Street.
You collect evidence on suspects, and in the evening cases
are analyzed at home. One case is chosen, suspects are
allocated to all players and then evidence is allocated and
logged. Then each player reports on his evidence in relation
to “ before the crime”, “on the crime”, “after the crime” and
“culprit profile”. Each clue fits two suspects. At the end 3 clues
are drawn randomly and there hints are read out. Now you
can guess a suspect for each clue and finally you can guess
the guilty party and score points for correct combinations of
clues and suspects.

Card discarding game for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 12 and up

Crocodile Dentist

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Dakota
Designer: Piero Cioni
Publisher: TenkiGames NG International

4

In the pond the lurking crocodile watches out for frogs. One
player stands in for Kroko, starts the crocodile and turns over
the cards one by one! Attention! When a jungle friend or
the sleeping crocodile appears, nothing happens. But when
the hungry, wide awake crocodile turns up, the Kroko player
presses the white water lily to make Kroko snap. Simultaneously all others press their water lilies to make their frog jump
away. If you react too slowly or if you make a mistake you
must turn over one of your chips to the nibbled-on side. If
you are out of chips, you quit the game.

The frog-green crocodile has been around for a while and
still suffers from terrible tooth-ache. It opens its mouth very
wide to look for help. In this version of the game the principle
of the travel edition is used, the teeth are not pulled out but
pressed down to find the aching one. If you are unlucky to
find the aching tooth, Crocodile in his pain closes his mouth
rather fast and you must be quick to pull your hand out. If
you touch the aching tooth, you lose this round of Crocodile
Dentist! And due to the very good chance mechanism next
time it will be another tooth that hurts!

Inspired by the westward trail, Dakota combines a linear
mechanism with an emphasis on the topic. You either control
a group of settlers or a tribe of native Indians. You cooperate
and rival with other players to rise the status of your faction,
using raw material that have different value for settlers or
Indians. Settlers want to exploit the regions for agriculture
and industry, the native tribes wand to conserve it and at the
same time use if for their own tribe. The innovative mechanism works well for all numbers of players.

Game of reaction for 3-5 players, ages 5 and up

Game of action and chance for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Resources management for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Das Blaue Amulett

Das Börsenspiel

Designers: Johann and Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Simon Haas
Publisher: Huch & friends

10

Das große ABC Spiel Duden

10

Designer: Hanna Bachmann
Publisher: Haba

5

Princes are searching for the path to the Castle of Light, on
their journey they must solve three tasks by discarding cards
and defeat the returning Dark Powers. Against those powers
you can use Fate cards from arrow spots or the Blue Amulet.
At the side of the board cards are displayed. You choose one
of them in your turn and use it. Then you turn it over. It is
only available again when all other cards have been used.
IF you meet other characters, they are pushed off the track
and must continue their journey in opposite direction. Part
2 of the trilogy Die Magier – Das Blaue Amulett – Der FeuerSalamander – new edition 2010,

You start as a stockbroker with 500 Euro starting capital and
10 speed chips. In each round you play one order and one
dividend phase. You note the number of shares you want to
buy or sell. Then everyone chooses a chip, the player with the
highest value of the chips wins. Buying and selling must be
done in the quantities noted, the order of buying/selling can
be chosen. On lack of money you can take promissory notes.
Before you buy the share, prices rise 1 point for each share
you want, respectively fall by one before you sell. Finally, dividends are paid according to the dividend die. After 10 rounds
promissory notes are annulled and the richest player wins.

Players want to be the first to come out of the park with the
complete alphabet. You roll the action die and solve the task.
If you do it correctly, you roll the vowel-die and move your
pawn accordingly, maybe you get a part of the puzzle directly
or through the secret mole paths onto the playground. If you
reach the city again you may complete your puzzle and you
win. Tasks are: write a letter, read a word and lay it out with
letter cards, sort 5 letters, find the duck tile with the correct
vowel, or insert the correct missing letters. Game based on
“ABC – Mein Mitmachbuch” im Dudenverlag.

Fantasy game of moves for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Economy game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

An educational game on letters for 2-4 players, ages 4-9

Das große Pentago

Das kleine Gespenst

Designers: Thomas Flodén, Pål Keller Carlquist
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Das Kosmische Netz Die 7 Welten

5

Designer: Philipp Lenk
Publisher: Verlag Philipp Lenk

The ingeniously twisted game is based on Pentago! In
this version four people can play, accordingly there are 40
bi-coloured pieces in yellow and green and 40 bi-coloured
pieces in blue and red. Instead of four squares with 9 dents
each there are now 9 squares with 9 dents, each of the
squares can be revolved separately. The mechanism is still the
same: Players alternately set a marble in any free dent and
then turn any of the 9 squares by 90°. A marble can never be
relocated. The first player to form a row of five marbles in his
colour wins the game.

The little ghost wants to visit many friends and many locations during the spooky hour between midnight and 1 a.m.
Many doors need to be opened for these visits. The first
player puts the hand to 1 and the window shows the location
that needs to be found. You use the ghost to open a door and
may continue putting the hand forward and opening doors
until you open a wrong door. Then you may roll a marble in
the hall for each correctly opened door. Marbles that end up
in holes are placed beside the clock. If you are out of marbles
or if you manage to open 6 doors correctly in a row, you win.

A role playing system in a fantasy setting, comprising 7
worlds inhabited by different races, witchcraft, magic and
sorcery are used. Each living being in this world has an
energy status called Rahjthaumaan that, in combination with
a being’s live force, describes the status of the living being
and relates to its ability of doing magic. Further characteristics of the beings are dexterity, muscle power, mental power
and strength of mind. The system uses standard role playing
mechanisms for very detailed rules; the game is obviously
targeted at absolute beginners in the role playing genre.

An abstract game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

RPG rules for 4-7 players, ages 14 and up

Das magische Labyrinth Kartenspiel
Designer: Dirk Baumann
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele

6

Das neue Geo-Quiz

Das perfekte Alibi

Publisher: Kosmos

Designers: Christian Lemay, Pascal Roussel
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

The apprentices of the magician are again searching for
symbols, but this time the magician has placed invisible
obstacles on their paths. You start in a corner of the labyrinth
and hold obstacle cards. A symbol is turned up and all try
to reach it. You roll the die, move the pawn and name your
target tile. If you hold an obstacle card for this symbol, you
call “Simsalabim“: The pawn goes back to its corner, the
owner gets the obstacle card. If you reach a symbol, you get
the card and turn up a new symbol. If you collect the fifth
symbol card, you win.

The questions for this new edition of GEO Quiz come from
the magazines GEO, GEOkompakt and GEO EPOCHE. Aim of
the game is not just to ask for special knowledge. Each question is preceded with facts. You have a choice between three
answers and “all wrong”. All players decide on an answer. If
you answer correctly, you receive a topic chip and advance
your mover. If you encounter an obstacle square, you discard
2 chips of the corresponding topic to overcome the obstacle.
The player furthest behind on the track follows special rules
when advancing. The first to reach the finish wins.

Two players are suspects of a crime and must provide their
alibis; the investigators must try to bust it. The game master
is the High Judge who determines a crime; the suspects draw
an alibi card; all players are informed of both crime and alibi.
Then suspects and investigators secretly determine their
strategies. The suspects are interrogated separately and must
answer. The High Judge must deliver a verdict: In case of a
correlation higher than 50% between the suspects he must
pronounce the culprits innocent. In that case they win the
game, in case of a „guilty verdict” the interrogators win.

Game of moves and cards for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 12 and up

Communication game for 5-20 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

21
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22

Day and Night

De Vulgari Eloquentia

Der Feuer-Salamander

Designer: Raf Peeters
Publisher: Smart / Jumbo

Designer: Mario Papini
Publisher: Lookout Games

Designer: Johann and Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

2

The game contains a basic board with three sticks of different height. On these sticks the building blocks must be slid
according to the chosen puzzle. The blocks come in different
colours, some of them have a pattern, and there are also two
faces. For each of the 24 puzzles there are two pictures, an
easy day side and a difficult night side. When you play the
dayside, the colours of the blocks are shown. On the night
side puzzles only the silhouettes of the pieces you should
use are visible. For these puzzles, too, there are four different
levels of difficulty. Toddlers start with the day side puzzles.

Volgare, the Latin of the common people developed from
dialects of Italian regions and players contribute to the development. You score victory points for studying manuscripts or
finding rare documents. Social advancement scores points as
well and also – very common – money and protection. You
play in turns comprising event, charity, order of play, and actions. Possible actions are movement with additional effects,
take a manuskript, take persons, study psalms, small business
, Riddle of Verona, ambassador or Song of the Sun. The game
ends with the death of the Pope and a final scoring.

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 2-5

Develoment game for 2-4 players, ages 14 and up

Der Heidelbär

Der Markt von Samarkand

Designer: Frank Stark
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Bruno Fricout
Publisher: Krok Nik Douil

8

You always hold 2 and only 2 different salamander cards
depicting element, number or 1-3 stones on your hand
and must form combination from 1 element, 1 stone and 1
number card. The dice sticks determine whether you draw
cards, move the pawn, place your stone or get a key to the
dungeon. When pawns meet, they are sent to the dungeon.
The 3rd card of a combination you ask from a fellow player.
If you reach a certain number of points from combinations
first, you win.

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Der Mondbär – Sleep well, little moonbeam bear!
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

8

3

The logo of Heidelberger Spieleverlag is a bear and you are
asked to describe terms containing „Bär – Bear” similar sounding syllables successfully and thus earn the card. You are told
to use the top or bottom term on your card and then must
describe it with one sentence of 6 words. Two of the words
are taken by “Dieser Bär – This Bear”. So try and communicate
apPEAR! You could say „This bear enters a room. Words from
other languages are permitted, but translations and using
the same root of a word are forbidden. Not surprisingly, in
the end you win if you kept your BEARing. 100% languagedependent.

Merchants travelling in central Asia, selling carpets, spices,
fruits and other goods. In 10 rounds you secretly choose what
you want to sell. Then you start a Dutch auction, name the
price you want to earn and then the price is lowered until
somebody buys of the price has reached 0. If two players
want to buy at the same time none of them gets something
and both pay half of the bid as a penalty. At the end you
count your points, rare goods are more valuable than others.
But if you did not invest enough in camels, you must leave
goods behind.

The little moonbeam bear has difficulties going to sleep
because his friend, the moon, is all alone in the sky. All players
help the moonbeam bear and his friends to light the stars for
the moon. You roll the die. If it shows one of the animals, you
may take the animal from the middle of the table or from another player. If you already have the animal it stays with you.
When you roll the star, you may place one star in the sky for
each animal that you have with you. If you are first to place all
your stars in the sky, you win.

Language game for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Auction game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game dice for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Der Pate

Der Wortwal

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Susanne Galonska
Publisher: IQ-Spiele

Descent Base Game / Expansions
Designer: Kevin Wilson
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

9

Players embody Godfathers of Mafia clans and look after
finances, status and influence, marked on two tracks. In seven
rounds the clans draw income from areas of operation in the
boroughs of New York. You roll four dice and assign them
according to placement criteria to the divisions „Business“,
„Politics“, „Events” and “Call”, with consequences for your status and influence tracks. You can take over business of other
clans. The Mafia Car in a borough blocks raids or takeovers.
Events turn one of your development tracks into your k.o.
track. If you reach the end of this track and are the richest
player, you win.

Wh fnds fttng lttrs rlly quck? This is the task for this reaction
game. Willi the word whale has not brought up all letters
from the bottom of the sea and needs help. Two cards are
turned up and show only consonants. The first player to
name a word that can be made up from the consonants
shown on the cards wins both cards. You may insert any number of vowels before, between or behind the consonants - a
good training for quick reactions, vocabulary and language
competence.

Descent unites elements of a tactical figurative board game
in a new way with classical fantasy role play. One player
embodies the Overlord who is not interest in success for the
heroes. His goal is the failure of their mission and his game
components give him supernatural powers. Up to four heroes
can succeed only by an extremely astute approach and
cooperation. Modular boards and scenarios prepare you for
your own scenarios. Expansions are The Well of Darkness, The
Altar of Despair, The Road to Legend, The Tomb of Ice or Sea
of Blood, each featuring new components and scenarios.

Game of progression for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Language game for 1-6 players, ages 9 and up

Fantasy adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Dicke Luft in der Gruft

Die freche Englisch-Hexe

Designer: Norbert Proena
Publisher: Zoch

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

Die Fürsten von Catan

5

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

You start with a number of vampires and open a crypt in
your turn. If it is an empty crypt without a rat you can place
a corresponding vampire. With a garlic bulb you secure the
crypt, unfortunately also against yourself. When the crypt is
occupied you take a wooden stake. If you have three stakes
or hit a crypt with garlic, you receive vampires from the garlic
owner or all other players. If you open a crypt with rats, you
initiate a rat plague and all crypts next to rat crypt can be
opened. If you are the first to place all your vampires into
crypt or hand them to other players, you win.

Players stir images corresponding to pre-set topics into the
cauldron with the potion. Thereby they train speaking and
listening and the basic vocabulary for topics like food, clothes
or weather. A topic chip is turned up. If you hold a chip that
goes with the topic, you pronounce the word and place
the chip face down into the cauldron. The topic chip is also
turned over. Both are covered with the lid of the cauldron. If
the same symbol is visible on both chips, you are correct and
the ingredient is stirred into the cauldron. Several variants are
listed for the game.

The principality of each player with two settlements, 6
landscapes and 1 road is laid out. You roll 2 dice for resources
and event, both valid for both players. Then you use cards
from your hand for actions or development of the principality. Settlements and cities earn victory points. To win the
introductory game “Die ersten Cataner”, using the basic set,
you need 7 victory points and 12 for the theme set games.
These sets „Zeit des Goldes“, „Zeit der Wirren“ and „Zeit des
Fortschritts“ introduce new cards, in „Duell der Fürsten“ you
use all sets for 13 victory points . New edition of „The Settlers
of Catan The Card Game“.

Game of memory for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Language learning game for 2-4 players, ages 5-9

Card game of development for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Die Größe machts!

Die große Spielesammlung

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Die Magier

6

Designers: Johann and Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Players take turns in posing questions. The question is read
out, and the other players agree on an answer. The inquirer of
the round answers with “exact”, “more” or “less”. Then he turns
over the card and checks. If he chose “exact” and the group is
right, he receives the card and poses another question. This
also applies when he said “more” and it is correct or when
he said “less” and it is correct. If his statement was wrong the
card is discarded and the next player in turn poses a question.
When the pre-prepared number of cards has been played,
the player with most cards wins.

This premium edition offers more than 100 sophisticated
ways to play and features the well-loved classics like the
Original Mensch ärgere nicht and Kniffel as well as the card
game Ligretto. The beautiful boards in classic design offer the
popular long-time favourites Halma, Backgammon, Checkers
or Chess. The high quality components, for instance a dice
cup made from letzer and dice and playing pieces made from
wood, emphasize the quality of the collection. Games for 1
player are offered as well, a standard in the Schmidt program.

You are a magician and search 7 magical locations together
with your apprentice for 7 cards missing from the tarot
game of the king. You get cards if your magician and your
apprentice meet at a magical location or as the result of a
magic duel. There are only 2x7 cards for 3 players, so you
must get cards from other magicians. You throw rune sticks
for movement, duels and magical throws. Alliances shift and
change in the quest for the king’s tarot cards. A game for
exactly three players!

Game of estimation for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game collection for 1 or more players, ages 6 and up

Position game for 3 players, ages 10 and up.

Die Maulwurf Company

Die Säulen der Erde Kartenspiel

Designers: Virginia Charves, Bertram Kaes
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Die verbotene Insel

10

Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

10

Moles on the hunt for a treasure! Each player places his moles
randomly on the top board. All in all there are 5 boards on
top of each other, each lower one smaller than the ones
above. You move one of your moles according to the number
on the movement tile you turn up. When all holes of the
board are filled, the top board is taken away. When you
have used all your tiles, you shuffle all of them for re-use.
Only moles in holes stay in play on the next board. The last
remaining mole on the last board has found the treasure,
a golden shovel! New edition in the series „Unsere besten
Familienspiele“.

This trick-taking card game is based on the book and the
boardgame. The cards show values. Craftsmen belong to
suits, the suits are assigned to players. Resources and special
cards are neutral. When the cards have been dealt, you try
to take tricks to complete your hand. When the highest
card played in the trick is a neutral card, the trick goes to
the player who played the card, or else to the player who is
assigned the suit of the card. At the end of a round you pick
cards from tricks taken to combine resources and craftsmen
for victory points. After several rounds the player with most
points wins the game.

Together we can save the artifacts. The adventurers must
leave the sinking island with four artifacts to win together.
Each player has special abilities which he should make known
to the others, which facilitates cooperation. The game starts
with 2 artifact cards for each player and 6 flooded areas of
the island. In your turn you first have three actions, then you
draw artifact cards for artifacts, helicopter, sandbags or flood
and then you draw flood cards depending on the water level.
Actions are moving your adventurer, drying out island areas,
handing over artifact cards or finding an artifact.

Game of positions for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Trick-taking card game for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Cooperative adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

23
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Dino Meal
Publisher: Goliath

Discover India

4

8

Publisher: Ravensburger

2

The big, wild, evil dinosaur, Tyrannosaurus Rex, has pinched
other dinosaur eggs and players must rescue them from his
nest. 20 eggs in four colours are placed in the nest, covered
with the leave and Dino is switched on. You roll the die: For a
colour you must take one egg out of the nest, using the pincers and lifting the leave first.. If Dino keeps quiet you keep
the egg. If you roll the multi-coloured side you chose any
egg. If you roll X you lose your turn. If Dino stirs and snaps at
you, you must quit the game. The last one remaining in play
wins the game.

India, the mysterious and fascinating sub-continent! Players
are invited to go exploring there. The country is separated
into regions, roads connect the towns and up to five players
have separate small game boards. The picture of the game
lets us expect interesting and diverse mechanisms in an attractive and beautiful game that serves an equally wonderful
purpose: It is part of the Dalit Soponsoring Project by Queen
Games on childrens’ rights and securing basic education for
children from the Dalit Minority. More information on www.
queen-games.de

24 cards show images from the TV series Handy Manny. The
game is especially targeted at toddlers ages 2 ½ and up. The
cards are printed on special, thick cardboard. The rules follow
the standard memory rules, you turn up two cards. If it is a
pair, you keep it and have another turn. Otherwise you turn
the cards back over again. This game features additional rules
for a game of “describe the pictures” or a reaction game, in
which one card is turned up and remains open. Then in turn
each player turns up a card. If two identical ones are visible,
you get the pair if you are fastest to name the image.

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Placement game for up to 5 players

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 2½-5

Disney Rapunzel Sagaland
Designers: Alex Randolph, Michel Matschoss
Publisher: Ravensburger

24

Publisher: Queen Games

Disney Handy Manny memory

Disney Winnie the Pooh Schnipp Schnapp

6

Publisher: Ravensburger

Dito

3

Publisher: University Games

On her 18th birthday Rapunzel wanders through the Fairy
Forest into the village. There she wants to tell about all the
secrets she saw hidden under the trees. But she is so excited
that she mixes things up. Players assist Rapunzel to remember correctly. You roll the dice and move. If you meet other
players, you send them back to Rapunzel’s tower. On green
spots you may look underneath the tree. If you find the secret
corresponding to the first card, you go back to the village’s
key spot. There you name the tree and, if you’re correct, get
the card. When all secrets are found, you win if you have most
cards.

This is one of the most loved game mechanisms of small
children – Schnipp Schnapp! This version features Winnie
the Pooh and his friends and also very big and still handy
cards for small hands. All cards are dealt evenly to the players.
Then every player can discard quartets that he already has
in his cards. The remaining cards are stacked face-down.
Then in turn you turn up one of your cards. If you spot two of
the same kind you cry „Schnapp“ and get the stack with the
second card on top. Now you again discard quartets, the rest
is your face-down stack and play goes on.

Aim of the game is to find answers that are also given by the
other players. The die is rolled and determines whether the
answers must be written down or given by a drawing or if
the one who rolled the die can choose another player for his
teammate and write down an answer for both after discussing possible answers. A “how” and a “what” card are turned up
and all players write or draw an answer. The answer that was
given most often scores 1 point for each player who gave it.
If there is no double answer, nobody scores. The first player
who reaches 8 points wins the game.

Game of moves and memory for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Game of set collection for 2-6 players, ages 3-8

Game of guessing for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Dixit

Dixit 2

DKT Österreich Das Original

Designer: Jean-Louis Roubira
Publisher: Libellud / Asmodee

Designer: Jean-Louis Roubira
Publisher: Libellud / Asmodee

Publisher: Piatnik

8

Each player receives 6 of 84 picture cards and a set of voting
tiles. The narrator makes a statement on one of his cards. It
can be a quote, a title of a book, film or song or anything else,
a sound or even a pantomime. All others choose from their
hand the card they think fits the statement best. The narrator
shuffles all cards and turns them over. All other players now
vote which card is the card of the narrator. If some players
guess correctly, they score points together with the narrator.
If all or no one guesses correctly, they all score with the
exception of the narrator. Awards: German Game of the Year
2010.

Each player receives 6 of 84 picture cards and a set of voting
tiles. The narrator makes a statement on one of his cards.
The others hand him the card they believe fits the statement
best. The narrator shuffles all cards and turns them over. All
others vote which card is the card of the narrator. If some
players guess correctly, they score points together with the
narrator. If all or no one guesses correctly, they all score with
the exception of the narrator. The expansion features 84 cards
and rule that you win by reaching 30 victory points first.

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, has been re-launched
unchanged by Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of
games. You roll the die and move your marker. If you end on
a free lot, you can buy it. If you do not want to buy, the lot is
NOT auctioned. If you end up on owned lots, you pay rent to
the owner. On lots you own you can build houses and hotels.
If the bank has not enough houses to satisfy the demand,
houses are auctioned. Event squares must be observed. You
may only be indebted to the bank. If you go bankrupt you
quit the game and your assets are auctioned. The last one in
play wins.

Association game for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Expansion for Dixit for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and money for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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DKT Dynamic

DKT Europa

8

Publisher: Piatnik

DKT junior

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Piatnik

5

DKT Dynamic changes the aim of the game in the Austrian
equivalent of Monopoly. You do not aim to be the last still in
play, but to be the first to pay back your debts and thus win
the game. You start with 2000 units of money and chose 1 to
3 start actions, depending on the number of players, either
buying a plot of land or taking out a loan. Then you roll the
die. First you move a tourist marker and implement the spot
reached for him. Then you move your own marker and implement the game reached – special spots or buying, building,
paying rent or either paying back a loan or taking out an
additional loan.

This version features 21 European countries, and the special
squares, too, have been adapted to the topic. The rules
correspond to those of the standard edition. You roll the die,
move and buy lots of land. Land that is not bought is not
auctioned. On lots owned by other players you pay rent. On
your own lots you build houses and hotels. If the bank has
not enough houses to satisfy demand, houses are auctioned.
Event squares must be observed. You cannot run up debts.
If you go bankrupt, you quit and your assets are auctioned.
The last in play or the richest player after an agreed on time
of play wins.

The junior version of the Austrian classic! Players spend their
pocket money on acquiring fairground attractions and traffic
in entrance tickets. When a player has collected 5 different
entrance tickets the game ends and the winner is the player
with the highest amount of money. You roll the die, move
your marker and can either buy an attraction or pay entrance
fee for it. At the house you receive pocket money or pay the
owner. The piggybank can be looted or you can pay money
into the piggybank. Surprise cards are carried out. On the
way to the playground you pause for a round and come back
into the game via your own home.

Game of dice and money for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and money for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and money for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Dobble

Dobutsu Shogi

Designers: Blanchot Gille-Maves, Polouchine
Publisher: Asmodee

Designer: Madoka Kitao
Publisher: Gentosha / Japon Brand

6

Dobutsu Shogi in the Greenwood

3

Designer: Madoka Kitao
Publisher: Gentosha / Japon Brand

6

In Dobble there are 50 different symbols on 55 round cards
that can be used for 5 different little games, all using mechanisms of watching, observing and speed. An example: All
have cards stacked before themselves on the table and one is
displayed in the middle. All turn up a card at the same time. If
you are the first to spot a symbol both on your card and the
card in the middle, you name the symbol and set your own
card aside. A new round starts and the first to discard all cards
wins the game. Each card is unique and has only one symbol
in common with all other cards in the deck.

Dobutsu Shogi, that is animal Shogi, is a first version of Shogi
for young children. The board has 3x4 squares. The aim of the
game is to catch the opposing lion or bring your own to the
other side of the board. Each player has a lion, an elephant, a
giraffe and a chicken, each animal moves according to special
rules. The chicken can be promoted to hen. If you move
a piece on a square with an opposing piece, this piece is
captured and taken off the board. Pieces you captured can be
brought back as your own! This version has been authorized
by the LPSA, the Ladies Professional Shogi Association.

Dobutsu Shogi in the Greenwood is a version of Dobutsu
Shogi, the Shogi for young children. The starting positions
of the pieces and the number of squares on the board are
those of the standard Shogi. The animals are dog, cat, lion,
elephant, giraffe, board, chicken, rabbit and then the promoted animals: hen, elephant and giraffe. Promoted animals
move differently from basic animals. The aim of the game is
to catch the opposing king, the lion. If you move to a square
with an opposing piece, the piece is captured and taken off
the board. You can bring it back as your own piece, this is
called a drop.

Observation game for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Game of placement for 2 players, ages 3 and up

Game of placement for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Dog compact

Dominion Edition 1

Dominion Alchemy

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande

8

Dog! A cult game of moves in the tradition of Ludo. You play
in a team and try to get your own four pawns to the finish as
quickly as possible. You move them with cards, the number
of cards in a round varies. Partners in a team exchange one
face-down card per round. If you cannot move any pawn
with your cards, you drop out for the round and your cards
are forfeit. Pawns on occupied target spots are beat, but
not pawns you overtake. But, if a pawn is overtaken by a 7,
it is beaten as well. Card values must be completely used, if
necessary beyond the finish. Compact edition for four players
in a folding case.

You are a monarch and want to acquire land, hire followers,
build, and fill your treasury. With this in mind you assemble
your deck of cards from action cards, treasure cards, victory
point cards, curse cards, reaction cards and attack cards.
It holds your resources, your victory points and possible
actions. All start with identical cards, 7 “copper” and 3
“property”. From 25 sets of cards 10 are chosen for the game.
In your turn you play an action, buy a card, discard cards and
draw 5 new cards. When 3 sets are finished you win with
most victory points in the deck including hand cards and the
discard pile.

The Alchemists is the 3rd expansion for Dominion and can be
combined with all earlier editions; topic of the expansion are
alchemists and their laboratories. The new currency “Potion”
needs to be bought like silver and gold before you can spend
it. Potion cannot be used instead of money, but does count
towards the game-end-terms. „Philosopher’s Stone“ is a card
with the double function of money card/kingdom card. Using
“Possession”, you play the hand of your neighbor player and
get their buys. The rules list recommendations for the use of
Alchemy with the basic game and with Dominion Intrigue.

Cooperative game of moves for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of deck building for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

2nd expansion for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

25
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26

Dominion Edition 2: The Intrigue

Dominion Prosperity

Dominion Seaside

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Hans im Glück

The aim of the game is to assemble a deck from action cards,
treasure cards, victory point cards, curse cards, reaction
cards and attack cards and to win with most victory points
in the deck. All start with identical cards, 7 “copper” and 3
“property”. From 25 sets of cards 10 are chosen for the game.
A basic move consists of 1 action and 1 buy, modified by the
cards you play. Edition 2: Intrigue introduces new cards and
a new card type, a combination of action cards and victory
point cards. It is an independent game, but the cards can be
combined with Edition 1, the rules are the same.

Prosperity is the 4th expansion for Dominion and again
usable with all other editions. The topic is money and riches,
the game features 25 new Kingdom cards. Also new is the
treasure “Platinum” of value 5 and the victory card „Colony“.
When using colony, a new condition for the end of the game
comes into play: the game ends, too, when the supply pile
of colony cards is empty. According to the topic most of the
new kingdom cards relate to money, either as income or cost
or ways you can use a treasure card, e.g. “Copper” with “Grand
Market”. The rules recommend combinations of prosperity
cards with those from other editions.

The aim of the game is to assemble a deck from action cards,
treasure cards, victory point cards, curse cards, reaction cards
and attack cards and to win with most victory points in the
deck. All start with identical cards, 7 “copper” and 3 “property”.
From 25 sets of cards 10 are chosen for the game. A basic
move consists of 1 action and 1 buy, modified by the cards
you play. Seaside is an expansion for Dominion and Dominion Intrigue with a ship and pirate topic and introduces only
new Kingdom cards. Some of these influence the current and
next move, some determine the next move of the player.

Game of deck building for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

4. expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of deck building for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Domino Express Classic

Don Quixote

Publisher: Goliath

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

6

Donna Leon Gefährliches Spiel
Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

10

Smooth coloured stones of the shape and size of dominoes
are first set up in patterns and then pushed over. This very
simple principle has attracted many fans for many years. For
the fun at home the box Domino Express Classic features 36
express domino pieces, 50 single pieces, a loop-the-loop, a
double wave and 1 curved and 2 straight express tracks. Exact
instructions for setting up simplify first trial runs. Especially
fascinating are the metal-enforced dominoes, which are sent
through the loop-the-loop with the help of a catapult. Many
more boxed are available, with varying contents.

Don Quixote builds his realm with windmills and knights.
Each player holds an identical set of 24 tiles which he places
into his own principality. Each player must adhere to the
given sequence of placement. In three rounds you place 9,
7 and 5+1 tiles into places determined by randomly turned
up cards and try to form a connecting network of paths.
After each round castle, churches, windmills, and knights for
defense purposes are scored. At the end of round 3 the best
connected group of knights is also scored.

Four investigators walk around Venice questioning witnesses
and suspects. Both are placed as face-down coloured chips
in the streets and as open cards in the display. You roll
the colour dice and choose one. Then you draw the cards
determined by the die and move the corresponding pawn to
the next chip and turn it over. If you find a person from the
display with the pawn of that colour, you receive chip and
card. An empty row in the display is replenished. Arrested
suspects earn you victory points. When the culprit is found,
you win with the highest total of points from the chips you
collected.

Game of action for 1 or more players, ages 6 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Double Agent

Dragon Diego Dart

Designers: Bruno Faidutti, Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Editions du Matagot / Asmodee

Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Haba

Dragonheart
Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Kosmos / Fantasy Flight

5

8

Five double agents receive directions from all players, but
each player only knows the loyalties of the agent in relation
to himself, but not those in relation to his fellow players.
Therefore one has to make careful decisions when handing
over secret documents. You play cards face down to your
side of the board and try to find out about loyalties of the
agents in a rather chaotic mix of deduction and bluff. You can
also play document cards to modify the number of victory
available from an agent. First published 2005 in „Jeux sur un
Plateau”.

Players are supposed to do well in rolling fire balls and assessing their fellow players. You place one ball each into the holes
of the Dragon Stadium and draw a secret tile for a preset
target. Then you push the balls one by one to move them
into the target niches. The other players bet on a target niche
with one of their cards. Then the active player moves his
dragon for the number of correctly hit niches and the other
players move theirs one step for each correct bet. After three
turns per player you win when your dragon is the furthest
advanced. Awards: German Kinderspiel des Jahres 2010.

Based on a fantasy setting, you place cards on squares of the
board to collect cards and thus earn points for fame. You play
several cards with the same image on the corresponding
squares and draw cards from the pile. If you play cards on
a closed stack, the corresponding action takes place immediately. If you place the card in a graded stack, the action
happens when the necessary number of cards is laid out.
Action means that you take up one or several other kinds of
cards from squares adjacent to the square where you placed
your cards. After the third ship-action the player with most
points of fame wins.

Bluff and deduction game for 2 player, ages 10 and up

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of card placement for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Duel of the Giants

Dungeon Lords

Easy Play Kids MauseSause

Designer: Friedemann de Pedro
Publisher: Pilot Games

Designer: Vlaada Chvatil
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / CGE

Designers: Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Duel of the Giants is another historic conflict simulation on
World War II; this time the topic is not a duel in the air but a
duel between tanks. You either play the Sovjet or the German
side and want so score more victory points than your opponent. The game works best for 2 players, since it simulates the
direct confrontation of two parties. You may play it with 3 or
4. Landscape formations and front line are important features
of the fight Tiger against t-34 as well as line of sight and order
opf play. Damaged and destroyed tanks score victory points.

Dungeons are our habitat and we build dungeons and catacombs and send our servants to the surface to obtain food,
building permits or mining rights. They also hire workers
and creatures and acquire blueprints for building traps and
enlarging corridors. You have three servants and each action
can only be claimed by three players. After four rounds of
dungeon building the surface population is fed up and sends
heroes into the catacombs. The dungeon builders defend
themselves with monsters and creatures. After a second run
of four rounds the game is scored for things built, things left
over and special abilities.

Historic Cosim for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Resource management for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Easy Play Kids Rakete

Easy Play Kids Roly-poly dog

Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designers: Christine Basler und Alix-Kis Bouguerra
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

5

5

The mice are bowling with paint pots and tomcat Kalle gets
spattered by the falling pots. The tiles are laid out openly in
a way that leaves a corridor to the pots in the middle of the
table for each player. In your turn you take the cheese disc
and snip it through the corridor to hit the point pots. You
have three shots at pushing over paint pots. If you succeed,
all players look simultaneously for the card showing Kalle
spattered with exactly these colours. If you find the correct
card first, you get the card. If you collect 5 such cards, you
win.

Game of action and reaction for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Easy Play Kids Tepee

5

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

5

All dice are laid out showing the rocket on top. One card
is turned up and all players try at the same time to roll the
monster on card on four dice. You may only place one die in
the cup, but can choose which one. If you roll four identical
monsters as depicted on the card and the 5th dice does not
show a rocket, you call out the name of the monster. Each
player gives you a maggot chip for each of his dice showing a
wrong monster and two for a die showing a rocket. If you do
not have enough maggot chips to pay, you discard a rocket
chip. If one player is out of rocket chips, you win with most
maggot chips.

You guide Bella and Bello in digging in the garden for the
best bones. Both dogs start in the kennel. For your turn you
pick up the box. While your left neighbour tries to roll the
dog symbol, you try to guide both dogs into the holes shown
on the top burrowing tile by moving the box. If you manage
this before the dog symbol is rolled, you call “woof woof” and
get the tile. If your neighbor rolls the dog head before you
have the dogs in the holes, he calls “woof woof” and your turn
ends. If you have three burrowing tiles at the end of a round,
you win. Variants are listed for younger children and for a
game without dice.

Six tepees are set up. Dice are rolled and all players look for
a tepee that shows as many of the symbols rolled as you can
find. You may get up and walk around the table or look underneath a tepee, but must not touch it. If you have located
a good tepee you place your pawn next to it and start to run
around the table once while the others go on looking. If you
are back at your seat, all searching stops and the player who
has found most symbols on his chosen tepee gets this tepee.
When a cross is rolled you must find a tepee that does not
show the other two symbols. If you have won five tepees, you
win the game.

Game of dice for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Fast game of scanning for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Easy Play Level X

Ego Love

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Idea: Game InVentorS
Publisher: Huch & friends

8

EinSATZ bitte!

16

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Your roll dice to collect points on chips. The board shows
rows of different lengths for numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
You roll 4 dice and use any combination to make up one or
several of those numbers; you can also leave dice unused.
Then you place your marker in the rows or move if forward.
If you reach the X-spot, you receive a number chip. If the
X-spot is occupied, you throw out the resident marker. If your
marker is still on the X-spot in the next round and you roll the
number again, you get another chip. Sets of all 6 chips earn
you a bonus. When 3 chips stacks are depleted, you win with
the highest total.

The ego of the players is at the centre of this game; topics of
the game are opinions, preferences and interests. The questions and answers are meant to set the ball rolling for a discussion. One player answers secretly to daily and not so daily
questions, the other players assess the answer. For the correct
assessment of the answer, points are scored for the people
asked and those who have assessed correctly. There is a lot
of room for discussions, remarks, questions, and astonished
reactions. This special edition of the game can be used as an
independent game or as an expansion to Ego.

Everybody has at one time or another started a sentence and
then lost track of how it should end. This is the game mechanism of EinSATZ bitte!, meaning „one sentence, please“. The
first part of the sentence is given and the player knows what
he – no, his fellow players – should say at the end, he only
must make them say it. In each round a team has 1 minute to
explain and score. One player is the clue giver and must finish
half a sentence according to strict rules in a way that his team
members guess the term. The team that has guessed the
most terms after several rounds wins the game.

Game of dice and placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Communication game for 2-5 players, ages 16 and up

Word and language game for 3-16 players, ages 12 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

27
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El Paso

Elefun

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: Zoch

28

10

Elfenland

Publisher: Hasbro MB

Designer: Alan R. Moon
Publisher: Amigo / Rio Grande

3

10

In the role of bandits in the Wild West players raid 7 towns
and pick out their booty at the start of each turn. Players have
booty cards and in the current town booty tiles are stacked.
You play a card face down for the location to raid and then
the dice are rolled; stars are set aside. The booty is allocated
according to the dice and cards played. Then players decide
to raid again or to leave town. If you leave, you exchange
booty for safe gold. If you are still in town when 5 stars on
dice are visible, you lose all your booty. If you have most gold
when all towns are raided, you win.

Elefun, the baby elephant, plays with the butterflies and
gently blows them high into the air with his long, long trunk
(if you want to know exactly, the trunk is 1 m long!). As it
blows slowly, the butterflies do not get far away from the
elephant! The children are invited to play along with Elefun
and the butterflies and are supposed to catch the butterflies
with their net. First, try and catch those dancing in the air. At
the end of a round you can take care of those butterflies that
have sunk to the floor. The player who catches most of the
butterflies wins the game.

Players travel across Elfenland to collect location stones
from twenty towns. You pay for transport with cards drawn
each round. Your means of transport through plains, forests,
deserts, mountains, rivers and lakes are giant pig, elven
wheel, magic cloud, unicorn, troll wagon, dragon and raft,
each specific to terrain. Towns can be reached by several
roads. During the game you can hold a maximum of five
vehicles. They are placed on roads and everybody can pay to
use them. If you visit a town you pick up your location stone
there. After four rounds the player with most stones wins.
Spiel des Jahres 1998.

Game of dice and choice for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dexterity and action for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Movement game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Enchanted Forest

Engel & Bengel

Designers: Alex Randolph, Michel Matschoss
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Breslow, Terzian, Morrison
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

Erwischt!
Designer: Christian Lemay
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

The king of the story in this game is looking for an heir and
has announced: “Whoever can show me the path to three
treasures in the wondrous and weird wood of Sagaland will
become my successor.” So, players search the wood by rolling
a die and moving accordingly. If you meet another searcher,
you send him back to the village. If you reach a blue spot you
may check the tree beside it for the treasure. If you locate the
treasure shown on the current card you run back to the castle
to the „key“ and name the tree with the treasure. If you are
correct you receive the card.

You start with 5-15 dice and try to place dice on combinations depicted on the current board. You have up to three
rolls. After each roll you must place a minimum of one dice, if
at all possible. Additional dice may be placed. This it the point
where tactics come in, you do not want to make it too easy
for the next player. If you place the last die of a combination
you receive the sum stated next to the combination or pay
the amount if you had to complete a negative combination.
You win, if you are the first to earn chips of a total value of
500.

A game within a game and a game for all occasions! Each
person present receives a card and decides if and when to
enter the game. The duration of the games is fixed and when
it is started all players try to deal with all three tasks on the
card, but at all costs in front of several witnesses. If you have
completed the task you wait 30 seconds and name the task. If
you believe that someone else just completed a task you call
“Gotcha” and name the task. If you are right, the player cannot score this task. At the end of the game all add their scores
and name witnesses, if necessary.

Game of moves and memory for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Game of dice for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Party game for 4-50 players, ages 12 and up

Escape from the Aliens in outer Space

Expedition Sumatra

Designers: Tedeschi, Porpora, Righi Riva, Rossi
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designers: Britta Stöckmann, Jens Jahnke
Publisher: Igramoon

Eynsteyn
Designer: Till Meyer
Publisher: Spieltrieb

8

Selva is a heavily damaged space explorer ship. Aliens have
invaded the ship and want to kill the humans. Players are
either human or alien and try accordingly either to reach
the escape locks or to catch the humans. The only hints on
identity are the movements and the actions of the other players. Humans play on their own; the aliens try to cooperate.
Characters are moved by noting down the coordinates, aliens
can attack. If somebody is in the sector named for attack he
must tell so and is eliminated from the game. Danger cards
demand the naming of coordinates.

Big game hunters prowl the jungle of Sumatra to find and
catch a few specimens of endangered species. But the black
market is attractive too, and the islanders have a say in things,
too. By changing tiles you change the paths through the
jungle hat you use with tow lorries to catch animals and load
them onto the ship. In each round you have four actions –
move tiles, turn tiles, move lorry, load animal on lorry, steal
animal from opposing lorry or move ship. There are bonuses
for filled storage capacity, filled orders and circling the island.

Two opposing sides of the board must be connected by
placing blocks. Blocks are placed alternately, lines and loops
are possible. Parts of the lines can be used jointly. In Phase 1
you place a block on any square, but not nearer to another
than a diagonal neighbor. Then you draw 8 blocks. Now you
place one block each in turn and can secure it with a marker.
Then you draw a block. If only one block is missing from the
connection you announce “Eynsteyn”. If you do not announce
this your win is invalid.

Card and bluff game for 2-8 players, ages 12 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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F-1 Table Formula 1

Fabula

Designers: Alfredo Genovese, Ari Amdin
Publisher: Ghenos Games / Table Games

Designers: Régis Bonnessée, Jean-Louis Roubira
Publisher: Libellud / Asmodee

8

Formula 1 cars on the track, players drive one or more cars,
if you cross the finish line first after three laps you win the
game. The track has bends and straight parts with tempo
limits in the bends. You have tire cards and decide on a box
stop strategy. In the race the order of turn is identical with
the position of the cards in the race. In each turn you decide
on change of gears, acceleration or braking or staying in the
same gear. Tire cards and booster offer additional ways to
influence the race.

Race game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Famiglia

8

One player embodies Wilhelm Grimm, the others are
characters from his tales. Grimm presents a prologue for 20
tales and lays out items that are meant to be featured in the
tales. The others as possible characters in the tale take turns
to choose an item and continue the story. Grimm hands out
points depending on how impressed he is by your story. If
you convince Grimm, the others must continue your story
now. If not, the item must never be mentioned again in the
course of the game.

Story telling game for 3-8 players, ages 8 and up

Fang den Mufti

8

Topic of the game are Mafia bosses who want to hire better
henchmen than their opponents to have the better gang
at the end of the game. In your move you first replenish the
street display; then you can use the special ability of each
family once and then take up gangsters from the display. “0”
gangsters you just take, otherwise you need two identical
gangsters to pick up the next higher one of the same family.
One of the lower gangsters is placed in your personal display.
When all cards are played, you win with the highest total
from hand cards and cards in your display.

Card collecting game for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Fast Food

Designer: Werner Bäumler Laurin
Publisher: Laurin‘s Spielwerkstatt

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Fauna junior

7

Publisher: Goliath

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Huch & friends

6

You start at your personal start position, then you roll the die
and move along the lines on the board, only one pawn can
occupy a location. If a catcher moves exactly on a spot with
an opposing mufti, the catcher is placed over the mufti and
tries to get him into jail. The jail can only be entered when
you use all steps to get there and if the catcher carries a prisoner. If a mufti is placed in jail his owner loses the game and
drops out. Your own catcher can free your mufti by moving
onto his location. Catchers can defeat catchers, if you lose all
catchers you drop out of the game aw well. If you are the last
player remaining in the game you win.

Fast Food is on the menu, players need to make up the biggest hamburger with most ingredients. You turn up the top
card in your stack and discard it to your stack. If 2 identical
ingredients are visible on the table, each player noticing
the pair tries to be the first to hit the Buzzer-Burger in the
middle. The fastest player receives one card from the pair for
his holder. In case somebody makes a mistake play simply
continues. There is only one fact to be noted: Each ingredient
is worth 1 point, but two cards of the same colour on top of
each other in your burger score -2!

Do pandas live in the mountains? Do deer eat plants? And is a
python as heavy as a human? These questions are answered
by Fauna junior with regards to one of 180 animals from all
over the world, from koala to cormorant. All players take a
good look at the animal and try to place it correctly by placing a chip onto a habitat and a weight class as well as on a
choice of “vegetarian” or “lays eggs”. Then the solution is given
and you score points for correct placements. Good fun not
only for children, but for all the family.

Dice and moves game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of reaction for 2-6 player, ages 7 and up

Animal assessment game for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Fauna logic

Felinia

Designer: Tzafrir Kazula
Publisher: Huch & friends

6

Fifty Fifty

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Editions du Matagot / Asmodee

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch

9

One of the 40 task cards is placed into the box lid and fixed
with a frame. Each card shows five stations with information
on an animal: picture, length, length of tail, weight and habitats. These stations should be connected by an uninterrupted
line of footprints by placing 6 tiles on the board. All stations
must be connected in ascending order by clear parts of the
tiles. Each square can only be touched once and all tiles must
be placed flat on the surface. Some tasks have more than one
solution.

In the world of Felinia cats are traders, seamen and adventurers. They conquer the seas with their caravelles, take goods
to exotic and magnificent kingdoms and establish trading
posts. Felinia combines action mechanisms with placement
mechanism in dynamic rounds that demand simple or more
complex play depending on the side of the board chosen for
the game. The backside of the double-sided board offers a
strategic version of the game.

High cards earn you grim halves of a face, low cards yield
laughing halves. So balance is the aim of the game. You are
dealt nine cards, the top “mood card” is turned up. Everybody
plays one card. For the highest card you get the number of
blue faces stated on the mood card, for the lowest card the
number of yellow ones. If you can complete faces from yellow
and blue halves you discard them. After nine cards a game
ends. You play one game per player. After each game each
remaining face half scores -1. If you have no halves at the end
of a game you can delete your worst result. At the end you
win with the lowest score.

Logical placement game for 1 player, ages 6 and up

Game of commerce for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Card game of balance for 3-5 players, ages 9 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

29
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30

findevier

Firenze

First Train to Nürnberg

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Steffen Spiele

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Argentum Verlag

5

Animals play hide and seek with the wood pixies. You see
only half of the animals. 10 double-sided animal discs depicting foxes, owls, rabbits, hedgehogs and boars are placed in
a circle. You draw a card from the stack. All animals of that
kind need to be found. You take turns in turning over an
animal disc. If the right animal appears you receive a coin. A
wrong animal ends your turn. If you turn up the 4th animal,
you get the card and turn up a new card. If a pixie appears,
you choose an animal that must be found. If you find the 4th
animal you get the pixie. In the end animals and coins score 1
point, pixies 2 points.

The families in Renaissance Florence try to surpass each other
not only in trade and politics but also in erecting the highest
family tower. Players have building orders from the families
and acquire building blocks of different colors with the help
of action cards. If you have started a tower, you must add to
it in each round, because otherwise it is torn down for a ruin.
Fellow players can grab seemingly secure orders before you
can do so! Filled building orders earn you prestige and you
win with most of it at the end of the game.

First Train to Nürnberg is a re-designed new edition of Last
Train to Wensleydale and is now also playable by two players.
You build track, buy used engines and train cars and transport beer, mail and passengers, who now yield more victory
points by travelling in first class cars. Local landowners can
block the building of railways, so you need influence on the
government. Ideally, you can sell non-profitable lines to big
companies The first connection Nuremberg-Furth can yield
the deciding amount of victory points, On the back of the
board you can play the Last Train to Wensleydale.

Memory game for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up

Placement and building game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Railway game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Fits

Flinke Stinker

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Inon Kohn
Publisher: Zoch

8

Florancala
Designer: Sjaak Griffioen
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel & Design

6

6

Fits is a placement game based on Tetris. You receive 16
shapes, made up from 3-5 squares. You place the board
chosen by all in your holder and draw a starting card. You
place the corresponding shape in your holder, in any column
and in any direction, and then pull it down to the base. All
other shapes are chosen by turning up the top card from the
building card stack and placing the shape in a way that suits
the requirements of the board best, e.g. fill rows completely
or cover sets of spots or leave sets uncovered. You can set a
shape aside. When all shapes are placed, you score the board
according to some special rules.

Skunks run a race, the track is made of 22 tiles. Movement
tiles are placed face down. In your turn you reveal a movement tile. If it shows animal tracks, you set it aside and can
either end your turn or uncover another tile. If you turn up
the cougar, your turn ends. If you can move, you advance
your skunk the total of animal tracks on the tiles you set aside
in this turn. The skunk must not end its turn on a stink spot.
If you overtake other skunks, they go back behind the next
stink spot. If you can move your skunk over the last tile of the
track first, you win.

This is a variant of Mancala, but instead of holes in a row you
have a board of 12 dells in the shape of flower leaves. At the
start pieces are placed into each leaf and each player gets
wooden marbles of one colour. In your turn you take out
the pieces from a leaf and distribute them clockwise or anticlockwise into the adjacent leaves. You may start only in a
free or a reserved leaf. You reserve a leaf by placing a wooden
marble of your colour in the middle circle. If you place the last
piece in an opposing dell and then there are 2 or pieces in
the dell, you receive those pieces, too.

Game of shape placement for 1-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of racing and memory for 2-5 players, ages 6 and up

Distribution game for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Florenza

Folix

Designer: Stefano Groppi
Publisher: Placentia Games

Designer: Alain Anaton
Publisher: Anaton’s éditions / Asmodee

Freeze
Designers: Hans-Peter Stoll, Andrea Meyer
Publisher: Bewitched-Spiele

6

Florence – Renaissance –Families – Patrons – Works of Art!
You play 8 rounds with 9 phases each as there are: Income,
Captain of the People, Bishop, Worker Placement, Market,
District Activities, Artwork, Turn order and end of the round.
Captain and bishop use their abilities; workers use buildings
in the quarter, plan a building, pan a work of art, send a
worker to the market or donate to the church. To complete a
work of art you must pay for the materials and pay the wages
of the artist, At the end victory points are scored.

50 cards feature numbers that are the product of a multiplication, the cards show the colors of the necessary multipliers.
You turn over 2 tiles: if they are multipliers for one of the
cards in the open display, you receive the tiles. A new card is
laid out and you have another turn. If you turn up wrong tiles,
they are turned back over again and your turn ends. Folix is a
special tile for special actions, red and blue tiles mean instructions that must be followed, and green tiles give you additional moves. If you collect 20 tiles with numbers, you win.

For players each enact a short scene in a given situation, the
others are spectators. Afterwards, everybody guesses which
actor had which randomly assigned rank from 1 to 4. Beforehand actors secretly plan how to best embody their rank in
the given situation. If you have rank 1 at school, you could be
a headmaster, for example. Before the next scene three of the
four actors leave the stage and three spectators become actors. The player with the most points gained by good acting
and guessing wins the game.

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 14 and up

Calculation game for 1-8 players, ages 6 and up

Improvisation game for 5-10 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Fresco

Fresco The Glazers

Friesematenten

Designers: Ruskowski, Süßelbeck, Panning
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Ruskowski, Süßelbeck, Panning
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Amigo

You are a fresco painter and restore the ceiling fresco of the
Dome for the bishop. A day of work in the Renaissance must
be carefully planned. First you choose your time to get up.
The time to get up influences mood and possible actions. If
you rise early it is your turn earlier for the actions. Actions are
planned by placing your assistants: You buy color, restore at
the Dome for victory points, paint portraits for money or mix
colors or improve the mood in the theatre. At the end money
is worth victory points, too. You win with most of them.
Deutscher Spielepreis 2010.

This first expansion for Fresco in a separate box comprises
three new modules, which can be combined any way among
each other and with the expansions already in the basic
game. 1) The Glazers – you buy glass in several colours and
build windows into the church walls. 2) The Wishing Well –
you throw a lucky penny into the well and somethin will go
well, regardless if theatre or market. 3) Gold leaf – on some
market spots gold leaf is available and you can use it to
upgrade a coplour and impress the bishop.

Status is the motto of the day! Every player starts with 60 €
for buying factories and status symbols to build up an empire
and collect victory points. Several rounds are played, each
consists of four phases: refill the market, play action and influence cards, auction cards from the market, and earn revenue
from the factories. The auction is the core of the game. If you
miscalculate and cannot pay your bid, you get nothing and
lose all your money. And if you suffer from an event played by
another player, it is your own fault – you should have bought
it yourself and used it!

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Expansions for Fresco for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Auction game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Frosti

Frutti di Mare

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Simone Luciani
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Fürstenfeld

6

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

A penguin stands on an ice block holding a platform. On this
platform plastic blocks are stacked in layers, three blocks to
a layer and always rotated 90 degrees in relation to the layer
below. In your turn you take away a block and place it on top
the stack. Then you press GO – if Frosti does not shiver, the
next player can start his move. But if Frosti shivers, there are
two possibilities. Either single blocks fall, then you pick them
up and place them as best as you can on top of the stack and
your turns. When the stacks tumbles completely, you win, if
you where the last player to successfully relocate a block.

Five stalls sell seafood, prices change with demand and leftovers should be avoided. The stalls are set out in ascending
order, presentation plates are set beneath them randomly,
you start with 7 cards. You choose one of your cards and
place it on one of the plates. The price of this food rises and
the plate switches places with the plate at the stall with the
new price. If you pass and stop sales you quit for the round,
the cards you played so far are scored. When everyone has
played their cards or quit, each card at a plate fetches the
current price. The player with most money after three rounds
wins.

In the role of a noble land owner you own a „Fürstenfeld „ and
produce hops, barley and water for sale to breweries with
varying demand. This makes you richer and richer and you
start to build your own palace to live on the taxes of your
farmers. Basically it is simple, you plant, harvest and sell – but
space is limited and you must constantly overbuild, in the
end even all farm land to finance your palace. The attraction
lies in your own deck of cards, beneath which you stack cards
that you do not need. If you can remember the order, you
have huge advantage. You win if you can cope best with the
changing prices of the breweries.

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 5 and up

Game of card placement for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Game of development for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Gackerei ums Hühnerei

Galapagos

Galaxy Trucker Base Game / The Big Expansion

Publisher: Kosmos

Designers: Åse and Henrik Berg
Publisher: White Goblin Games

Designer: Vlaada Chvatil
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / CGE

5

Players are brooding eggs, the first to collect 5 fledglings
wins the game. All draw 5 egg chips, put them on their chairs
and sit down on them. You roll the die: All rise and search
with one hand for this fledgling. The first to find it puts it into
the nest on the table, covers it with his hand, cackles and
takes the fledgling back. It is placed in front of the player
on the table and a face-down chip is placed on his chair. All
players sit down. If you find a fox, put it in the nest, place your
hand on top and shout „Attention! Fox!” The last player to put
his hand on yours discards a fledgling.

You are a biologist in the tradition of Darwin and want to find
rare species on the Galapagos Islands and mount exhibitions.
In 12 rounds you first bid for the direction of movement and
the starting player marker. Then you play cards for the currently valid direction and do actions. Actions are education
for money, expedition to buy an animal depending on the
direction, sale of an animal for money or mounting an exhibition with one or more different animals, you score 2 expedition points for each animal and maybe you even get a bonus.
At the end you score points for education and animals.

As a space adventurer you build a space ship and fly to the
galactic rim for profit or loss. You begin with the base part
of Spaceship 1, choose a face-down part from the middle
and either add it to your ship or put it back open-faced and
choose again. This taking of parts is covered by special additional rules. You add a part by placing it next to the base and
during construction you may check the deck of flight cards to
adapt the ship accordingly. Then you fly using 18 cards that
have been previously compiled, and implement them. You
might be forced to abort a flight. The first expansion is called
“The Big Expansion”.

Game of memory and agility for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

Placement and collection game for 2-5 players

Sci-fi placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Galopping Pigs
Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Abacusspiele

32

Game of Life

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Gator Golf

8

Publisher: Hasbro

3

Racing pigs race for what? For Food! The track is laid out,
the pigs line up at the start. You play one of seven cards and
move the pig of that colour to the next free space on the
track. If the pig is now in first position, you receive a food
marker. If you move the pig to first position with your last
card, you receive a food marker and may keep all previously
collected markers. If you cannot move the leading pig, you
lose all markers. When all have played their 7th card, the
player with most markers wins. You can also play several
rounds and at the end the player with the highest total score
wins.

More than 100 years of Game of Life! At the start players must
decide between a fast-track career and the longer track via
a university degree. Then you roll the die and move along
the paths, at crossroads you must choose the long way. You
follow the instructions of the squares reached with your
moves and buy life insurance if you want to and can afford
it. You can take out loans. You marry, have children, acquire
status symbols, and cross the customs bridge to reach your
feudal mansion or your retirement home. When the last
player reaches one of these destinations the richest player
wins the game.

The green crocodile with his aching teeth has grown up,
visited the dentist and changed its outfit and its kind, it is
an alligator now. The predator is now orange in colour and
catches golf balls with its teeth. Players in turn use their putter to let the golf balls roll directly into the wide open jaws of
the crocodile. If the crocodile has caught a ball between its
teeth, it turns around and spits the ball out in a random direction and players can start a new putt. This revised edition
works mechanically, totally without batteries and provides a
fun game that can be played indoors or outdoors.

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 6 and up

Game of dice and movement for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dexterity for 1 or 2 players, ages 3 and up

Gefährlichehrlich

Geistesblitz

Designers: Konrad Bochennek, Anja Holzapfel
Publisher: Aktuell Spiele Verlag

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch

16

Gelb gewinnt!

8

Publisher: Kosmos

7

The active player takes a card in the color of his location and
reads out the text. “Who is best described by this?“ If you do
not want to be assessed you play the card „without me“. Then
each player chooses another player by pointing a finger at
him, pointing to yourself is allowed. You score and move if
you where targeted by most players or if you point to the
most-chosen player, too. “Decision extreme” assesses the
active player on contrasts like noisy/quiet and he assesses
himself, too. You score if you voted with the majority. Top or
Flop demands creativity by empathy. You win if you are first
at the finish.

Baldiun the Ghost has taken pictures of all items he loves to
make disappear, even himself! But the magic camera also
produces pictures in the wrong colours and Balduin gets
muddled and needs some assistance. The items are placed
in the middle, cards are shuffled. One card is turned up and
all try so grab the correct item in the correct colour. If no
such item is pictured, you must grab the missing item in the
missing colour. If you are right, you get the card. If you make
a mistake, you discard a card. In the end you win with most
cards. The rules list a variant with naming of items.

You play one of your 3 cards – if the value is the same as the
value of one card or the sum of several cards already on the
table, you may take those cards and your own and set them
aside. If you can’t take cards, you place your card in the
middle of the table. If you manage to take all cards, you score
a chip. When you have played all cards from your hand, you
draw new ones. When all cards have been dealt and played,
you score a chip each for the yellow 7, the majority of yellow
cards and the majority of all cards. After four or six rounds the
player with the most chips wins. New edition.

Assessment game for 3-8 players, ages 16 and up

Game of fast reaction for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up

Game of card collecting for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Gemischtes Doppel

Gemischtes Doppel 2

Designer: Christian Gottwalt
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Designer: Christian Gottwalt
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

8

Genesis
Designer: Peter Hanson
Publisher: Gigantoskop

8

Gemischtes Doppel means mixed double and is a memory
game featuring anagrams. Cards in the game come in pairs as
usual, each card shows an image and a word – the fun is that
you must find the image+word with switched first letters.
Switched first letters, because the words are made up from
two nouns, so it could be handwheel and wandheel – and it
must not necessarily make sense, just fun. To make it more
challenging it is not always the first letters that are switched;
it can be syllables or sounds like sun and son. The game is
based on a column in Süddeutsche Zeitung and entirely
language-dependant.

A second edition of the fun mechanism in Gemischtes Doppel / Mixed Double was kind of unavoidable and here it is!
Again usual pairs must be found. This edition introduces a
new variety of making up pairs – this time it can be combinations of a word and an image, not only the image illustrating
the word. Again the game is entirely language-dependant
and the terms are not always easily understood, you often
have to think a bit. The back sides of both editions are
identical, so you can mix them for enhanced fun. Could be a
somewhat different educational game in languages!

At the beginning God created heaven and earth – players
try their hand as embodying assisting angels! You collect
essences of chaos, matter and life and use them in combinations necessary for a day’s work as depicted on the day slot
and score points. The Dark Angel can change positions of
other angels and thus spoil a combination of essences, or
he can grab a high-value spot for a day’s work from under
your nose. At the end of a round after all players’ move god
advances one step, thereby activating days for the work of
the angels. In the evening of day 7 all players present in the
slot of day 7 score for resting.

Game of memory for 2 or more players, ages 8 and up

Game of memory for 2 or more players, ages 8 and up

Set collection game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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German Railways

Geschlechter Kampf 2

Designer: Harry Wu
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Gerd Schlechter
Publisher: W&L Spielspass

Get Bit!

16

Designer: Dave Chalker
Publisher: Mayday Games

With “German Railways” acting as „Iron Horse Collection No.
1” Queen Games starts a new series of railway games. The
honour of starting the line goes to Harry Wu and his game
“Preussische Ostbahn”, that has been re-worked and also has
been given new graphics. Between 1842 and 1868 there were
more then 200 railway companies in the German Empire.
As in all games from the wide range of games similar to the
18xx concept topics of the game are building of track as
well as economic facts like shares, income and payment of
dividends. And therefore richest player wins at the end.

The fight of the sexes enters the next round. In this edition of
the party, quiz and communication game men play against
women and answer questions. Depending on the variant that
is played you have to answer questions on you own sex or on
the opposite sex. The other players assess if you can answer
the question correctly. For correct solutions and correct
guesses you move your marker on the board. In this edition
you can doubt an answer. If you reach the finish with your
marker, you win the game.

Be quicker than your friends but beware of the shark! You
have a swimmer and seven cards. Swimmers are lined up in a
row. The shark is placed at the end of this row. You choose a
card. All players reveal their chosen cards simultaneously: All
swimmers with the same number on their cards do not move
at all. The other swimmers go to the top of the line in ascending order of their cards. Then the last swimmer looses a limb.
If it does not have any left, he drops out of the game. If two
swimmers remain in the game, the one in front wins!

Railway game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Party game for 2 or more players, ages 16 and up

Satirical race game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Ghawar

Ghost Stories Base game / White Moon

Gift Trap

Designer: Johannes Halbig
Publisher: Mücke Spiele

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Repos

Designer: Nick Kellet
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

8

Ghawar is a game supremely suitable for Edition Ölturm, and,
according to the other icon, also part of Edition Läufer. King
Saud is considering a successor; his nephews shall manage
the future raw oil production in the oil fields of Ghawar as a
kind of quality test. In phase 1 of the game you place your
drills after rolling dice for the coordinates. In phase 2 you
mine oil rock, move trucks and railway engines to the drill
rigs and then into the camps. You may roll the dice to move
vehicles or move oil rigs alternately. If you have most victory
points after phase 2 you win.

Heroic fighters are needed to end the terror regime of the
Lord of the Nine Hells. His incarnation must be defeated to
save the village. Your move is made up from Yin and Yan, Yin
represents the turn of the ghosts. They are placed and their
forces applied. Placement on already filled boards deducts Qi
from the player. Yan is the turn of the Taoist. He moves, asks
for help from a villager or tries an exorcism and places a buddha. The game can be played in four levels of difficulty. The
White Moon expansion introduces a new additional board
and new mechanisms.

Gifts given, gifts received – you move a marker when you
give desired gifts to another player or receive desired gifts
yourself. If you move both markers to the finish first, you
win. The starting player chooses a set of gifts for the round, 1
card more than there are players, and lays them out. Players
consider what to give to whom, what they would like to
have themselves, and what they would not like to have at all.
Each player hands a corresponding number token to all each
player. All select their three favorite gifts. Then selections are
revealed and scored for donor and recipient.

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Cooperative game for 1-4 players, ages 12 and up

Assessment party game for 3-8 players, ages 10 and up

Gift Trap Minis

Giggle Wiggle

Designer: Nick Kellet
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

Giza

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Premysl Chmelar
Publisher: Templum

You receive gifts and you give gifts; some you like, some you
do not like and some you would like to keep. You consider
the set of gifts that has been laid out for the round and
decide what to give to whom, what you would really like
yourself and what you would not like at all. Then you hand
corresponding tokens to all players. Each chooses his favorites. Then the selections are revealed and scored for donor
and recipient. The minis in four colours offer the same fun
as the “big” box without a game board; they are individual,
separate games, but easily combined with each other and the
base game.

The dancing centipede, a green wiggling caterpillar, is
still on the move! In this edition players need not be noisy
themselves, Giggle Wiggle is bringing its own music and
wriggles, shakes and waves all his green arms, slowly or fast,
corresponding with the music. All players hold tongues and
use them to place all marbles on the arms of wiggling Giggle
Wiggle. A fast fun game that is more of a challenge than a
first glance would let you suppose. Depositing the marbles
requires a lot of hand-eye-coordination and a very steady
hand.

A pyramid, beautiful and ingenious in its simplicity, and this
is manifest again in the game GIZA. A simple placement rule
a clever majority mechanisms have both transferred to a
3D structure and 4 game variants. 120 wooden blocks offer
innumerable possibilities for strategists and tacticians. Players
jointly build a pyramid. Each player uses blocks of his own
colour. To place a block onto the next level is only allowed
when all positions underneath your position of choice are
filled and you have a majority including the new block. Joker
blocks can ruin your best-laid plans.

Assessment party game for 3-8 players, ages 8 and up

Game of action and balance for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Strategic building game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Glen More

Glenn’s Gallery

Go 3D

Designer: Matthias Cramer
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Designer: Werner Bäumler Laurin
Publisher: Laurin’s Spielwerkstatt

Chiefs of Scottish clans, embodied by the players, vie with
each other for land, influence and power. Tiles are available
from a “circle” with a gap – if you are in last position in this
circle you take a tile of your choice and move there. The tile
is placed in your display, thereby activating itself and all
adjacent tiles for one use. At the end of a tile stack you score
the value of your score minus the lowest score of the round
for whisky, chieftains and locations and exchange the score
for victory points. A final scoring yields points for special
locations and coins and too many tiles in the display cost you
points.

The owner of Glenn’s Gallery is not an easy man to work for.
You are supposed to look for trends in the art world and
recommend to Glenn the types of art that are going to attract
the most customers. Customers are represented by cards and
at the start of turn you have some information on the kind of
customers that will turn up. But beware of art students, they
chase away paying customers. At the end of the month Glenn
controls the number of customers that did express interest in
each type of art and hands out praise or censure. If you have
5 or more points in each form of art you can win.

From 19 x 19 squares with 361 intersections on a plane to 7 x
7 x 7 axes intersecting at 90 degrees at 343 intersections – Go
in three dimensions! The lens-shaped pieces from the normal
game change to marbles, whose center is always the intersection of three axes. All rules of a standard go game remain
unchanged. A marble placed in a three-dimensional game
has more liberties then the stone on the board. In space you
form three-dimensional structures to form closed spaces .Go
3D is not a variant, but the metamorphosis of the game from
a plane into space.

Resource management game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Game of card placement for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Abstract 3D placement game for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Gomoku

Gonzaga

Gosu

Publisher: Grubbe Media

Designer: Guglielmo Duccoli
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Kim Sato
Publisher: Moonster Games / Asmodee

6

Five in a row is played in Japan as a Go variant for children.
In this edition in the series „Edition SOS – Kinderdörfer Spiele
aus aller Welt – China“ you determine first whether the pieces
are placed on the crossings of the lines or within the squares.
The aim of the game is to place 5 of your stones in one row.
The player of the dark pieces begins and places a stone, then
you take turns to place a stone. Once a stone is placed it
cannot be moved. The row of 5 can run horizontall, vertically
or diagonally, but must be straight and may not change
direction.

You establish fiefdoms in all of Europe to claim harbours and
towns while also accomplishing secret missions. You draw a
fief card and then secretly choose a region card and an action
card. Part of your fief must be situated in the chosen region.
The action card determines whether you must play the fief
on a town or a harbour or both or on open land. With an
alliance card you can place individual fiefdom-rings, even on
already claimed fiefs. You score for three harbours in a sea,
for covering towns and harbours or for donating your fief to
the church. At the end of the game the secret missions are
revealed and scored.

Goblins dominate in the fantasy world of Gosu and each
player leads an army of goblins, made up from soldiers,
heroes, magicians and other characters. You try to use as
powerful combinations as possible, destroy enemy goblins
and mutate goblins of little use into goblins of better abilities.
You can play a new goblin, activate a goblin, draw cards or
pass. When all players have passed, the winner of the battle
is the player with the mightiest army. If you win three battles,
you win the war and the game.

Abstract position game for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Grand Conquest

Grand Cru

Greedy Kingdoms Expansion: Treasure

Designer: Donald Benge
Publisher: Numbskull Games

Designer: Ulrich Blum
Publisher: eggertspiele

Designer: er: Hayato Kisaragi
Publisher: One Draw / Japon Brand

The board shows four islands with capitals, complete with
moat and drawbridges connecting them to the rest of the
board. There are fixed starting positions for the 10 soldiers, 4
elephants, 4 knights, 2 camels, 4 ships and 2 galleons. Chariots, catapults and siege engines can be used additionally.
Pieces move on given paths, all of the same length, and all
leading to the grail. You must defeat the last remaining pieces
of your opponent or move a siege engine into the opposing
capital. Complex movement and defeat rules cover lots of
special situations. New edition.

You are a vintner and found new wineries at the best location
and try to manage them successfully. The game is played
in years comprising developing the winery and end of year.
Development comprises acquisition of tiles, direct buys, enhancing demand, wine harvest, expansion or pass. End of the
year results in new tiles for the display, wine party + scoring
of wine sales and special actions, wine maturing, interest and
loans and preparations for the next year. If you are the first to
pay off your debts you end the game. The value of the winery
is changed into money and loans are deducted, you win with
most money.

Players are regents of a kingdom and vie for resources – gold,
honour, food and land – if you have enough resources you
build a Royal Palace. The game layout is prepared. You begin
with 8 common workers and choose 2 resource markers for
your kingdom. Then, in turn, you are attacker or defender. A
move consists of development phase, conflict for resources
and again a development phase as in phase 1. If you can play
the 2nd card Royal Palace into your display, you win. The 18
upgrade cards of the expansion can be used in any way you
like, but there must always be 3 Royal Palace upgrades in the
game.

Position game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Resources management game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

An expansion for the card game for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Grimaffen

Grimassimix

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Selecta

Designers: Draxler, Poteranski, Strehl, Trausmuth
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Designer: Hayato Kisaragi
Publisher: One Draw / Japon Brand

4

The monkeys in the zoo monkey about! Action discs are
stacked according to back side colour. You roll the die and
turn up a disc from this stack. For a banana choose a disc.
Then you monkey about as shown on the disc: Monkey about
with your hands or arms, make the noise, make the face or
make the animal noise. Then the disc is turned face down. If
there are already face-down discs on the table, you add the
open-faced one to the row and now enact the monkey business on all the face-down tiles in correct order. If you make
a mistake you are out of the game. The last player remaining
wins.

In the Grimassimix School of Clowns the main subject is
making faces including putting out you tongue, blowing out
your cheeks and performing lip acrobatics. The grimaces are
placed on the board. The top grimace card is turned up and
you try to imitate the face shown as exactly as possible. The
other players look for this special face on the board. The fastest player sets his balloon on this face and earns the grimace
card. The first player to collect 5 cards wins. A game with lots
of fun and logopedic functions.

A grimoire is a spell book and each player has such a spell
book including a bookmark. In each round a display of cards
is prepared. Each player determines the spell he wants to
use with his grimoire and bookmark. That can be attack or
defense or a time spell to reverse order of play or “creation”
for item cards. The spells in the book get more powerful with
ascending numbers, but the cards are chosen in ascending
order of play number, too – so a weaker spell means earlier
selection of quest cards, either treasure or companion. If you
have 10 treasures or 10 companions, you win.

Memory and mimic game for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up

Game of facial expressions for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Fantasy card game for 2-4 players ages 10 and up

Guess who?

Guess who? Extra

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Guess who? Littlest Pet Shop

6

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Each player sits in front of a portrait gallery, some show a
beard, some sport a hat! Each player chooses a portrait and
must find out his opponent’s choice. Alternately, players ask
a question and close the shutter in front of portraits that do
not fit the answer. Who is quick enough to find the correct
portrait first? In this new edition the portraits are printed on
an exchangeable sheet, the box comes with a second sheet
featuring animals. Additional sheets can be downloaded from
the web. The folding mechanism of the game makes it easy
to transport this ideal travel companion.

The classic game comes with a new twist. The portraits are
not single anymore, but come joined together on a sheet that
is inserted into the game unit. The aim of the game is still the
same: you must be the first to find out which portrait your
opponent has selected. You ask questions and your opponent
presses the button for yes or no, the unit reacts with a sound.
You close down the portraits according to the answers. The
sheets show funny faces, household items, well-known faces,
kids, monsters or animals. You can play the classic Guess Who
or Wild Guesses and two more variants.

Each player sits in front of a portrait gallery. This special
edition features the little animals from the Littlest Pet Shop
Collection, all portrayed on a pink blanket and a blue background. You want to find out which portrait your opponent
has selected. To do so you ask questions and fold down pictures that do not fit the answer. If you know the Littlest Pets
well, you can ask good questions. And this is necessary to
find the correct portrait first! In a variant both players choose
two animals. To win the game you must guess both of them
correctly in the same round.

Game of logic and questions for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Game of deduction for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Game of logic and questions for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Gut gefragt ist halb gewonnen!

Hab & Gut

Haggis

Designer: Peter Wichmann
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Winning Moves

Designer: Sean Ross
Publisher: Indie Boards & Cards / Bambus Spiele

In this quiz game of a different kind the answer is read out
and players need to find a well-matched question. You turn
up the top card, roll the die and read out the corresponding
answer, all players note down a question. Then all questions
are read out and points scored for each consensus: 1 point
per player who noted down the same question, and an additional point if the question is identical. Three players with
word-perfect congruence in their question score 3+3 points
each. But beware: The rules have their own ideas about what
is “identical”.

Game of communication for 3-8 players, ages 12 and up

36

Grimoire

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

You deal in resources stocks and try to maximize your earnings and increase your possessions. Each player only knows
part of the current stock market prices and must complete
the information with tactics and intuition. In one round you
cannot buy and sell shares. Money alone is not everything,
you also need to be charitable. If you are the richest player
at the end, you win. But only if you are not the one who has
donated least to charities. Because that means that you are
dropped out of the game before the winner is determined.

Getting rid of your cards first in a trick taking game, score
this fact, and at the same time catch certain cards is the aim
of this game. You score additional points for bids placed that
you will be the first to get rid of your cards. King, Queen and
Jack are jokers laid out; then you announce a bet and then
tricks are played: You lead combinations – a straight, a set or
a bomb. The others follow suit with a combination of higher
value or play a bomb or pass. Bombs can only be topped by
bombs of higher value. If you reach the pre-set score first,
you win.

Game of finances for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up
Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Card game for 2-3 players, ages 12 and up
GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Hagoth Builder of Ships

Halli Galli

Designer: Mike Drysdale
Publisher: Mayday Games

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo

Hansa Teutonica

6

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Argentum Verlag

Ship building apprentices design, build and sail the best
combination of ships Northwards, because they want to earn
the Honorary title of „Builder of Ships“. Whenever you launch
a ship you score victory points in the harbor and at the end
of its journey. You can always play two cards and implement
them or do one of three things without playing a card – fell
wood, build a segment of a completed blueprint or sail a ship
one position further Northwards. Different ships need different times to reach their destination, therefore you will win
with be optimum combination of ships.

A pretty and colourful fruit salad of bananas, strawberries,
plums and lemons is distributed among all players. You turn
up the top card of your stack. When you spot five identical
fruits around the table, you must hit the bell instantly. The
fastest player receives all open discard piles and places all
cards under his stack. If you make a mistake, you must give
one card to each player. If you are out of cards, you must quit
the game. When only two players are left, they play for the
two remaining stacks. After that the player with most cards
wins the game.

You are a merchant within the Hanse and want to rise your
status within the Hanse by founding trade posts in cities,
creation of a connected network or increasing of the their
own abilities. In your turn you can place a trader, relocate a
trader or dispossess opposing traders. When you have taken
all connecting points between two cities you can establish
a trade route and found a trade post, always the lowest free
one. Founding, establishing special routes etc. earns you
prestige. Instead of founding a trade post you can improve
your abilities.

Placement game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Position game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Hansa Teutonica Die Ost-Erweiterung

Hase und Igel

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Argentum Verlag

Designer: David Parlett
Publisher: Ravensburger

Hasen-Hosen

10

The Hanse is expanding to the east. You must make new
contacts and establish new connections and take care of
water ways and cities outside Hanse. The Card expansion
features 9 cards with three city names each, 2 of these names
are also listed on other cards. If you have at least one trade
post in one of the cities, you earn a prestige point. New
features on the board are StadtWaren which offer a choise
of two characteristics to develop – yellow and green cities
outside of Hanse, where trade posts are only possible with
bonus marker – sea trade route between Leipzig and Danzig,
demanding one or two wholesale traders.

Hare & Tortoise is a game of movement and position. You
pay for your moves with carrots. The cost of movement rises
exponentially, 1 step costs 1 carrot, 3 steps 6 carrots and 10
steps cost you 55 carrots, Each hare starts with 3 salads, and
you win if you reach the finish first without any salad and as
few carrots as possible. Carrot spots earn or lose you carrots,
hog spots earn you carrots, on number spots you receive carrots if you are in this position and on salad spots you can eat
up one of your salads. Hare spots are event spots.

Expansion for Hansa Teutonica for 2 players, ages 12 and up

Race game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Hau La

Heckmeck Barbecue

Designer: Team Saien
Publisher: Saien / Japon Brand

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch

8

Designer: Susanne Galonska
Publisher: IQ-Spiele

6

Cards are stacked face down, 8 are spread face-up on the
table. Each card shows a word with a letter missing. The die
has vowels, a, e, i, o and u as well as ie. You roll the die and
all search for a card where the letter from the die can be
inserted. The first to find such a card and to pronounce the
word correctly receives the card for a point. If you have the
most cards at the end of the game you win. The game trains
vowels, pronunciation and spelling as well as the image of
word.

Word game for 1-8 players, ages 6 and up

Heckmeck Junior

8

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch

5

Each player receives a number of punctured pieces and a
colour marker. At the start of the game 3 pieces are placed as
a start configuration. Then each in turn places his first piece
and his colour marker – the owner of the highest placed
colour marker may place a bonus piece and becomes the
next starting player. Then you always remove the colour
marker and place one end of the next piece into that spot.
If pieces touch elsewhere but the connections the leading
player gets a penalty piece. When all players have placed all
their pieces the winner is the player whose colour marker is
placed highest.

The grill at the barbecue shows spots from 23 to 36. You
roll the dice, choose a symbol and set aside all dice with
this symbol. The remaining dice you can roll again but must
choose another symbol. This you can repeat until you either
stop or cannot set aside dice. If you achieve a valid result with
a minimum of one worm in it, you add the value of all dice in
your result and receive a worm portion or a snail. If you miss,
a snail is placed on the highest available grill spot. When all
grill spots are taken, you win if you achieve the highest total
from worms and snails you collected.

Fried worm portions of values 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are available.
You roll all 6 dice, choose an ingredient and set aside all dice
showing this ingredient. You can reroll the other dice but
must choose another symbol to set aside. When you stop, the
values of the ingredients are added, buns count double. If
you have a minimum of one worm in your result, you get the
portion from the grill or from a fellow member. If you do not
achieve a valid result, you must turn over the top value portion on the grill. If nothing is available from the grill anymore,
you win if you have most worms on your portion.

Game of construction for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Hedbanz

Hexe Lilli macht Zauberquatsch

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Kosmos

16

Designers: Hanno and Wilfried Kuhn
Publisher: Amigo

7

Players wear a head band with a character card. These
characters come from one of categories animal, food, items,
persons and locations. You ask questions to the card on your
head, the other players must answer truthfully. You can ask
while the timer runs. You cannot ask „What am I?“ but you can
ask „Am I ...?“ . If you did not guess the card when time has
run out you take a chip and get a new card. If you guess what
you are gives back a chip, gets a new card and may go on
guessing. If you are first to discard all chips you win the game.

Witch Lilli, main character in the books of the same title, owns
a magic book. This book contains wild witch tricks and real
magic. Now players can try to do magic as well and try to join
Witch Lilli in her magic. They are asked to copy drawings from
pages the magic book (= cards) drawn. Then all drawings are
revealed and players try to combine them into a spell. The
correct spell results in an image. The first player to name it
correctly is rewarded and must share part of his reward. Pay
attention and look closely and react fast to avoid a toothbrush turning into a witch’s broom.

For successful exam flights you earn magic books. To fly you
draw witch cards to play into your own or the general display.
Witches in your display must match in colour and ascending
order. You can place one witch per turn in the general display.
Before doing so you can land softly and take all witches of a
kind up from your display to end your turn. Later you must
land hard and take up the witch with the fewest cards. After
both landings you can swap witches for books. The second
witch that would have to go to the general display crashes,
you discard all those witches. You win with a majority of
books.

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 16 and up

Game of reaction for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Set collection card game for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Hexentanz

Hey Waiter!

Hickhack in Gackelwack

Designer: Björn Hölle
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Anthony Rubbo
Publisher: R&R Games

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: Zoch

8

The witches want to dance and hide in their black cloaks.
You are supposed to bring your own witches home, but
may move any witch. You roll the die and move a witch, first
into the dancing circle and then forward to the finish. If a
witch meets another witch on a spot, the witch already on
the spot moves back 7 spots and her colour is shown briefly.
For a 6 on the die you may turn over a witch and look at the
colour. When a witch is moved into the flight path finish,
she is uncovered. If it is an opposing witch, she is placed in
her owner’s flight path. You win, if you have all your witches
home first.
Game of memory for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

38

Hexenflug

Players are waiters and should serve dishes to the guests.
Dishes are dealt to you in the form of a stack and lie as tiles
on a face-won card. You always play two cards. From one
card you use the left half for the action, from the other card
the right half for the goal or purpose of the action. If “green,
all serve” is used to serve the red dish, all those players can
serve that have a red dish at the top of their stack. Covers
block dishes, helpers can serve or solve problems and you
can restack dishes.

Players are birds and foxes at the same time and try to collect
most corn and poultry. Each hen coop is loaded with corn. Everybody plays two cards face down and the coops are scored
by comparing cards of this colour: A fox alone gobbles up all
poultry, a fleeing „flying poultry“ takes one corn in passing,
and a single bird eats up all corn. If there are more than one
birds or foxes in a colour, the distribution is determined by
rolling dice or by negotiation. When all corn is given out, you
win with the highest total from corn and cards.

Placement game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Hide & Seek Safari

High Five

Designer: Raf Peeters
Publisher: Smart /Jumbo

Designer: Nils van Teijlingen
Publisher: Kosmos

7

8

Game of acquisition for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

High Frontier Base games / Expansion
Designer: Phil Eklund
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games / Sphinx Spieleverlag

8

A lost and found game with animals – four puzzle pieces
must be placed on the four-part board to show only exactly
those animals demanded by the puzzle. Surplus lions, zebras,
elephants or gazelles must be hidden. There are 48 puzzles in
the game in four different levels of difficulty – Starter, Junior,
Expert and Master. The booklet with the puzzles also contains
all the solutions, and there is only one for each puzzle. A
booster pack, containing 60 new puzzles and a new puzzle
piece with a crocodile, is available. In analogy to Safari a
game of Hide & Seek Pirates is available.

High Five is a game about number combinations. You place
number cards between 1 to 14 and 13 and score five adjacent
cards at the end of your turn. The game starts with 4 random
cards on the board; you start with 4 cards and a joker. You
place at minimum one and at maximum four numbers into
a row or column. Then you can use a frame to mark the five
numbers you want to score. You score for combinations. The
order of numbers within the group of five is irrelevant. Possible combinations are listed on a chart. If everybody is out of
cards, the player with the highest score wins.

Nanotechnologies will allow the construction of all materials
from atoms, but only in Space. Private enterprises and State
organizations vie to be the first to construct a nano factory
on a suitable asteroid. You design and build rockets. For this
you need technologies, and water for fuel. Water is the key
to success, water tanks are even used for payment. If you are
the one to work with the highest efficiency you will win. The
expansion offers an enlargement for the board and an energy
circle, an alien invasion and a solitaire game.

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 7 and up

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Development game for 1-5 players, ages 12 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Himmel, A… und Zwirn!

Hit the Hat

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

Hocus Pocus

4

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Elliot Hogg
Publisher: Hazgaard Editions / Asmodee

8

You start with 5 out of 85 cards, 70 number cards and 15
special cards. 2 cards are laid out as target cards. The marker
card is placed above one target cards, the arrow card in front
of the start player points left. You play a card or take all cards
beneath the marker card as your personal dunghill. The card
you play must have a value between that of the target card
and the top card beneath the target card, or be a special
card. These initiate changing of direction, drawing a card or
raising the target card value. When the draw pile is finished
and someone takes cards, you win with the lowest number of
cards in your dunghill.

Colourful hats in different shapes showing different patterns
and borders must be found quickly. You roll three dice – one
of them determines the shape of the hat, the second one
the pattern and the third one the colour of the hat border.
There is only one hat that fits all three specifications. The first
player to spot the hat grabs it quickly and receives a chip for
a reward. The first player to gather 6 chips wins the game.
For younger children the game can be built up gradually by
starting with one or two dice. In this case there is a bigger
selection of hats fitting the specifications.

The young magicians have assembled around the magic
cauldron and try to control its powers. The cauldron produces
magical jewels and each wants to own as many of them as
possible. In each turn three cards of each player are laid out
and you play one of the Hocus card for an action from stealing stones to sort card stacks to your advantage. The other
counter with a Pocus card; this can deflect the Hocus card,
but may also intensify it. At the end of your turn you take a
stone or draw 2 cards. If you have the most stones when the
stock is empty, you win the game.

Card placement game for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and reaction for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8

Holzweg

Hoppladi Hopplada

Publisher: Grubbe Media

Designer: Markus Kropf
Publisher: Zoch

4

Hornet

8

Designer: Jani und Tero Mollis
Publisher: Lautapelit

Stick games, matches games, they are known all over the
world and are a favorite game anywhere. In this edition
within the series „Edition SOS – Kinderdörfer Spiele aus aller
Welt“ the stick games are attributed to Germany. 34 cards
set the puzzles, the stretch from simply relocating one stick
to complex geometrical shapes. The mechanisms include
placement games, dexterity games, bluff and wager games
and even strategy games are presented for strategy fans. The
solutions are of course included, as well as 60 sticks and a die.

You try to place as many hares as possible into a cot. You roll
all dice, must set aside one hare and may stop. With a hare in
the roll your turn ends. 1 hare = 1 point, 2 stacked hares in a
roll = 20 points. Carrots have no value, double hares cannot
be stacked. Cots are stacked in order, the top one scores. If
you set aside all dice after a roll, you can reroll all hares. You
can take over the result and the remaining dice of your predecessor or start new with all dice. At 333 points all players
up to the starting player have one more turn, and then you
win with the highest score.

Hexes are laid out to a landscape with flowers and hornet
nets. Players have a set of actions cards and each card can be
used several times. In each turn you secretly choose a card.
All cards are revealed simultaneously and implemented in
numerical sequence of the cards. Each action is assigned to
a hornet. The hornets collect nectar from the flowers to produce honey. A hornet nest is owned by the player who owns
the most honey in it. If you own any three nests or two nests
with most honey you win. Bluff and planning are necessary.

Game collection for 1 or more players, ages 4 and up

Game of dice for 2-7 players, ages 8 and up

Placement game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Horse Fever

Hossa!

Hot Wheels memory

Designers: Lorenzo Silva, Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designer: Andrea Meyer
Publisher: Bewitched Spiele

Publisher: Ravensburger

4

Players are rich and want to become the „Best Better Ever”. To
realize that ambition you try to place the best bets in a preset number of rounds to win victory points and money. To
do so you must fix races, buy horses and stables, pay your assistants, win auctions and take out loan from the bookies. The
rounds comprise the phases 1 – Purchase , you buy horses,
stables, assistants, target cards or action cards and take out
loans; 2 – Betting and race fixing; 3 – Race anda4 – Auction,
you can sell or buy a victory point for money in auctions. The
rules list variants for a shorter family game and a party game.

Aim of the game is to name and sing songs and thus collect
as many points as possible. The game contains 110 cards in
6 languages, 88 of which are naming key words, 22 cards
name categories. Depending on the number of players a
certain number of cards of both kinds are shuffled together.
One of the 3-8 players draws two cards and chooses either a
keyword or a category. Players then take turns in naming a
song taitle containing either the keyword or a term matching
the category. If you can sing the title or a longer part of the
song you score additional points. There are specials rules for
groups of up to 20 players and for up to 80 players.

For a long time, Hot Wheels has been a synonym for small
dainty miniature cards and many toys related to them. Now
Hot Wheels appear in a memory game. On 38 pairs of tiles the
show off their power: Mega stunts, fantastically fast races and
cool designs. To bring these designs to even better advantage, the tiles are printed on silver foil. Game play follows the
standard rules for memory: You turn up two cards from the
random display on the table. If you uncover a pair, you keep it
and have another turn. If you uncover different images, both
are turned over again.

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Card game on songs for 3-80 players, ages 8 and up

Game of memory for 2-8 players, ages 4 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

39
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40

Hotel Amsterdam

Hotel Samoa

Designer: Hans van Tol
Publisher: The Game Master

Designer: Kristian R. A. Østby
Publisher: White Goblin Games / Huch & friends

8

Hungry Hungry Hippo

10

Publisher: Hasbro

4

Hotels in top locations are in demand from new tourists in
town that arrive each day. During the day the Mayor shows
them museums, patrician houses and souvenir ships, in the
evening the Night Watch shows them cafés and bars. First
you roll the dice and the boat is moved the result +2. Then
you put a tourist into the building next to the boat, place
a hotel in round 1 and 2, move the Mayor and turn over a
building at the locations of Mayor and Night Watch. This
results in relocating tourists to location of the same purpose
but fewer tourists. If you have assembled 12 tourists in your
hotels, you win.

Tourists arrive on the islands, in each round a new plane load
from one of the four countries in the game. Tourists from this
country still on the island depart now. Each player secretly
lays out a bid card and a price card of his choice. Then all are
revealed, and in sequence of the bids you can buy buildings, if available, and accommodate tourists in the order of
low-high prices. Newly accommodated tourists earn you the
price according to your price/bid card. Sometimes they also
earn you a bonus for swimming pools, being a rich tourist or
rooms that have been upgraded to suites. After 12 rounds the
richest player wins.

Four hippos are hungry and want to gobble up as many marbles as they can. Each player chooses a Hippo and places five
marbles into the corresponding shaft. One player presses the
starter and sends a marble into the playing board. All players
press the tail of their hippo as quickly as they can to swallow
the marble. When a Hippo has swallowed the marble, the
next player starts a new marble. When all marbles have been
swallowed, the player with most marbles in his tray wins. In a
game variant all marbles are started at the same time. Edition
in the Elefun & friends series.

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up.

Bid and placement game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Game of action for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Husch husch kleine Hexe

Hüttengaudi

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Zoch

Concept: Nandi Piatnik
Publisher: Piatnik

3

i9n
Designer: Dirk Strothmann
Publisher: Strothmann Spiele

16

Broomstick and toad’s hop – who’s the fastest witch on top?
The small colourful witches are hiding under their big black
hats. You must pay attention and remember which witch is
hiding under which hat and where this hat is placed at the
moment. You roll the colour die. If you know under which hat
this witch is hiding, you turn over the hat. If you are correct
you move the hat one step nearer to Blocksberg and then
have another turn. If you are wrong, the witch is put back and
stays in place. If you roll the double arrow, you switch two
hats. If you are first to move a witch onto Blocksberg, you win
the game.

A collection of 20 Après Ski games, varying from communcation games to card and dice games as well as party games for
groups. If you have to take a “Gaudipoint” as a penalty you
need to get rid of it by doing “Forced Labour”. The form of this
labour is pre-chosen by all players before the game starts.
“Hüttengaudi” is a fun game for a selected group of players,
big and small, for some special occasions, mostly funny and
sometimes even challenging.

i9n stands for information! You are charged with finding information on oil wells using two scientists. The number of wells
halves in each round, and positions must be established with
drills. You must finance the drills on the stock market. The
punctured cards have information printed on the back side.
In each phase one card is placed underneath the plate and
halves the number of available rigs. You roll the die, move an
explorer, trade in shares and drill for oil at the position of the
explorer – if you get down to the bottom of the box you have
found a well, At the end you win with the highest score from
oil wells and shares.

Game of memory for 2-6 players, ages 3 and up

Collection of party games for 3-30 players, ages 16 and up

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Identik

Im Bann der Mumie

Publisher: Asmodee

Designer: Henning Poehl
Publisher: Sphinx Spieleverlag

Imperial 2030
Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

16

A drawing game for all that cannot draw! One player is the
Master, draws a card and has 30 seconds to describe in detail
what he sees on the card. All other players draw a copy of the
picture according to his description. Then the masterpieces
are handed to the player on the lift who judges the picture in
relation to 10 criteria read out by the master. This judging can
result in points scored by the artist. Or maybe not! Then the
role of master passes to the next player. At the end the player
with most points wins.

Lost in the valley of the dead Pharaoh you hunt for the
treasures of the Eternally Cursed. Never ever someone has
escaped the bane of the deadly mummy. Propelled by greed
and avarice, those that have tried it lie forgotten in the
depths of this cave. Unmentionable terror is hidden beneath
the sand. Already you can feel the bane of the Mummy! One
player is the Mummy and the others try to loot as many
treasures as possible. Take care! The game features Force,
Betrayal, Robbery and Black Magic but also honest work and
a good-natured girlfriend!

The world in the year 2030! Players embody diplomats, heads
of states and investors and want to control the big powers,
USA, Russia, Europe, China, India and Brazil Economic planning and military genius are combined in this novel strategy
game based on Imperial. The situation on this board is completely different due to neutral regions and control of canals,
the rules have been optimized and bonus payments were
simplified. The game can be used as a stand-alone game or as
an expansion for Imperial!

Creative game for 3 or more players, ages 12 and up

„Black“ game for 3-5 players, ages 16 and up

Economics game for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Impossum

In The Year of the Dragon

Inca Empire

Designers: Otmar Bettscheider, Karin Herrmann
Publisher: BiWo Spiele

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

Designer: Alan D. Ernstein
Publisher: White Goblin Games

10

This card game is a fast game on real and imaginary animal
names. The game features the most incredible real animal
names and lots of creatively invented ones. To win you try to
get rid of your own cards by placing them next to animals. A
reference animal is drawn, named and laid out. You can place
one or more cards next to it or draw a card. To place a card
you name an animal that fits the reference animal. To do so
the animal must start with the currently valid letter or have
part of the name in common with the reference animal. You
can place an imaginary animal, but if you are caught out, you
must take cards.

Chinese province princes fight for riches and fame and
against catastrophes hitting their province. The game is set
up, then rounds are played comprising the phases action,
person, event and scoring. Actions are tax, construction,
harvest, fireworks, military parade, studies or privileges. The
phase Person deals with personnel changes. The Event of the
month can either be repose, imperial tribute, dragon festival,
Mongol storm, illness or decay. You score for your own
palaces, dragons, ladies-in-waiting and privileges, at the end
also for persons, monks and money.

Each player is the leader of a region and must improve
his status in the eyes of the “Sapa Inca” by expanding
and improving the empire. You build roads and conquer
neighbouring regions and thereby enhance population and
resources. You also score for terraces, garrisons, towns and
temples as well as for connections to your own road system.
In each round you play 4 phases: Inca, you receive tiles – sun,
you play event cards – population, you have two building
actions for road or buildings – Sapa Inca, tile adjustment
and victory points. If you are ahead on the score track when
Pizarro arrives, you win.

Game on animal names for 2-8 players, ages 10 and up

Game of development for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Development game for 3-4 player, ages 12 and up

Industry

Ingenious

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Ystari / Asmodee

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos / Fantasy Flight

Inspector Rabbit

10

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Haba

6

You guide an industrial empire through five eras. In the role
of an auctioneer you should cleverly auction factories and
technologies to earn money or to secure the best items for
yourself. Money is scarce in this game! In a round you play
the phases income, turn up the tiles, auction tiles, build/place
tiles for victory points and – in some of the turns – change
of era. At the end you score victory points for combinations
of factories and technologies and for bonus tiles. The player
with most victory points wins. Industry is a new edition of
Industria.

Tiles show symbols in six colours and you place tiles to score
for groups of symbols. You always have a stock of 6 tiles and
place one tile per turn, if possible next to identical symbols.
Symbols on the board must not be covered. Then you score
for groups of symbols, starting from the newly placed tile.
The new tile itself is not counted. A score of 18 in a symbol
colour grants a bonus move. When placement is no longer
possible, the game ends. The winner is the player whose lowest score of all six symbol colours is higher than the lowest
score of all other players.

Players try to find pairs of gangsters with their rabbits. In your
turn you roll the small or the big die or both dice and use the
total result to move one of your rabbits accordingly. If you
meet another rabbit at the end of your move you may relocate this rabbit to any path spot. If the rabbit reaches a search
spot you may turn up the gangster tile. If your second rabbit
finds the second gangster of the pair on another search spot,
you have unmasked the pair and you can take it. If you are
the first to unmask three or four pairs, you win.

Economics game for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of tile placement for 1-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dice and memory for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Intrigo

Isis & Osiris

Designers: Chevallier, Dumas, Pelemans
Publisher: Hazgaard Editions / Asmodee

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Abacusspiele

It happens!

7

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Queen Games

8

In the role of head of one of the most influential families of
Venice you must strengthen your influence, because a new
Doge must be found. A display of arcade tiles, seals and
ducats is prepared. In the first phase of a round you choose
intrigue cards, in phase 2 you play intrigue cards or buy
influence cards. You place both kinds of cards immediately
between two arcade cards on the table, and the influence
card is activated. In phase 3 seals and ducats are given out in
relation to the arcade display, starting at the palace entrance.
If you are the first to own 5 different seals of 4 seals of a
colour, you win the game.

Each player has markers of his colour and face-down Isis &
Osiris tiles with numbers between -4 and +4 on the front. You
either place a marker or a tile on a free spot on the 6x6 board.
The tile is shown to all players and then placed face down. A
tile shown must be placed and all tiles must be aligned the
same way. When all squares are filled, the tiles are turned up
and each player scores for his markers on the points of all
horizontally and vertically adjacent tiles. A negative score for
a marker is possible. The player with the highest total wins.
New edition with variants.

Anton der Anteater is searching for food. He pushes his nose
into each termite hill in his path and finds many things, but
what he really wants are the Queen of termites from each hill
and her general. 3 Termite hills are turned up. You roll dice
and place them one by one on columns on the hill cards. The
first die on a hill must be placed into the left-most column,
from bottom to top. If the spot where you place your die
shows a worm or item you take the corresponding card.
Worms can be used to buy re-rolls or to pass. The highest
dice total on a hill wins you the queen, the second highest
the general.

Placement game for 3-4 players, ages 13 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Dice placement game for 2-5 players, age 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

41
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Jäger und Sammler
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Amigo

42

Jenga

10

Jerusalem

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Michele Mura
Publisher: Abacusspiele / Red Glove

6

To survive in the Stone Age you gather, hunt and prepare
daily goods and offerings to the gods. Each season the
corresponding tiles are distributed on the board and then
collected by players. You can use 2 movement points in your
turn and can only move to camps to place a storage box
and to spaces with tiles to take up the tile. Collected tiles are
placed face-down and cannot be looked at. In winter you
only can use as many men for gathering as you managed to
place storage boxes during the summer. When all winter tiles
are collected, you score for collected items, mammoths and
storage boxes in camps.

Another addition of the classic game with rectangular blocks,
this time again made from wood and attractively packed.
The blocks are now housed in a round tub, featuring a nice
cord handle for carrying around. Due to the well-fitting cover
there is no sliding out of blocks during transport! The rules
and the mechanics of the game are of course unchanged. All
blocks are stacked, 3 in a level, each level rotated 90° against
the one below. You pull out a block with one hand and place
it on top of the stack. If you can place the last block before
the stack tumbles, you win.

Jerusalem at the time of the Crusaders! Players use resources
to rival for majorities in key locations in the city: King’s Palace,
Templars, Patriarchy, Nobility, Market and Tower of David.
These locations earn you resources to enhance your power:
squires, gold and prestige. Prestige is expressed by the height
of your palace tower. A round comprises bidding for offices,
deploying squires, collecting revenues, and settling of events
in rounds 2, 3 and 4. Collecting revenues includes Tower of
David, privileges from offices, revenues and construction of
new tower levels. After five rounds the player with the highest tower wins.

Set collection game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dexterity for 1 or more players, ages 6 and up

Game on majorities for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Jets

Jungle Bungle!

Designers: Till Meyer und Dagmar Freitag
Publisher: Spieltrieb

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Ravensburger

Jungle Jam

5

Publisher: Flitzebogen

6

Jet-race in the desert, but with electro cars! They are the
ideal vehicles for a race there, enjoying the extraordinarily
good conditions there. You should use a table cloth or a
carpet for the desert. A course is set up by all players and the
equipment cards are prepared. You chose 7 cards. They are
permanent and can be used once per round. You start with
lift 1, later you can use other values. The lift is always placed
next to the jet, aligned and then the jet is placed at the front
of the lift. To use special equipment you pay with chips.

Snake Shira has stolen the monkey treasure. Monkeys are
looking for it and want to take it back to the Monkey King.
You roll all banana dice and can move as many spots as you
have rolled bananas, and repeat this two times. If you hear
“klack”, you have found a treasure and call “Schatz-Alarm”.
If you reach the bolt-hole, you can take out the treasure. If
you lose the treasure, you must push it back into the jungle.
Depending on the colour of a retrieved treasure you move up
the stairs. The first to reach the Monkey King wins.

80 cards show different symbols that are very similar and are
present in several colors. You have a stack of face-down cards,
players take turns to turn up the top card of the stack. If two
identical symbols are visible, both players with the symbol
on their stack grab the totem as soon as possible. When the
card ”all take hold” appears, all players try to get the totem.
The player who successfully takes hold of it always places his
stack under the totem. If you make a mistake you take the
stack under the totem. If you turn up your last card, you win.

Race game for 3-6 players, ages 14 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Reaction game for 2-10 players, ages 6 and up

Jungle Speed Erweiterung

Junkyard Races

Junta: Viva el Presidente

Designers: Thomas Vuarchex, Pierric Yakovenko
Publisher: Asmodee

Designer: John Yianni
Publisher: Gen42

Designers: Sebastian Resl, Christoph Reiser
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

7

80 cards show similar symbols in different colours. You have
a stack of face-down cards and players take turns to turn up
the top card of the stack. If two identical symbols are visible,
both players with the symbol on their stack grab the totem as
soon as possible. When a card ”all take hold” appears, all players try to get the totem. The player who successfully takes
hold of it always places his stack under the totem. If you turn
up your last card, you win. If you already know all the tricks
and all the cards you can play, this expansion features 80 new
cards and new challenges. The expansion can only be used
together with the base game.

Players race across the junkyard in their carts, the first player
to complete five rounds wins the game. Between two finish
flags you must cross one bridge at least. You execute 6
phases in exact sequence: 1) place traps, 2) buy parts for your
car with bottle caps received at control points, 3) fill your car,
roll the dice and move, place junk tile for a result between
3 and 18, 4) place junk tile, 5) race your card and 6) hand on
dice. The fun is in the optimum use of junk tiles and the rules
modifications coming from road status and changes to your
car.

Business as usual in the Republica de las Bananas, only the
men in power change. Now private militia are in charge
instead of the military. Players are retired officials and live
behind walls in well-guarded villas using their money in Swiss
bank accounts. You command the militias, rob your adversaries and attack the president to become president yourself.
All this happens in the sequel to the legendary Junta. You
use dice in the way known from “Roll through the Ages”. And
take care to acquire some development money, you need to
hire more militia to enlarge your palace. The fastest to do so
will win!

Reaction game for 2-15 players, ages 7 and up

Car race game for 2-4 players, ages 9 and up

Dice game for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Just 4 Fun Colours

Kackel Dackel

Designer: Jürgen P.K. Grunau
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Kahuna

4

Publisher: Goliath

Designer: Günter Cornett
Publisher: Kosmos / Rio Grande Games

Aim of the game is to win four squares in a row on the board.
You play a colour card and place your marker on a square
of that colour. If the square is not empty, you play one card
more than there are markers on the square and place your
marker on top of the other markers. This grants you ownership of the square, too. If you have no card to place a marker,
you must change your hand and discard one of your markers.
If nobody manages to own a row of four until all markers are
placed, the winner is whoever owns the biggest connected
area vertically and horizontally.

Kackel Dackel is a very greedy dog and feeding him produces
dog muck. First Kackel Dackel is fed. You cut a portion of dog
feed from the play-dough and shove it into the dog’s muzzle.
Then you push it down using the bone. Now all players in
turn roll the die. You either have to pump once, twice or three
times or lose a turn or swap your shovel with a fellow player.
In order to pump you press the push button on the leash. If
nothing happens your turn ends. If the dog produces a heap
you put it on your shovel and then feed Kackel Dackel again.
The first player to collect three heaps wins the game.

Two priests rival for dominance on a south see archipelago of
12 islands. They place staves to connect the islands. You play
one or more island cards, place the staves accordingly and
draw one card. If you have the majority of staves on an island
you take over the island and mark it with one of your Kahuna
stones. Staves of your opponent are taken off, and this can
influence majorities on other islands. In three scorings –
whenever the draw pile is finished – you score for islands you
own and the majority of Kahuna stones on the board.

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of accumulation for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Game of placement for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Kakuzo

Kampf der Magier

Designer: Bruno Stefanini
Publisher: Gigamic

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Kariba

7

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Goliath

7

In Kakuzu you meet your opponents on a Sudoku grid. Each
number is present only once in each row, column and square.
At the start of the game all places are filled with markers.
You draw a number from the bag. If you find this number in
the grid, you remove one of the 81 markers. If the number is
found, you have another turn. If you do not find it, you give
the marker to your left neighbor for a point in scoring. Whoever has collected most markers at the end of the game is the
winner. Logic, intuition and observation – Sudoku is only the
beginning to become a Kakuzu Master!

The participants in the mage’s meeting test their powers with
the help of cards. You play one or more cards and state the
total value. If you play several cards they must all have the
same value. The next in turn plays cards with a higher total
or a “crystal ball” to keep the previous value. If you cannot do
any of the two you take all previously played cards. When the
draw pile is exhausted, play continues with the cards on hand
until a player plays his last card. All note down the number of
collected cards and hand cards. After as many rounds as there
are players the player with the lowest total wins.

African animals meet at Lake Kariba. Space is scarce and the
animals jostle to reach the water. Players start with 5 cards.
You play one or several cards of the same animal und place
them in the grass at the position with the animal’s number.
If three or more of these animals are present, they chase
away weaker animals of a lower number directly next to
them, if there are any. But the # 1 mouse chases away the #9
elephant. You lay out chased-away animals before you and
replenish your hand. If you play your last card, you end the
game, the player with most cards in front of him wins.

Logic game for 1-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of cards for 2-6 players, ages 7 and up

Game of card collecting for 2-6 players, ages 7 and up

Käse Kaos

Keine Panik! Family Edition

Publisher: Goliath

Designer: David Mair
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Keine Panik! Junior

8

Designer: Piatnik
Publisher: David Mair

6

Mice love cheese and they seem to have conquered the Big
Cheese. But danger is lurking – cat and mousetrap are never
far away! The Big Cheese contains cheese pieces in different
forms, which are also depicted on the dice. In your turn you
roll the die and then try to maneuver pieces in corresponding
shapes out of the cheese with the help of your spoon. If you
are successful you are rewarded with one of your own mice.
But if the cat is rolled the mice need to be rescued quickly! All
players use their hand to grab their mouse from the cheese. If
you hold six of your mice you win!

„Keine Panik! Family“ is a version of the fast knowledge game
„Keine Panik!“, especially targeted to families. Each card
deploys questions in different levels of difficulty, from easy
to hard. You choose your level at the start of the game. If you
answer fast, you can score more points! You read the question, start the timer, name the necessary number of answers
and stop the timer again to score points for the remaining
time. If an answer is challenged, you must name a replacement. In each round you need to give one answer more. After
5 rounds the player with the highest score wins.

Searching for images under pressure of time! For each card
you must find the number of images stated on the card. For
instance: “Find 4 pictures showing something with eyes”
or “Find two pictures with a fish”. In your turn you receive
all markers and a question is read to you. Then the timer is
started and you try as fast as possible to find the necessary
number of images. Each image found is marked. When you
have found all of them the timer is stopped and the remaining time is scored for points. After four rounds the player with
most points wins.

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of fast answers for 2-12 players, ages 8 and up

Game of image searching for 2-8 players, ages 6 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

43

201 1

44

Keltis

Keltis Das Orakel

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Key Market
Designer: David Brain
Publisher: R&D Games

10

You want to advance your movers as far as possible on the
Path of Stones. You draw a card and decide whether you
play a card in a row before you, start a new row or discard
a card. Rows of cards must be sorted either ascending or
descending. Each card played into a row advances the mover
one step. Action tiles on the path can give you victory points
or an additional step. If your move ends on a stone tile, you
take it and score it at the end of the game. From the 5th step
of a path your mover scores positive. When five movers have
reached the finish area the player with the highest score wins.

In Keltis Das Orakel your movers should advance as far as possible on the Path of Stones to score points. You play cards to
move them and decide in each turn whether you play a card
in an already existing row or start a new row or discard a card.
On the way you collect Celtic wish stones to score additional
points with them – if you have enough of them, otherwise
they lose you points! Leprechaun and the Priestess of the
Oracle can also award additional points. The 3rd mover of one
player or the 5th mover altogether in the finish area ends the
game. The winner is the player with the highest score.

A sequel to Richard Breeses’s legendary Key series, but
designed by David Brain. Each player controls a family of
workers. During two years you deploy them and try to make
a booming economy out of scarce resources. 8 seasons
are played in 3 phases using different actions. Landscape,
weather and seasons influence harvest and production in the
village. On the market you can buy and sell resources and
luxury goods as well as gold or favors. To join a guild gives
you advantages due to special abilities from being promoted.
At the end the richest player wins.

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up.

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Key West

Khan

Kinder Sequence

Designer: Martin Schlegel
Publisher: Spiele-Idee

Designer: Christwart Conrad
Publisher: Huch & friends / White Goblin Games

Publisher: Winning Moves

5

The far-most south of Florida! A paradise for risk-lovers! Bridges, plantations and cigar factories earn excellent revenue, and
you can dive for sunken ships and treasures, but take care!
Even in Key West you cannot have all! In each of the 8 rounds
a joint auction phase is played and then players implement
their actions. In the auction round the lowest bidder gets
paid his bid by the highest bidder, but may not choose a card.
The highest bidder chooses 2 cards, the others depending on
their bid. In the action phase you place 2 markers for action
like diving, buy a hotel or ...

The Khan sends out his generals to conquer new land. You
turn up a card, thereby displacing a ruler, maybe even to
the camp, and place a neutral hut in his place. Or you use a
card from your hand to place one of your own huts, or you
displace a select ruler and place a hut, conquer with bridge
or usurpation tiles or place a hut and discard cards. Then you
can take back a special card and any other of your special
cards. When the 5th ruler is in the camp you can conquer
twice in a move. If no-one can conquer anymore, you score
points for your own huts and the biggest connected areas.

You try to be the first to place a series of 4 markers in your colour. To place a marker you play a card and place one of your
markers on the corresponding symbol on the board. 4 markers in a row make a “sequence” and you can remove opposing
markers. In the children’s edition the images are animals. You
can use a dragon card to remove an opposing marker. With a
unicorn card you can place one of your own markers on any
free space. The corner spaces are free spaces for everyone,
any player can use them for his sequence without placing a
marker there.

Auction game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and upo

Placement game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

King Up!

King’s Vineyard

Designer: Stefano Luperto
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Sandeep Kharkar, David Haslam
Publisher: Mayday Games

8

Kissenschlacht!
Designer: Liesbeth Bos
Publisher: Amigo

8

4

Old king Vladimiro wants to resign and all the noblemen
want to succeed him. Each player receives a secret finish
card with 6 noblemen. All 13 noblemen start at the ground
floor. In your move you move one nobleman up one floor.
If a nobleman reaches the top floor of the castle, all players
vote “yes” or “no” for him. If all say “yes” he will be the new
king and all players score according to their finish card and
the respective positions of all noblemen in the castle. But
only one vote of “no” is sufficient the make the nobleman
drop out, and he takes all used “no” vote cards with him. New
edition of Viva il Re!

The king is looking for a new head vintner for his winery
and wants to choose among the apprentices, making three
surprise visits at the winery. On occasion of these visit he
judges the grapes according to color, sweetness, and length
of the vines and dispenses goblets, bottles and barrels as a
token of his appreciation. After his last visit the apprentice
with the most valuable fits is name head vintner. You hold
cards and use them in the phases draw, discard, wilt, harvest,
plant, growth and maturing. When the king arrives the
display is scored.

When the children are out of the house, their cuddly toys
enjoy a pillow fight! The bed is assembled and each player
starts with three men and four pillows. You try to use the
seesaw to hurl a pillow into the bed. If you score a hit you
can place one of your men on a bed-post. If you manage to
overthrow another player’s man with your pillow, the owner
must take back the man and also a pillow from the bed. If you
have hurled all your pillows into the bed and all men are on
the bedposts, you win. Series Der kleine Amigo. A plush star
toy is included.

Race game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Knobelwürfel

Können Schweine fliegen?

Designer: Werner Bäumler Laurin
Publisher: Laurin’s Spielewerkstatt

Designer: Sonja Hässler
Publisher: Kosmos

6

Stone Scissors Papier – transferred onto dice! Now you can
play alone as well as with more than one other player. The
standard rules of the game apply: Scissors defeat paper
and are defeated by Stone; Stone defeats Scissors and loses
against Paper, and Paper defeats Stone and is defeated by
Scissors. In a game for two each player places the die with the
desired symbol on top and both reveal their die simultaneously. If you play alone you place one die and roll the other. If
you play with more than two players each player places the
die secretly and you can evaluate majorities or minorities.

Game of chance for 1 or more players, ages 6 and up

Kraken-Alarm

5

24 animal features like „fur“ or „claws“ are laid out. In each
round an animal card is turned up. If you know a feature for
this animal, place your chip on this feature. You may place
all four chips, but only one chip is allowed on a card. When
all are done, check the booklet. For each correctly placed
chip you advance your piglet one step, and if you picked a
wrong feature you go back on step. After five rounds the
player furthest advanced wins the game. There is a lot of
information on the animals in the booklet and you can play
several variants of the game. This new edition introduces 18
new animals.
Game of knowledge and speed for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Kreuzverhör

Kuhhandel Master

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Rüdiger Koltze
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Oliver Igelhaut
Publisher: Kosmos

5

Octopus Kurt looks for baby Kuno and waves his tentacles.
Players in turn are captain of the ship and search the reef for
animals. You move the ship and turn over a sea-chip. That
either gives you a reef animal or ends your turn or a wave
washes the ship into the next section or Kuno appears and is
relocated. When Kuno and the ship are in the same section,
you push the octopus tentacle for Octopus Alarm! If the
tentacle overthrows the ship, the current captain loses one
food. The first to collect enough animals or the one who has
the most animals when one player runs out of food, wins the
game.
Game of collecting animals for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Kunststück

10

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

10

A crime has been planned and players must find out which
crime, and also the crime scene, the probable culprit and
the means of the crime. Both players investigate at the same
time, the questioning lasts 12 mutual questions at the most.
In each question an assumption is stated on the four details
by using case cards, the witness names the number of correct
assumptions. Further details can be learned from using an
investigation card, the opponent can fend of such a card with
another card. When after 12 rounds none of the player has
solved the case it is set aside unsolved.

You collect quartets of farm animals of different values. You
bid for them using only 11 money cards. Instead of bidding
you can call for horse-trading of a card. You and your opponent both take money in your hand. Whoever holds more
money gets the card. The Master version adds “bonus” and
“rat” cards to the game. In a bid for a bonus card the number
of cards decides the bid. Rats score negative and you either
take them immediately or buy yourself off by playing a facedown money card. If you take the rat later in the turn, you
get all the money cards with it. You win if at the end you hold
most of the points in your quartets.

Players are thieves stealing paintings according to their
orders. The paintings are marked with their museum of
origin, the epoch, the value and chances to be sold easily.
There is a cache for each player and three joint caches. You
have a painting card and an order card, next to each cache
there is another painting card. Actions are taking a new card,
move a card, playa card or fill and order. There are basic rules
for arranging the cards or capacities of the caches and limit
for hand cards. “Large-scale raid” starts the last round. Then
the player with the highest total from paintings sold wins
the game.

Crime card game for 2 players, ages 12 and up

Game of auction for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Crime card game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Labyrinth

Laterali

Designer: Max J. Kobbert
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: D.D. Rauter
Publisher: TeleTool

7

Leg das Rohr!

16

A labyrinth with dead ends and paths ending at walls, not
stable and not permanent but permanently changing because path tiles are pushed into the grid and push other tiles
along. Each player tries to make a path to the items depicted
on his cards. You push one tile into a row or column, thereby
pushing another tile out at the end. Then you may move your
pawn along the paths as far as you can or want. If you reach
the item on your current card you discard this card. The first
player to discard all cards wins the game.

Lateral thinking is the theme and motto of this game. You
must find terms corresponding to pre-set categories, but
these are the crux of the matter, they might be something
like false accessories and one of the answers might be safety
belt. Only items stated on the card are valid. The reader of the
team announces the number of answers he wants to hear
from his team, keeping within a previously agreed limit. If the
team manages the number of answers, the reader moves his
marker Maximum minus answers demanded. If the marker of
the reader meets that of a team member depending on order
one of them goes back to start or turning point.

Game of changing positions for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Game of words for 3-12 players, ages 16 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

You try to construct your own water pipe system by placing
cards with different segments of the pipeline – a faucet, a
downpipe or a straight piece of pipeline. And of course you
do not want any leaks in your pipeline. The pipeline must
have a minimum length and your fellow players may “assist”
you in your efforts by placing a wrong tee branch or some
other helpful part. If you miscalculate and the table is too
short, it is nice to have a plumber chip handy to replace the
expert. New edition of “Lange Leitung”.

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

45
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Lego Atlantis Treasure
Publisher: Lego

Lego Creationary

9

7

Publisher: Lego

8

Players navigate their submarines among the coral reefs
and collect sunken treasures. They block fellow players or
use torpedoes and compasses. In your turn you have two
actions in any order: Move your submarine as far as possible
in one direction and apply a die action. These are placing the
compass, moving a coral reef or firing a torpedo, if you like.
If the submarine reaches a treasure you take it and your turn
ends. If it reaches a compass the compass is taken off the
board and the submarine continues to move in the direction
indicated by the compass. The first player to collect three
treasures wins the game.

Construct and communicate – you build, the others guess!
You roll the die and choose a level of difficulty – easy,
medium or hard. Depending on the symbol on the die you
either build a model from the category rolled or name the
category before you draw the card. Or your neighbour sets
the category for you and you score double for a correct
guess. Variants are “one is building”, “one is guessing”, “several
teams play simultaneously” or “all against the clock”. You can
also modify the die and set special rules, maybe “build only
with one hand” or “use only blocks of one colour”.

Players are pupils of one of Hogwarts’ four houses and
move around the castle using moving staircases and secret
passages. You have two actions in your turn: Roll the die and
implement the corresponding action and then move your
pawn one position. Die actions are: Slide a staircase and classrooms 1, 2 or 3 times, turn a staircase or use a secret passage.
In the classrooms you pick up one of your items. If you have
collected four items return to your common room. If you are
the first one back, you win. Variants of the game introduce
Dumbledore, Mrs. Norris or a duel between wizards.

Adventure game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 9 and up

Creative construction for 3-8 players, ages 7 and up

Item collection game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Lego Lava Dragon
Publisher: Lego

Lego Magikus

7

Publisher: Lego

Lego Magma Monster

6

Publisher: Lego

7

The dragon in his lair at the top of the volcano must be
defeated. Players climb the volcano aided by the die. You roll
the die and move your man according to your own visible
movement markers. Then, if there is room on this side of the
die you add one of your markers. Other players with a marker
on the die move their men, too. If orange faces up on the
die, you relocate a lava blockade. If you reach one of the four
summit spaces and roll orange you defeat the dragon and
win. Variants are “Volcano Eruption” or “Climbing Rope”, the
die is modified accordingly.

Magicians collect ingredients for their potions and want to be
the first to finish the task and win the game. Each player has
a recipe and needs to collect these four ingredients. First you
relocate the owl to determine the row or column where you
can take an ingredient. Then you roll the die: For a resulting
colour you take the corresponding ingredient, even if you
already have it. For “white” you choose an ingredient and for
“black” you may steal an ingredient from one of your fellow
players. Variants introduce the bat, either as blocker or as an
item you must have, or you follow your own secret recipe.

On the other side of the lava flow a monster is guarding an
ancient treasure. To gain the treasure, players must build a
path to cross the lava, relocate the fire wall and avoid the bat
attacks. You roll the die and either build a stretch of the path
and move your hero along spots of this colour, as far as you
want, or you relocate the fire wall or place a bat on the head
of another hero. To get rid of a bat you must roll “black” or go
back to the starting line. If you reach the space in front of the
cavern and roll “black”, you have defeated the monster and
win the game. Variants included.

Dice and moves game 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Set collection game for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Dice and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Lego Meteor Strike
Publisher: Lego

46

Publisher: Lego

Lego Harry Potter Hogwarts

Lego Minotaurus

7

Publisher: Lego

Lego Monster 4

7

Publisher: Lego

7

Meteors are targeting the moon! Players launch satellites to
guide the valuable meteors into their moon bases. In your
turn you roll the die and either place a new satellite or relocate one already in play. Try to place them so that meteors
are directed into your base! Or you drop a meteor onto the
board. Or you relocate or rotate a space station or you blast
a satellite of the board with your laser. If a meteor ends up in
your base, your spaceman moves one step on the score track.
If you have captured 10 meteors and your pawn reaches the
end of the track, you win.

The Minotaur guards the Secret Temple. Each player tries to
be the first to reach the temple with his heroes. In your turn
you roll the die for your action. A number lets you move one
of your heroes, but not past walls or other heroes. For “gray”
you can relocate a wall at the edge of the board or within the
board. For “black” the Minotaur moves up to 8 spaces in one
direction. If he encounters a hero, the Minotaur sends the
hero back to the starting position and he himself goes back
to the Temple. Several suggestions for adapting the rules and
the die are included in the rules.

Monsters meet skeletons at the cemetery and together play
“Monsters in a Row”! The first player to have his monsters
arranged in a row of 4 wins the game. You roll the die and
if the result is grey, dark grey or grey+dark grey you place
a monster on a grave of that colour. For white you place a
skeleton joker on an empty grave. If you roll a colour you
replace an opponent’s monster with your own. For black the
spider jumps to another colour segment of the cemetery and
all monsters there return to their owners. Variants include
“Skeleton Blocker”, “Friendly Spider” and “Exchange Places”.

Placement and action for 2 players, ages 7 and up

Adventure game of moves for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Dice and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Lego Orient Bazaar

Lego Pirate Plank

7

Publisher: Lego

Lego Ramses Pyramid

7

Publisher: Lego

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Lego

8

Who is the best salesman? The more items of a colour we
sell the more gold we earn. You either roll the die or sell. For
a die roll you collect items: For black, you put the Bazaar
over a stall. This stall is now closed and you buy one golden
goblet for 1 gold coin from the Bazaar. For red, blue, orange
or yellow you buy one item for 1 gold coin from that stall, if
it is open. For green you trade one item with another player.
When you sell, golden goblets are jokers. You sell 1 item for 1,
2 for 3, 3 for 6, 4 for 9 and 5 for 12 gold coins. The first player
owning 15 gold coins wins. Variants included.

Thieves among pirates! The captain forces crew to walk the
planks. Pirates start on the inside. You roll the die: A pirate
symbol allows you to move two steps back or move another
pirate one step forward. If you roll an empty face of the die,
you place any player marker on this face of the die. If there
are already markers, you may add a marker or choose a player
who must take one step forward for each of his markers on
that face of the die. If your pirate lands in the water you are
out of the game. The last man standing wins the game. Variants suggest introduction of islands or life rafts.

King Ramesses and his mummies guard fabulous treasures.
The players want to climb the pyramid, defeat Ramesses and
seize the treasures. First you must circle the pyramid and
remember jewel colours or collect jewels. To climb a level
of the pyramid you must either own the jewel of the same
colour or know where the jewel is hidden. Rolling the die can
also result in rotating pyramid sections, moving mummies or
stealing jewels. Mummies meeting adventurers send them
back to the entrance. If you reach Ramesses’ space from the
last level with a die roll of mummies you win. Spiel der Spiele
2009.

Set collection and trade game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Dice and movement game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Dice and adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Lego UFO Attack

Legolino

Lego Shave a Sheep

7

Publisher: Lego

6

Publisher: Lego

Publisher: Beleduc

4

Players should shear more wool than the opponents before
the shearing is finished. You roll the die and apply the appropriate action. If there are two colours it is your choice
which action you take. Your options are “take wool once or
twice”; “swap a sheep with an opponent”; “frighten sheep
with the wolf, the sheep loses its wool” and “shear a sheep”.
A sheep carrying 5x wool needs to be shorn instantly before
you roll the die. When the last piece of wool is taken from the
general stock, each player shears his sheep one last time and
adds the wool to his own. The player with the most wool wins
the game.

Resources need to be transported to earth. In your turn you
roll the die: For a colour result you receive the according
resource and put it onto your rocket. If you roll the UFO you
direct your laser at an opponent’s rocket and roll again. If
the result is a colour you take all resources of this colour off
the other rocket and put them on your own. If you have a
minimum of seven resources on your rocket you may add the
nose cone. If you lose resources you take off the cone again.
If in your next turn the cone is still on and you roll UFO attack,
you have launched your rocket and win the game.

Tangram is a centuries-old placement game using geometrical shapes. A standard tangram always features 7 pieces that
can be made by dissecting a square – 5 triangles of different
sizes, 1 square and one parallelogram. These pieces can be
used to form thousands of shapes, abstract ones as well
as figurative ones. In this tangram version for children the
shapes do not always use 7 pieces. You can use 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7
shapes and each of the 15 cards has a notation of how many
pieces are necessary. It is not always obvious which pieces
will be needed to complete the shape.

Dice and gathering game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Dice and gathering game for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Placement game for 1 player, ages 4 and up

Lemming Mafia

Let’s party!

Letter

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

Designers: Catty, Führer, Los Rodrigues
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Michael Sohre, Werner Falkhof
Publisher: Theta Promotion

8

10

Mafia families of lemmings commit collective suicide. The
first lemming to jump the cliff wins the deadly race. You try
to influence the race by clever use of dice results. But it is not
a proper race without bets. So you place bets when you encounter the bookmaker. Early bets on the favorite bring lots
of points. Disagreeable rivals can be neutralized by concrete
boots. These boots in turn can be got rid of by using a hammer drill, if you have got one! The third concrete boot sinks a
lemming for good. Let’s hope that it was not your favorite!

The Activity cards show terms and the explanation method
on the front and back the number of steps you move when
you solve the task on the back. The Tick-Tack-Bumm cards
state combinations of letters. You play a game of standard activity, until a Tick-Tack-Bumm card turns up. Now you roll the
die to determine the location of the letter combination in the
word. If you name a correct term, you pass the bomb. When
it explodes, the team with the last correct answer moves 4
steps, the one holding the bomb when it exploded goes 1
step back. Then you play “Activity” again. The first team over
the finish line wins.

The beautiful and elegant game of letters is now offered
in a cardboard version derived from the previous stone
version. Letters of different sizes are laid out edge on edge
and connected for words. New letters must not be placed
completely congruent and it is sufficient that part of the
edges touch. When reading a word directions are irrelevant,
the letters used for words must touch each other in order.,
Diagonal touching is not allowed either in placing or reading.
Depending on the version played you score words, sums of
letters or a premium for longer words, and you win with the
highest total.

Game of dice and placement for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of communication for 4-16 players, ages 12 and up

Game of word placement for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

47
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Letter of Marque

Letters from Whitechapel

Level 8

Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Gianluca Santo Pietro, Gabriele Mari
Publisher: NG International

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Privateer or pirate, all want to caper the most valuable booty
and get away with it. Players know the ships carrying the
most valuable treasure, but not their fighting power. You
score for looting opposing treasures and successful defense
of your own ships. You must choose an action: Either you sail
by placing a ship on a treasure card or you come to port by
choosing a ship and placing the treasure card on your scoring
pile or you attack a ship by placing a cannon card next to it
and turning over the ship – or you can pass.

One player embodies Jack the Ripper and is supposed to
eliminate five victims without being caught. The other players are policemen who must catch him. Jack secretly chooses
a location on the board as his hideout. Whenever he has
found a new victim he must return there. Jack announces his
next crime scene and must reach his hideout from there. Policemen can search the roads for clues or make arrests, they
can move without restrictions. In each round the net is drawn
tighter around Jack, lots of games end on Jacks doorstep,
regardless of the outcome!

8 levels must be completed, each level demands a different
combination of cards. If you are the first to complete all levels,
you win. You start with 10 cards and in turn draw one card either from the draw pile or from any discard pile, and then you
discard a card. If you can display a level, you do so and turn
the level marker over, the cards stay on the table. Then you
can add cards from your hands to cards on the table, your
own and those of other players. This does not count towards
completing a level. If you can place all cards in a round, you
end the round and may turn over the next level marker.

Position and acquisition game for 3-6 players, ages 13 and up

Detection game for 2-6 players, ages 14 and up

Game of card placement for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Linie 1

Lissy – Das Grosse Pferdequiz

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: Goldsieber Noris Spiele

Designers: Sandra Dochtermann, Bernd Flessner
Publisher: Kosmos

Loch Ness
Designer: Ronald Wettering
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

10

Streetcar tracks need to be laid. You draw a start and a destination tile for your line and stations for in between and then
build your line as direct as you can by placing track tiles. All
build a joint net of tracks, you may not direct track out of the
board, not into a finish and can exchange tracks only if you
extend the old line. One station per destination is possible.
When the line is built, you must take a ride on it by rolling
dice and moving from start to destination. If you manage that
first you win. This new edition features a new die and new
rules for the end game.

The quiz complements the trade magazine Lissy and presents
more than 2.600 fascinating questions and answers on
the topic of horses. The questions come from six different
categories: Horse Bodies, Horse & Man, Horse Breeds, Riding
& Sports and Did you know? This category features oddities,
Horses in Literature, film and history. Each question comes
with three possible answers, and for each correct answer you
earn part of a puzzle. For correct tips on questions posed to
fellow players you earn horse shoes that can be swapped for
puzzle parts. The first to complete his puzzle wins.

All players want to take a picture of Nessie and therefore
want to position their cameras as ideally as possible at the
Loch named after Nessie. Each player uses a movement card
to influence Nessie‘s location and then places his cameras
where he thinks Nessie will turn up. But other players have
cards too, and use them, and so she does not always break
the surface where one thinks she might do. And if that makes
you angry you can always retaliate and get back at her with a
special action. You score points for well-placed cameras and
of course for pictures of Nessie.

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Quiz game with a special topic for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of placement for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Log Jam
Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

50

10

4

Logo

London

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Treefrog Games

The tree trunks in three colours are stacked between the river
banks, and Billy Biber is placed on top of the stack. You use
the thin stick to push a trunk out of the stack in a way that
makes the other trunks move as little as possible. You must
not push out the trunks in the top row. If the colour you need
is only available from the top row you can rearrange the
whole stack. If Billy keeps silent you keep the trunk. If Billy
bleats you must put one of your trunks back into the top row
and then place Billy again on top of the stack. You win if you
have two trunks of each colour first.

We meet them every day, because all those well-known logos
are part of our lives. This game on the topic asks questions
and uses three different kinds of cards. Logo cards ask questions on company logos, randomizer cards ask for general
knowledge, and theme cards ask questions on a certain
special topic. Each card shows four questions in four colours.
All questions of a card are asked. For a correct answer you
move to the next free spot of that colour on the board. In
case of a wrong answer the question is posed to the next
player or team. If the answer correctly, they take over the
remaining questions on the card. The first player or team to
reach the finish wins.

After the Great Fire of 1666 London is re-built. For each
district there are different costs, victory point values and
number of cards drawn after constructing a building. The
cards are allocated to three eras and relate to society, science,
politics and economy and are governed by costs, effects and
victory points at the end. You draw a card and can then display cards on the table at cost or erect a building or administrate by activating cards in the display which causes you to
take or discard poverty markers. The optimum combination
of cards will earn you the most victory points.

Game of dexterity for 1-4 players, ages 4 and up

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 13 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Long Shot

Loopin’ Louie

Designer: Christ Handy
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Lords of Vegas

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: James Ernest, Mike Selinker
Publisher: Mayfair Games

10 horses run a race, regardless of the number of players in
the game. Each horse has special abilities affecting positions
in the race and/or earning money. Players move horses by
rolling the horse die and the movement die and then playing
action cards. You can also buy horses and place bets on
horses. Actions earn money or move horses. You may place
bets on your own horses. “Second Change” permits to roll a
die again once. When the third horse has crossed the finish
line, all bets on non-winning horses are administrated, then
prize money and winnings on bets are paid out.

Loopin‘ Louie in his Flying Machine careers over the hencoops in low-level-flight! He is on the hunt for chicken chips
that he wants to take away from the players. Each player
has 3 of those chips in the side-bar of his catapult. With this
catapult you can fend off Louie and make him fly loops, nose
dives and steep ascends. You try to use Louie to steal chips
from your fellow players and keep your own. If you are out of
chips you stay in the game. The last player to own a chip wins
the game. Looks like a children’s game, but provides fun for
all ages! One round is never enough!

You are a manager and casino boss in Las Vegas and build casinos, deal in real estate, gamble in other casinos and embellish your own. You win with the highest score and earn points
when the colours of your casino are drawn. Money earned
in the casino is used to buy more land. You draw a card, take
over the land, and earn revenue and points. Then you can
build, expand, renovate, reorganize or gamble in your casino.
In between you can negotiate any time with other players,
with and for anything except points, casino tiles or promises
of further action.

Game of horse racing for 2-8 players, ages 10 and up

Game of action and reaction for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Game of dice and business for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Lost Cities

Louis XIV

Lübeck

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos / Rio Grande

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp games

10

15 investment cards and 45 expedition cards in five colours
and of values 2-10 are laid out in ascending order as expeditions, one of each colour. You play a card and draw a card. At
the start of an expedition you can place investment cards to
multiply their value, but cannot add them later in the game.
Instead of placing a card you can discard a card. Missing
values cannot be added later. The last card from the draw pile
ends the game. A cost of 20 must be deducted from the value
of an expedition, and for expeditions without cards the value
is 0. The player with the highest score wins. New edition 2010.

4 rounds comprising 4 phases each are played. You try to gain
victory points and win with most victory points at the end of
the game. To do so you receive money and influence cards at
the start of a round. You try to place your influence markers
as profitably as possible on the persons at the Royal court.
Then the placements of these markers are scored and players
receive so called mission chips, money and additional cards.
The mission chips are then used to complete their secret missions that will score them victory points to win.

Lübeck – one of the medieval Hanse towns and once one of
the most important merchant centers of Europe! You want
to get rich in Lübeck, too! Cards packages are prepared according to detailed rules. Then players choose a pack, the last
one to do so determines if he himself or another player shall
have the first action. In turn you have one action till all have
passed. Actions are: start a trade voyage, card action, pass
and discard card. Then you can take back paws from ships.
When the stack has been played twice, you win with most
points after deducting penalty points for cards in your hand.

Game of card placement for 2 player, ages 10 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Placement game for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Lucky Ducks

Luna

Lupus in Tabula

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Hall Games

Designer: Domenico Di Giorgio
Publisher: dV Giochi

3

8

A round plastic bowl with a moving surface simulates a
pond. Pressing the button lets the ducklings move around.
You pick up one of the ducklings and look at its underside. If
the colour is your colour, put the duckling into your nest. If
it is not your colour, put the duckling back on the pond. The
constant movement of the pond surface changes the position of the ducklings, So players must try to memorize the
position of the ducklings and thus earn to concentrate and
to pay attention. Small children delight in the movement and
the quacking of the ducklings.

Priests of several moon cults are searching for a successor to
Moon Priestess Luna. Players lead novices that are collecting
influence points by their actions. In each round they start
their actions from their current locations, so moving them
wisely is recruit additional novices and obtain approval of
the island priests. Three player-independent pawns move
across the island and create situations, a forth guards the
doors of the temple on the central island. A time element is
introduced by the differing length of the rounds.

Werewolves have invaded the small village of Tabula. You
receive a secret card that assigns you the role of werewolf or
human being. Depending on your role you try to eliminate
werewolves or turn human beings into werewolves. One
player is the game master and directs the players. During the
“night phase” all humans close their eyes. The werewolves
secretly choose a victim. During the “day phase” players use
the special abilities of some characters to find and eliminate
the werevolves. Dead victims stay in play as ghosts without
speaking. The winner is the faction that manages to defeat
the other faction.

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Interactive tactical game for 1-4 players, ages 12 and up

Card game for 9-25 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

51
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52

Lupusburg

Mâamut

Designer: Domenico Di Giorgio
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Alain Epron
Publisher: Krok Nik Douil

8

Macao
Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Ravensburger alea

8

Lupusburg - a new chapter in the history of Tabula! The
little village of Tabula has become a rich town, but still the
werewolves prowl the streets at night and a new danger is
looming – robbers! During the day the mayor strives for law
and order, but of course, he could be the werewolf! In this
version of the game for up to 8 players the werewolf must
transform all citizens or the citizens must slay the werewolf,
but there are secret missions for the players, too. When the
human beings win, they score points for surviving characters,
for characters in houses, for accomplishing the secret mission
and for correct guessing of the werewolf.

The shaman assembles the hunters and charges them with
catching Mâamut and taking hold of his spirit. The board is
laid out and you have three movement cards. You either play
a movement card for your own hunter or place your own trap
next to the hunter or discard a card and pass. If the hunter
meets Mâamut, if flees the number of hunter steps in the
opposite direction, in case of a blockade it takes the next
clockwise direction. If it runs into a hunter, the hunter flees. If
he cannot flee he is eliminated from the game. If Mâamut is
caught in a trap, the owner of the trap wins the game.

Portuguese adventurers trade with Europe, expand Macao
and fill offices and positions, all for the sake of gaining
prestige. In the card phase of a round you take persons/
building cards from the display. Then you roll 6 dice, each
player chooses two and takes the action cubes of the color
and number as indicated by his choice of dice. The cubes are
placed on his compass rose and the rose is spun to the next
position. The arrow on the rose now points to previously acquired cubes that can now be used for actions: Activate cards,
occupy a part of the city, movement, prestige or using cards.
After 12 rounds the player with the most prestige wins.

Party deduction game for 4-8 players, ages 8 and up

Position game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Resource management game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Mad Mouse

Magestorm

Magicus

Publisher: Goliath

Designer: Piero Conini
Publisher: NG International

Designer: Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Beleduc

4

4

Players are cats, wanting to steal as much cheese as possible
from the mouse running around busily. The mouse is given
a piece of cheese to hold. All players count to three and the
mouse is put on the floor. It immediately starts to race around
the room and players try to catch the tail of the mouse with
their cat’s paw. If you manage to catch the tail you take the
piece of cheese from the mouse and fix it onto the grip of
your paw. For the next round a new piece of cheese is given
to the mouse. When all nine pieces of cheese are used up, the
player with most pieces of cheese wins the game.

It is the time of big changes in the world of the Two Suns:
Armies confront each other in a mighty clash on battlefields
and powerful magicians with godlike powers go to war to
pursue their own mysterious goals. Magestorm is the first
game in a new series of fantasy battles. You control one of
four different magicians – The FireMage, The AirMage, the
Druid or the Fate Guardian – and lead into battle either the
armies of the human Kragis or the elven Láusjan. Victory can
only be achieved by the perfect combination of magic-using
and military skill. Top-level components and fast-playing
rules promise exciting games.

It’s not magic that lets the towers disappear, the little magicians need attention, observation and memory to win. You
receive five wooden building blocks of different colours
and build the tower according to your card. Now you must
make the tower disappear quickly. For that you take away
the blocks one by one. And to do so you must pick up one of
the magician’s hats. If it shows the right colour underneath,
you can take off the top block from your tower. Then you put
down the hat in another place. If you find the orange hat, you
lose a turn and only put down the hat. The rules state several
versions for the game.

Dexterity game for 1-4 players, ages 4 and up

Fantasy CoSim for 2 players, ages 12 and up

Memory game for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Magister navis

Mai-star

Make ‚N’ Break

Designers: Carl de Visser, Jarrat Gray
Publisher: Lookout Games

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Kanai Factory / Japon Brand

Designers: Andrew und Jack Lawson
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

You are regent of a coming empire and must find the balance between, cultural, political, economic and military
engagement to place your country at the top of seafaring
nations. You play seven rounds with the phases building,
Growth, wages and action, comprising activating buildings,
trademarks, shipping, settling, attack, payment or grabbing.
All actions influence the status of a player. After seven rounds
the status is converted to fame and the most famous player
wins.

In the era of geishas Mai-star wants to hand her art over to
an able successor. You are a geisha and play cards to enhance
your reputation or to accept guests to earn money. You can
play a guest cards in your turn, advertise and draw a card,
or change two cards, or exchange an advertiser for a card or
draw a card. Any special abilities you can use when appropriate. At the end of a round you sum the income from guests
and deduct 2 for each remaining card in your hand. If you
have the most money after three rounds you are Mai-stars
successor.

80 building cards show constructions which players must
reconstruct within a time limit. You get all 10 building blocks
and roll a die. The number rolled is your time limit and the
timer is set accordingly. You turn up the top card from the
stack and start to build. Gray cards only demand the correct
arrangement of blocks, coloured cards demand the corresponding colours in the blocks, too. As long as the timer ticks
you can execute card after card. When time has run out you
score points for all finished cards. After four turns the player
with most points wins.

Development game for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Game of construction for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Make ‚N’ Break Challenge

Make ‚N’ Break Extreme

Designers: Stefan Dorra, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Andrew und Jack Lawson
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

Make ‚N’ Break Junior

8

Designers: Andrew und Jack Lawson
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

The next step in the building challenge is called – Challenge!
In this version you build under time pressure in direct comparison to an opposing player. You do not build with your
hands, but use tongs, which you can only hold above a mark
and with one hand. The other hand must be under the table!
In case of special cards only two blocks can touch the table.
Both players have the same blocks. If 3 or 4 are playing, each
player confronts all the others. The faster builder receives
the card and scores the points. You play three duels for each
possible pair of players.

A new version, using blocks made up from 3-5 cubes. 80
building cards show constructions which players must reconstruct within a time limit. You get all 10 building blocks and
roll a die. The number rolled is your time limit and the timer is
set accordingly. You turn up the top card from the stack and
start to build. Gray cards only demand the correct arrangement of blocks, coloured cards demand the corresponding
colours in the blocks, too. As long as the timer ticks you can
execute card after card. When time has run out you score
points for all finished cards. After four turns the player with
most points wins.

The game comprises 27 identical building blocks, 6 each
in yellow, red, blue and green and 3 beige ones. You get 6
blocks of a colour. One player is game master and calls out
the commando, but does not build himself. On his command
you begin to build the construction pictured on the current
card. If you are finished, you take one of the beige blocks in
the middle. If you take the last of these, you end the round. If
you hold a beige block and your construction is correct, you
win a chip. The next in turn is now game master. You win if
you are the first to collect 10 chips.

Game of construction for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of construction for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dexterity for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

Mini Make ‘n’ Break
Designers: Maximilian Kirps, Randolf Siew
Publisher: Ravensburger

Malen nach Zahlen Atelier

8

Deco Mandala-Designer Birthday Edition

7

Publisher: Ravensburger

Publisher: Ravensburger

6

The construction game now uses dice! One player is the
builder and has 6 dice, 2 rectangular dice blocks and the
building cards. His neighbour is the stopper and has 1 die
with 3 blank sides. The builder turns up a card, throws all dice
and places whatever he can use. He may only place blocks on
higher levels that show the same or higher level than blocks
underneath. The remaining dice are thrown again. The stopper meanwhile rolls his die, adds the values and names the
new totals. If he reaches 30, the builder’s turn ends and his
points are noted. After three rounds the winner is the player
with most points.

“Painting by Numbers” has long been a successful part of the
Ravensburger creative program. This box “Atelier” offers a
painting table with a turnable and vertically adjustable drawing board, on which the picture can be perfectly positioned.
Setting up the table is very easy and simple, and with the
table comes a holder formed like a flower for the water-pot
and the paint pots. All pictures of the series come complete
with all necessary material and often with extras like glitter or
gold colour. The atelier box features 3 pictures with paintable
frames.

Mandalas – colourful pictures, a technique to relax and
meditate; an exercise to concentrate, just for fun and pleasure
with paintings and symmetry. This machine delivers all this if
you just push bone button. The templates are easy to place in
the machine, one press on the button moves them forward
1 position. The case is easy to transport and holds all the
components, template, paper, and in this birthday edition an
additional 3 stamps to further embellish your mandalas. By
combining several techniques you can turn your mandalas
into beautiful objects and gifts.

Game of dice and building for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Handicraft set for 1 user, ages 7 and up

Handicraft set for 1 player, ages 6 and up

Mars is ours!

Mastermind

Designer: Kobayashi Daiki
Publisher: B2FGames / Japon Brand

Publisher: Hasbro

Masters of Venice

8

Designer: Frank di Lorenzo
Publisher: R&R Games

Mars has been terraformed into a planet full of resources.
Players are CEOs and sent their robots to decide the race for
resources to their advantage. On two boards three rounds
of 6 phases are played: maintenance – supply- actions as
deploy bot, parachute a bot, place bot in lab, attack bot or
pass - production – income from spaces, mars rock, product
tracks, robot health and welfare taxation as well as rare metal
vacuum lab power – close of round. Then mars mark and bots
are changed into TerroEuros and the roll of ingot dice owned
is added, the richest player wins.

In alternate games players are either Code Setter or Decoder.
The Code Setter secretly sets a colour code. The Decoder
must deduce the code by setting out a colour sequence as
“question”. The Code setter answers with a red marker for
„correct colour in correct position“ or a white peg for „“correct
colour in wrong position“. He does not place these red and
white pegs in their corresponding places in the code. You
then ask again with a new colour sequence. This edition
keeps the mechanics in a modern design and for five players.
The biggest changes are the sliders for information on correctly placed pegs.

You want to make your fortune as a young merchant in Venice. First you bid for order of play, then characters are chosen
and orders are adapted. Each player can use the special
abilities of the character till the next bidding round. All players move simultaneously in a turn, then actions on the board
are implemented in turn order depending on the location
– some are profitable for all players, - and may dividends are
paid. At the end you score for shares and cash, unfilled guild
orders and unused resources cost you points.

Game of robot economy for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of deduction for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Mauseschlau & Bärenstark Mach dich fit und clever

Mausgeflippt

Designers: Kai Haferkampf, Ingeborg Ahrenkiel
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Chislaine van den Bulk
Publisher: Zoch

5

Mein erstes Mitmachspiel

6

Publisher: Ravensburger

2

Mauseschlau and Bärenstark have issued an invitation for
a competition. In a hurdle race you get better acquainted
with 15 different animals and proof your fitness and your
knowledge. You win if you are the first to reach the start again
after a round over the hurdles. You turn the spinner and stop
it, and the image determines the exercise you must do using
the gym baton. The more often you can do the exercise the
further you can move on the track. To cross a hurdle you turn
up one or two animal cards and answer the question for the
hurdle.

Modish mice only want to wear special single confections
and can be caught with card doubles. When a mouse is
turned up and you have a card that corresponds in colour
and shape to a piece of clothing the mouse is wearing, you
place that card onto the mouse as soon as possible. If the
mouse carries a piece of cheese for protection, you catch a
piece of cheese. If you make a mistake, your card is laid out
as dirty linen. If you hold no usable card, you throw all your
cards onto the mouse and thus catch it. At the end mice score
points, cheese and dirty linen cost you points.

Who can help Little Mouse Pia to set up a colourful tent? You
move the plush-mouse across the board with the help of the
colour die. Coloured cards set varying and amusing tasks for
the players: you are asked to imitate animals, dance in a circle
or make funny faces. If you do it well you are rewarded with a
part for the tent. All play together till the tent is finished. The
game teaches rhythm, language and dexterity and cultivates
social competence and adhering to rules to very young
children. Published in the „Ministeps“ series.

Educational game for 2-4 players ages 5 and up

Game of reaction for 2-6 player, ages 6 and up

Game for 2-3 toddlers, ages 2 ½ and up

Mein Mäuschen-Farbspiel

Meine fünf Ballons

Designers: T. Daum, V. Leitner
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo

2

Meisterdiebe
Designer: Czarné
Publisher: Zoch

3

The five little mice are invited for a picnic and may play
hide and seek until the plates in their favorite colours are
prepared. You can vary the number of mice and thus the level
of difficulty. You roll the die. Then you can turn up food, name
the colour and the food and place it on the corresponding
plate. Or you must hide a mouse. You decide on a mouse and
then find a hideout of its colour anywhere in the room. You
can get up and move around. The players know all hideouts!
When all the mice are hidden and all plates prepared, each
player may look for one mouse and sit it next to its plate.
Beautiful 3D plush components!

Each player has cards with 5 colourful balloons laid out on
the table. 25 action cards are stacked face down. You draw
the top action card and implement what is demanded by
the card. If the action shown by the card causes a balloon to
burst or get loose, you must turn over your balloon of that
colour. If the card from the pile shows “Mama”, you may turn
up one of your balloons again. You end the game when you
must turn over your last balloon. The winner is the player
who has the most open-faced balloons displayed. Series: Der
kleine Amigo.

A wooden box with 12 drawers, 6 of them featuring a secret
cache, cushions, jewels and character cards, all of these game
components are beautiful and luxurious. You try to get rid
of fakes and acquire real jewels. The players act according to
their chosen characters. You may open one drawer in your
turn and can turn the box up to two times at the end of your
turn, if you are not a detective. Possible characters are smuggler, jeweler, thief, master thief and detective. When a player
is out of fakes or if the 6th ruby is taken from a secret cache,
the player with the highest score wins.

Game for 1-3 toddlers, ages 2 and up

Memory card game for 2-5 children, ages 3 and up

Game of memory for 2-8 player, ages 10 and up

Merkator

Mijnlieff

Mille Grazie

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Games

Designer: Andy Hopwood
Publisher: Prime Games

Designer: Dirk Hillebrecht
Publisher: Zoch

8

Hamburg prospered in the 30 Years war because it supplied
both parties. Players want to participate in the economic
success. You trade goods, the income is spent on additional
goods and buildings of high prestige value. You receive no
money for goods but new delivery contracts, these can be
sold profitably. If you travel in a time-saving way you can travel with fellow players and so complete additional contracts. In
a turn you make investments, travel to get additional goods
using time markers, fill contracts and joint travel. At the end
you score money units on contracts and buildings.

Tic-Tac-Toe with a planning component and with special
abilities for each piece and control of the opponent! The aim
of the game is to form the majority of rows of three pieces
of your own color. The game comprises four 2x2 boards that
can be combined into a 4x4 board or into other formations.
You have 8 tiles with 2 of 4 symbols . Each tile that you place
determines where your opponent can place a tile in his next
move. If you manage to place a tile in a way that your opponent cannot make a move at all you earn an additional move
and can place a piece anywhere on the board.

Brigands in Italy: One player in turn is the nobleman, the
others are robbers. The nobleman moves from town to town
to fill orders, robbers want to ambush him. They select a
road each on their hold-up compasses; the nobleman can
select a road for being accompanied by an escort. Then the
nobleman moves along 4 roads with an escort and 5 roads
without an escort. If he reaches a town according to an order,
the order is filled and he scores points. If he uses a road with
robbers without an escort, he is robbed, the robbers score
and the nobleman loses orders. You win if you reach or top
30 points.

Set collection game for 1-4 players, ages 12 and up

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Game of position for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Mine Out

Mini Mind

Designer: Yokouchi Muneyuki
Publisher: Ayatsurare Ningyoukan / Japon Brand

Designers: Brad Ross, Jim Winslow
Publisher: Piatnik

You want to mine minerals and thus gain fame, 50 fame
points bring you victory. After an extensive set-up of the
game, a round comprises checking of victory conditions,
scoring and actions. You score minerals when you own at
least the minimum amount stated on the mine. Then you
have 5 action points for movement, hire laborers, mine
minerals, sell minerals, change laborers or place laborers in
mine or community to activate their special abilities. Once
a mineral is completely mined, „Mine out“ occurs. All player
give back their minerals for 1 victory point each, but the
player with most of these minerals does not score.
Game of action management for 2-4 players, ages 14 and up

Minotaurus
Designer: Michael Sohre
Publisher: Theta

8

Dog, cat, mouse, fish, parrot and penguin sit on a bench and
you need to find out the order in which they sit on your opponent’s bench. You place one set of animals on your holder
and lay out another set open-faced. You ask your opponent
for the position of an animal by naming two animals and
asking “left or right”? Your opponent must answer correctly
with “yes” or “no” and you arrange your open-faced animals
accordingly. If you think you know the correct sequence, you
can name it. If you are right, you win the game, but you lose it
after the third wrong guess.

Pairs of horns on stones simulate the legendary Cretan vault
over the bull. First you collect pairs of left and right horns
using a memo mechanism. All stones of a colour belong to
a phase. During the game you can combine stones of different values temporarily, but only pairs of identical value are
permanent and score at the end. Each colour may only be
laid out once by each player. You can conquer a stone from
a temporary pair of another player if you challenge him to a
duel of throwing the ring over the horns of the bull sculpture.
You win with the highest score from your permanent pairs.

Game of deduction for 2 players, ages 5 and up

Game of dexterity and memory for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Mister X

Mit Felix durch Deutschland

Designer: Gabriele Mari
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

10

5

Mixmo

6

Designers: Julien Faubet, Sylvain Hatesse
Publisher: Asmodee

8

Mister X is on the run across Europe! Five detectives hunt for
him! Mister X starts each round, after that it is the detectives’
turn. Everyone moves using tickets for the means of transport, and/or using special actions. Used tickets are discarded
and new ones are drawn. Mister X secretly notes down his position. Then it is marked on the position-check if a detective is
present in a city that Mister X has visited recently. From round
25 on Mister X is visible and moves the pawn. Mister X wins
if he reaches his mission target. The detectives win, if one of
them moves to the current location of Mister X.

Felix travels through Germany. He must plan his route carefully, because he wants to visit many sights. You show the
card of your destination and its picture on the board and
play a kilometer card. Then you measure the distance. If the
distance is lower than the kilometers you played, you set the
card aside for a victory point. If there are other destinations
en route, you can set them aside as well. Another player who
has cards for destinations on that route can set them aside,
too. When Felix is back in Münster and one player has played
all his cards, the player with most cards wins.

From 120 letter tiles you draw 6 letters. All players simultaneously form a grid with their letters. If you are done, you call
“Mixmo” and everybody draws two new tiles and has to now
form a grid of 8 letters. The bandit interrupts the game and
sets a topic. At the end of the game a valid grid must contain
at least one word related to the topic. The bandit can also
replace Q, X and Y. When all letters have been drawn and a
player calls „Mixmo“, the grid is checked. If the grid complies
to the rules, you have won the round. The rules list variants
for games using a point system or without a theme or with
expert rules.

Game of deduction for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Game of travelling for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Word placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

MiYu The Game

Monkey See Monkey Do

Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: de Marine, Maiocchi, Russo, Russo
Publisher: Cranio Creations

8

Monopoly

6

Idea: Charles Darrow
Publisher: Hasbro

8

Players are trying to find the best clairvoyant disciple. To do
so, they must complete tasks and be the first to have also
completed the drawing of the Miyu symbol. The pendulum
determines the task: ask the Mood Ring and complete the
task set by the ring, pendulum card, place a wish row, Oracle
Card including throwing of stones or choosing of any task. If
you successfully complete a task you can move on and, if you
reach a Miyu space, draw part of the Miyu Symbol. You can
choose between a short and a long game with a simpler or
more complicated symbol, respectively.

In turn players embody something, the others must guess.
You draw a Monkey See card and tell whether you must enact
an action or a character. The first among the spectators to
grab the power banana may answer first. The correct answer
earns you two Monkey Do cards – one you keep, the other
goes to the actor. Monkey Do cards are position cards forcing
players to pose in absurd and bizarre positions during their
next act. If you cannot keep up one of the positions you lose
the card. In the end you win with most Monkey Do cards. A
variant of the game uses banana points.

This is the standard edition of this classic game. Monopoly is
the ancestor of all games featuring property, money, rent, interest and real estate, combined with dice. If you invest your
basic capital wisely and are a bit lucky when rolling the die
you will win. Passing „Go“ often enough and getting out of
Jail quickly can also help to win. You roll the die, move around
the board, buy real estate, build houses and hotels and
collect rent. If you go bankrupt you quit the game. The last
player still in the game wins. This Austrian Edition features
Austrian cities, roads and special places.

Game of communication for 1-4 players, ages 8 and up

Party game for 3-12 players, ages 6 and up

Game of dice and property for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

55
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Monopoly City
Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Crazy Cash

8

5

Publisher: Hasbro

8

This game offers a completely new way to play Monopoly.
You roll the die and move as usual, but you do no longer buy
a single plot of land, but the corresponding city districts.
On these blocks you build apartment blocks or industrial
plants. Bonus buildings like schools or water towers protect
districts from industrial plants. To build a stadium you need
all districts of a colour. If you own all districts in two colours
you can build the Monopoly-Tower and double the rent in
all districts. The electronic dealer determines what you may
build, controls auctions and the time limit for negotiations.

Monopoly somewhat different! Players begin with 15 Mio.
seed money. Event and money cards are shuffled according
to the rules and placed into the teller. You roll the die and
move. If a street is still available, you buy it and get a house
for free. On a teller spot you enter the card into the teller. If
you receive money, you keep it, event cards must be resolved.
Then you can swap a house for a hotel or buy a hotel. On
properties of other players you pay rent. When the teller is
empty or one player goes bankrupt, the game ends and the
player with most money wins.

In this card game with a monopoly topic the aim of the game
is to collect three complete sets of property cards in different
colours. All players start with five cards, the rest of the cards is
draw pile. You draw 2 cards and lay out up to three cards from
your hand: Money or events go to your “account”, property is
simply laid out and events are played to be resolved. Cards
that were played cannot be taken back into your hand and
you cannot pay with hand cards, only with cards from your
account. At the end of your turn you can hold 7 cards, an
eventual surplus is placed underneath the draw pile.

Game of dice and property for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and money for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of set collection for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Monopoly banking
Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Junior

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Littlest Pet Shop

5

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Monopoly digital! In this edition the popular game around
real estate comes with special Austrian topics and players pay
with electronic cash. Monopoly Banking with a bank card!
Players buy properties, apartments and hotels with electronic
cash, using the Visa card reader. On the board modern times
have arrived, too! Players move around the board, featuring
current Austrian roads and locations, using inline-skates or
racing cards and mobile phones. Instead of houses you buy
an apartment and are fined for talking on the phone while
driving. But still, the last player in the game wins!

The classic property game does of course also exist in a
Junior Edition: Children go to the Fair ground and save their
pocket money for the event. They can set up cashier boxes for
the Waterslide or the Giant Wheel and earn money from entry
fees. If you dispose of you money carefully and if you are
crafty in increasing your income and have a bit of luck when
drawing the event cards, you will win the game. The goal of
Monopoly, earning as much money as possible, has been attractively transferred into a children’s game featuring playing
money in Euros and attractive movers.

Monopoly Littlest Pet Shop uses motives, images and characters from the world of the tiny fantasy animals. The features
of this edition were adapted to the topic. Train stations have
been replaced with skateboard, sleigh, wheel barrows and
hand carts. Event cards have turned into surprise cards and
community cards into gift cards. Houses and hotels have
been exchanged for travel cages and kennels, and services
have turned into foam bath and hamster wheel. Six of the
big-eyed little animals are used for playing pieces. Standard
monopoly rules apply and despite the topic the game is
meant for families.

Game of dice and property for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and pocket money for 2-4 players, ages 5-8

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Monopoly Mini Free Parking

Monopoly Mini Get out of Jail

Publisher: Hasbro

56

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Deal Card Game

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Revolution

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Monopoly has many faces! In this case a wobbly board, made
up from a flat board on a hemisphere, is set between players.
Depending on the number of players you get 5, 6 or 10 taxis.
If you roll a car you place a taxi on the corresponding colour,
for a question mark on any spot. For the cop you get a taxi
from each player. Taxis falling off the board you have to take
back. If you place all your taxis first, you win. For use in a
standard Monopoly game, the wobbly board goes on Free
Parking. If you land there and park 5 taxis successfully you
can move to any location. Cop or falling cars end the attempt.

Monopoly again and different again! A jail is filled with
convicts and jailers. You place the catapult underneath the
jail and try to fling convicts out of the jail. Depending on their
colour, the convicts score different amounts of points. You
can stop any time and keep the convicts you got out of jail.
If you free a jailer, your turn ends and all convicts you freed
in this turn and the jailer go back into jail. You can also use
this jail with a standard monopoly game. If you land on Jail
instead of rolling double to free yourself, you must free at
least one convict with one try.

A circular board and new spaces revolutionize Monopoly!
You roll the die, move and resolve the property spaces you
reach as usual. The zones are a new feature on the board. All
spaces on the board are assigned to one of 4 zones – Walking,
Cycling, Cars and Rocket - with one zone space each. If you
reach a zone space you either give a Chance event to all players or auction a free property in the zone. If all properties are
taken, you force a swap. As in Monopoly Banking, payment,
auctions and chance events are dealt with by the game unit
and your bank card.

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and money for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Monopoly u-build

Monopoly World

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monster auf der Flucht

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

Monopoly renewed, this time you build your own! You can
put together one of the boards suggested in the rules or
build your own. The basic Monopoly rules still apply, but they
are supplemented by rules for bridges and special buildings,
hazard buildings, bonus buildings and building permit spaces
on the board. If a bridge is up, you pay 1 Mio. and lower it,
both when you cross it or land on it. If the bridge is down
and you cross it, nothing happens. If you land it on it and it
is down, you draw an event card und rise it. Deals between
players are possible, buildings involved in the deal remain.

The choice of all the world! Monopoly in a worldwide edition!
The rules have stayed the same, the electronic bank card
reader has been redesigned and the components have been
adapted to the topic. There are now four movers for each
continent plus one kind of houses and hotels per continent.
For each game you choose one mover per continent and one
kind of houses and hotels. The 22 cities that received most of
the votes in the worldwide voting are represented by spaces
on the board. All other cities including #70 in this ranking are
represented with an attractive image around the middle.

Monsters from the center of the galaxy are looking for a new
home. Players assist and bet on who will settle on the most
beautiful planet. You have 1 open and 1 secret betting slip
and 2 galaxy cards. Additional cards are laid out to form a spiral, the monsters start at the inner end of the spiral. You draw
a card and play a card to move a monster or as a betting slip
or for changing bets or for switching locations of monsters.
If the draw pile is empty and you have to take a card with a
monster pawn when drawing from the spiral the monsters
are scored for their positions and players score for their bets.

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice and property for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Position game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Monster unterm Bett

Monstermania

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Brad Ross, Jim Winslow
Publisher: Piatnik

3

Mord im Arosa

5

Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Zoch

Ben is afraid of the monsters under his bed, but monsters
have their honor, too, and so each monster is afraid of a certain toy. You turn up a toy. If it frightens one of the monsters
next to the bed, the monster is placed beneath the cupboard.
If no monster is frightened, you turn up a time card. After the
3rd time card, a new monster appears beside the bed and the
time cards are turned back. When the sun appears because
all monsters are gone, all players win together. When four
monsters are assembled next to the bed, the monsters win
the game.

All players together lay out a big monster, if you are the
first to place your last monster tile you win. You start with 5
monsters face up before you on the table. One monster is
turned up. This starts the big monster. The tile is marked as
active monster. Then you place one of your monster tiles next
to it, a minimum of one arm must connect the two tiles. Connecting two more monsters at the same time is allowed. You
draw a tile if you connect to only one arm or cannot place a
tile at all. You may discard a monster if you can connect more
than two arms.

A 3D detection game with a new concept. Game pieces representing victims and clues are thrown into the skyscraper,
all listen carefully where they land. In turn you lift a level to
investigate. Depending on the presence of clues only or clues
and victim suspects and/or investigator must throw pieces
into the hotel or place them on the investigation sheet. The
pieces on the level are thrown back into the tower. 10 pieces
of player on the sheet or a player without pieces end the
game. Clues are converted to suspect points. If you have
most of those, you are the victim, if you have least, you win.

Cooperative memory game for 1-5 players, ages 3 and up

Game of tile placement for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

Game of detection for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Mr. Jack Pocket

Munchkin Booster Feenstaub

Munera: Familia Gladiatoria

Designers: Bruna Cathala and Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Hurrican / Asmodee

Designer: Steve Jackson
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Matteo Santo
Publisher: Albe Pavo

Mr. Jack is now featured also in a card game – instead of the
board you lay out a grid of 9 street cards. The suspects, including Mr. Jack, are depicted on the cards. Mr. Jack must try
to escape, the detectives must locate him. Holmes, Watson
and a dog move along the outside of the grid and can look at
streets in a row or a column. There are four actions to choose
from: Player 1 chooses 1 action, player 2 chooses 2 actions
and the last one automatically goes to player 1. Actions are
move a detective, turning up a card, switching 21 cards or
drawing an alibi card. Then Mr. Jack announces if he is visible
to a detective or not.

Munchkin: Feenstaub – Fairydust is the first in a series of
Munchkin mini expansions packed in a booster. This expansion can be used with all theme boxes of Munchkin and
contains 15 new cards. This was long overdue, because you
want to acquire a few tools fast without too much trouble.
But if you are unlucky you end up with the Good Glitter Fairy
which insists on having her way instead of doing good deeds,
and with rather unlike methods at that. Oh, and despite having the looks of it – Munchkin: Feenstaub is not a collectible
card game, the cards are the same in all packs!

Munera takes us back to ancient Rome in the 1st and 2nd
century A.D. Munera aims to present a series of games featuring antique life in all aspects, society, as well as economy.
„Familia Gladiatoria“ is the first game in the series. You
embody a „lanista“, an entrepreneur who invests his riches
into a gladiator gmynasium. You hire trainers, armourers, doctors and even prostitutes and train free men as well as slaves,
criminals and prisoners of war, sending them into arenas all
over Italy. To do so you use three boards for the gymnasium,
the fights and an individual player’s board.

Detective game for 2 players, ages 14 and up

Expansion for Munchkin for 3-6 players, ages 12 and up

Historic simulation for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

57
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My Very First Games – Shapes & Colors

Mylady und die Musketiere

Mystery Express

Publisher: Haba

Designers: Francois Combe, Gilles Lehman
Publisher: Ystari / Asmodee

Designers: Antoine Bauza, Serge Laget
Publisher: Days of Wonder / Asmodee

2

In this collection of games you find ideas for free play without
rules and also two first games using very simple rules. “What’s
the colour of my flower meadow!” is a dice game on flowers.
If you fill your meadow first with all flowers you win. “Which
shapes fit my butterfly?” is also a dice game, again you must
set the piece you rolled into the board, but this time the
shape is important. The first to place all shapes wins. This
game trains first understanding of rules and recognition of
colours and shapes as well as motor skills.

Once again it is Mylady Winter against the musketeers in
a race for the Queen’s Diamonds. First Mylady choses her
location and draws either a guile card or implements a guile
card. Then each musketeer that is not impeded has three
actions. The musketeers can act in any order, but each must
do all his three actions – draw an adventure card, movement,
exchange cards, duel, challenge or equipment. Optional:
At the end a duel is fought with Rochefort and the siege of
Rochelle is implemented. For successful missions you win the
game for the musketeers.

Murder on the Orient Express: Players should solve the case.
If the case is unsolved when the train reaches Istanbul, you
win if you have identified most of the 5 components. Each
sector of the distance is played in one round with actions to
identify identical pairs of cards to eliminate components. You
move the marker and have actions in the car, depending on
your time balance. In Strasbourg, Vienna and Budapest the
time of the murder is identified and in Strasbourg and Vienna
passengers board the train. In Munich you can look at cards
of other players, and in Budapest you name suspects and
receive information.

Two educational games for 1-3 players, ages 2 and up

Adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 12 and up

Detective game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Namibia

Navegador

New York

Designer: Brian Robson
Publisher: Mücke Spiele

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Copper rush and diamond fever – the suptitle of the
second game in the Edition Bohrturm this time we mine for
diamonds, gold, silver and copper and want to transport raw
materials to the coastal harbours and sell them there. Buit
no company can mine for all resources, therefore you must
bribe government officials at the cost of your prestige. Who
will make most profit while retaining high prestige? During 6
rounds you bribe the colonial administration, build, transport
and administrate. Building can be starting of finishing mines,
search for natural resources, lay track or move trucks.

The Portuguese colonial imperium must be expanded,
players participate as clever trade dynasties – they discover
sea regions, found colonies for sugar, gold and spice. They
build factories, shipyards and churches and buy privileges,
all this for victory points. The game has three phases; II and III
are initiated by the discovery of sea regions. These yield new
privileges and influence the sailing range of ships and costs
for additional ships and workers. You choose yoiúr move in
the rondell: Market, Builder, Sailing, Workers, Colonies, Privileges or Ships. After PhaseIII the game is scored.

New York is a placement game on the basis of Der Palast von
Alhambra, but on a background of the skyscrapers of Manhattan. As in the original game you collect four different kinds
of money und use it to buy tiles, that are laid out to form
your own metropolis. In the modern street grid of Manhatten
the roads must fit together at the edges of the tiles. Tiles are
available in six colours. Three times in the game the grids are
scored for most tiles of a colour and the longest road.

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Aufbauspiel für 2-5 Spieler ab 12 Jahren

Placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Nexos

Niagara

Designer: Bernard Tavitian
Publisher: Winning Moves

Designer: Thomas Liesching
Publisher: Zoch

7

Nicht zu fassen
Designer: Fréderic Moyersoen
Publisher: Zoch

8

4

A new placement game from the designer of Blokus: Each
player has 24 different pieces of a colour, composed from 1
to 4 segments. In your turn you place one piece on the board.
The first piece must touch the crossing marked in your colour.
Every other newly placed piece must touch one of your previously placed pieces. If nobody can place a piece anymore, the
game ends. If you can place all pieces, you score a bonus of
-10. All other players count the segments of their remaining
pieces, each segment scores 1 point. If you have the lowest
score, you win.

Everyone wants to mine for precious stones near Niagara
Falls! Each player has two boats and some action tiles. In
each turn you choose a tile and can then move each of your
boats accordingly or influence the weather. When all tiles
are implemented, the river is moved ahead according to the
lowest number on the tiles played, modified by the weather
indicator. Boats that fall over the waterfall must be bought
back with stones. The first one to own four identical precious
stones or any seven stones or one stone of each colour wins
the game.

The room is set up. The player of the wolf receives the doll
and the cardboard wolf, the other players hold one wooden
kid each. The wolf closes his eyes and the kids are hidden in,
under or behind the furniture pieces. Then the wolf may lift 2
pieces of furniture and throw kids he finds into the cardboard
wolf. Players get back their kids that were not found and also
some pebbles. For each kid in the grandfather clock the wolf
releases one kid. If the wolf collects 7 kids in the cardboard
wolf, he wins. If a kid has 7 or more pebbles, the wolf loses.
The winner is the player with most pebbles.

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Game of moves and acquisition for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Fairytale scanning game for 2-6 players, ages 4 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Nichtlustig

Nichtlustig Doppelgänger

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Kosmos

Publisher: Kosmos

Nichts als Ärger!

5

Designer: Frank Stark
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

Aim of the game is to collect as many cards as possible by
rolling dice und using dice combinations. The cards collected
have different values at the end of the game depending
on possible combinations. Death cancels points, valuable
lemmings get lost first and yetis score only if you have more
than one of them. You roll all 7 dice in three rolls and after
each roll you can set dice aside. The symbols on the dice
function in connection with special cards, the pink dice needs
to be evaluated separately. After all three rolls you score and
receive cards you did win. Special cards change results.

What happens when the characters from „Nichtlustig“
encounter a copying machine? Exactly! Lemmings, yetis, pink
poodles and dinosaurs have been copied and look-alikes
appear. And this is not funny! But fortunately the copying machine is not perfect. The look-alikes do exactly the opposite of
what their originals are doing and furthermore sport a mustache. There are 64 cards featuring originals and look-alikes
and pairs should be found quickly. Nichtlustig Doppelgänger
is a fun game especially for fans of Joscha Sauers original
cartoon illustrations.

This game offers a lot of aggravation in compact shape. You
need a standard version of Ludo with the usual board and
pawns. You roll the die, move your pawn and then draw a
card. Or you play a card, do not roll the die and implement
the card – and that may result in a pawn having a birthday
party. If you meet another pawn you can set yourself next to
it or remove it. Instant cards are effective immediately, anytime cards you can play at your discretion. More aggravation
than you meet in the original game is guaranteed! And if that
is not enough, there are the versions “Noch mehr Ärger”! and
“Ärger dich schwarz!”

Game of dice and cards for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of memory for 2 or more players, ages 5 and up

Card extension for Ludo for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Nino Delfino

nmbrs!

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Korneel Joppe
Publisher: Winning Moves

4

Nobunaga

7

Designer: Mito Sazuki
Publisher: Grimpeur / Japon Brand

Nino the Dolphin wants to go on playing at the beach, the
seals want to grab the balls. You draw a card and first move
one of your seals as stated on the card. Then you might have
to let Nino jump. There are safe and unsafe spots on the track,
on unsafe spots Nino can steal the ball. If you have to let Nino
jump and he jumps to an empty spot, your turn ends. If Nino
jumps and steals the ball the seal goes back to the start. If
you reach the sand castle spot with a ball you deposit the ball
and start again with the second one. You win, if you are the
first one to have two balls in the sand castle.

The game comprises number cards from 1-100, each with
a scoring value between 1 and 3. You start with 7 cards and
a score of 50. You must lay a minimum of three cards in a
logical sequence, e.g. 2-4-8-16. You may add cards to already
laid-out sequences and you may connect sequences. If you
have laid out cards, their scoring value is added to your total
score. If you lay out all cards, you end the round and all players deduct the scoring values of their remaining cards from
their total. If you reach or top 100 you win.

Players fight as generals in Nobunaga’s army for honour.
Nobunaga is a non-playing character in the game. In each
round you take either a house card or the active player card.
The last card of the round is given to Nobunaga. If he has
enough cards a campaign is fought. The active player decides
which house Nobunaga attacks first. Victory points are
allocated by the number of cards of this house held by each
player and by Nobunaga. Then he attacks other houses. After
two campaigns the player with most points wins, if he has
more than Nobunaga. If Nobunaga has the highest score all
players have lost.

Game of moves and actions for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Game on numbers for 2-8 players, ages 7 and up

Card allocation game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Norenberc

Notre Dame

Nuns on the Run

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Huch & friends / White Goblin Games

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Ravensburger alea

Designer: Fréderic Moyersoen
Publisher: Mayfair Games

You are a merchant and want influence on the senate of
Nuremberg. Each round has one or more phases. In a phase
you choose the guilds where you want to be active, limited
by the number of traders. Actions are trading goods and
recruiting guests of the guilds in the guise of craftsmen and
city dwellers with special abilities. If you own the majority
of goods from one guild at the end of a round, you are its
favorite and receive a coat of arms. At the end you score for
craftsmen, coats of arms, money, and city dwellers.

Trade game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Each player is assigned a quarter of the city, the cathedral
is at the center. In each turn you pick up 3 of 9 action cards
adhering to a special procedure and hand two of them on to
the next player. Finally you have 3 cards from three players
and play 2 of them to place influence markers. These markers
earn you money, new influence markers or prestige. At the
end of the turn you can bribe characters, receive something
again or reduce the rat plague. Too many rats reduce your
prestige and influence. At the end of the turn after three
rounds you win with most prestige accumulated.

Temptation has lured the novices out of their cells, but the
abbess and the prioress patrol the corridors. The guards,
too, are fast and have good hearing, so you need some luck
and craftiness to get back to your cell undetected. A round
comprises movement of novices and guards and relocation
of the round marker. If nobody has one before the end of
round 15, the guards win at the end of round 15 and the
game ends. As a novice you hold a secret wish card and a set
of keys as well as information on the location of the item. To
win you must find the key, reach the location and take the
item back to your cell.

Position game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Game of movement for 2-8 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

59
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Nuschel doch mal!

Operation

Designer: Susanne Galonska
Publisher: IQ-Spiele

4

6

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Cards are spread face-down on the table, you roll the die and
turn up a card. The active player pronounces the term on the
face-up card according to the symbol rolled: very, very slowly
for the snail, and as fast as possible but still clearly for the fast
train. The “Quatschkaspar” is a joker, the player can choose
what to do – put a finger in his mouth or grit his teeth or put
out his tongue while pronouncing the word. In a variant only
the active player sees the picture, the others must guess the
word.

Patient Paul lies on the table in the operating theatre and
players try in turn to heal poor Paul. In order to do so they
use the pincers to extract bones and other things from Paul’s
belly. But take care! Don’t touch anything but the things
that need to be taken out. Don’t jolt anything or scrape
along the edges of the wounds! If you do, Paul will start to
scream because of pain and his nose will gleam red and your
turn will be over. This action game with special effects has
been relaunched and features an electronic announcement
system, new ailments and funny sound effects.

Patient Paul lies in the operating theatre and players try in
turn to fish out bones and other things from his tummy. If
the pincers touch the sides of a wound, Patient Paul starts to
scream and his nose gleams red. This edition is packed into
a sturdy little case and it offers four different varieties of the
game. They can be selected by setting the slides accordingly.
Each variant can be adjusted for each player to easy, medium
or difficult, for instance „quick play“ or „all 15 parts must be
removed“. At the end of the game the electronic display
shows the number of the winning player.

Educational game for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Game of action and dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of action and dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Ordo

Österreich Finden Sie Winden?

Otti Panzerotti

Designer: Dieter Stein
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Designers: Günter Burkhardt, Walter Schranz
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Virginia Charves
Publisher: Piatnik

3

The aim of the game is to reach the opposing base line with
a minimum of one marker. Starting with the initial setup a
piece moves forward straight or diagonally or sideways, never
back and never over other pieces. After a sideways move you
can do an additional move. You always choose between a
single move and an Ordo move. In a single move you move
one piece any distance. If it reaches an opposing piece the
piece is defeated and taken off. If this separates a group, the
smaller part of the group is taken off the board, too. An Ordo
move lets you move two or more orthogonally connected
pieces any distance; they cannot be defeated.

Players choose how detailed they want to locate sites in
Austria. Sites are laid out, each player chooses one. To locate
your chosen site you place the first marker for North or South
on the board. Then you can choose between Western, Middle
and Eastern Region on the board, followed by selecting a grid
square within the chosen region and then a square within
this grid square. For each correctly placed marker you score
one point, but if there is one mistake, you do not score at all.
If you placed enough correct markers for a card, you keep the
card for a bonus at the end of the game. Available also with a
map of Europe.

Three turtles play and swap their carapaces. The picture tiles
are spread out face down. In your turn you flip over a picture
tile. If one of three turtles shows the same combination of
colours in body and carapace than as the turtle on the tile,
you take the tile. If no turtle corresponds to the turtle on the
tile, the tile is turned over again. Then you must switch two
or three carapaces. As soon as you have collected four or six
tiles, depending on the number of players, you win the game.

Abstract position game for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Game of site location for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Pack & Stack
Designer: Bernd Eisenstein
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

60

Publisher: Hasbro

Operation Rescue Kit

Panic Tower

10

Publisher: Goliath

Papayoo

6

Publisher: Gigamic

7

Removal men and their lorries are the topic of this game. You
must store some helter-skelter pieces of furniture on a lorry.
You roll all dice and receive corresponding furniture pieces in
the shape of blocks. Then all in turn choose a lorry from those
lying in front of the other players, the last one must draw
one from the pile. The pieces must be stored without gaps.
Surplus room scores negative, left-over furniture pieces score
double-negative. The first player to use up his starting score
of 75 ends the game, the player with the highest amount of
points left wins.

The tasks set by the cards must be completed without towers
tumbling. The game starts with three towers of each size anywhere on the board. In your turn you take the top card and
construct the tower shown on the card. If a task is impossible
to solve the next player takes the next card. Towers of several
levels must not be straightened or slid. If you must relocate
a tower you must lift it off the board. You may move a tower
to reach another tower. If you cause the crash of a tower, you
take a penalty coin and the crashed parts. If you must take
the third coin, you lose the game.

No kings, no queens and no jacks in this card game, but a
fifth colour: Payoo, accompanied by a special die. The aim of
the game is not to collect most points, but the fewest. How
do you do this? First and utmost, you should avoid collecting
the Payoo card in one of your tricks. It is even more important
to avoid Papayoo. That is a card of value 7 that changes
colour in each round in accordance to a die roll. At the start of
the round you hand unwanted cards to your left neighbour,
but beware, your neighbour to the right does the same. Then
you play a normal trick taking card game, the highest card in
the lead color wins the trick.

Game of placement for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Game of building and dexterity for 2-8 players, ages 6 and up

Card game for 3-8 players, ages 7 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Party Alarm

Party Twister

Designers: Melanie and Tobias Eiger
Publisher: W&L Spielspass

Publisher: Hasbro

Pass the Bomb

6

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Action at the party! In two teams tasks are solved and good
mood is created. In each colour segment of the board three
different types of tasks are offered. Markers of the players
move on the rings. If it is your turn within the teams, you have
to solve a task depending on the location of your marker.
Each task has exact information on what is allowed or forbidden. Regardless whether the task is solved or not the marker
moves one step forward. When it reaches 30, 60 and 100% a
fitness test is taken to see if you are fit to enter the next ring
or the finish zone.

The game comprises a big plastic sheet with 4 rows of big,
coloured dots and a spinner. The spinner determines which
of your hands or feet must be placed on what colour. This
knotting fun has now been packed into a bag for travelling
and a Frisbee disc is used as spinner. The rules are the same,
only hands and feet are allowed to touch the mat. If one of
your feet is on blue and the spinner orders foot-blue for you,
you must change position. If you lose balance and touch the
mat with any other part of you body but hands or feet, you
must quit the game.

This game of words offers an attractive combination of association elements with action elements. You have cards with
groups of letters or syllables and a special die that sets the
location of the letters or syllables in the word you must name.
The bomb is activated and players in turn name a correct
word and pass the bomb to the next player. If you hold the
bomb when it “explodes” – it makes noises reminding you of
an explosion – you get the letter card of the round. You may
only pass the bomb when you have found a correct word
corresponding to the demands of card and die.

Party game for 4 or more players, ages 12 and up

Game of agility for 2 or more players, ages 6 and up

Game of association for 2-12 players, ages 12 and up

Pass the Bomb Card Game

Pass the Bomb Junior

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Pass the Bomb Party Edition

5

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Fast thinking, a quick wit and a good vocabulary are necessary to win this card version of the bomb game. You hold a
term card, turn up a letter card and name a word corresponding to both cards as fast as possible. In case of a correct answer you pass on the card. The next one turns up a new letter
and names a new word. If you wait more than 10 second the
round ends and you keep the term card. If the bomb turns
up in the letter stack, the round ends, too. When the bomb
appears in the term stack, the game ends and the player with
fewest term cards wins.

The fast award-winning word and association game is
presented in a junior version. The “Tick Tack Bumm“ gimmick
is started and no one knows how long it will tick. A card is
turned up. If you hold the gimmick, you must name a word
that is somehow connected to the image on the card. If the
word is correct, then you can pass the bomb to the next
player. If you hold the gimmick while it goes “whumm” and
stops ticking, you must take the card. Then a new round is
started with turning up a new card and starting the gimmick
again.

This is another version of the word and association game in
combination with action elements. The categories have been
changed in this edition. „Movers“ asks for persons whose
name starts with the current letter; „Mixers“ describes a
scenario, „Makers“ demands word combinations. „Shakers“ offers a jumble of letters that need to be make into a word, and
„Original“ asks for words that contain a given combination of
letters. For this category the original die is used to determine
the place in the word for the letter combination. If you hold
the bomb when it explodes you take the card.

Game of vocabulary for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of association for 2-12 players, ages 5 and up

Game of association for 2-12 players, ages 12 and up

Perpetual-Motion Machine
Designer: Ted Alspach
Publisher: Bezier Games

Perudo

8

Pharaoh’s Treasure

8

Publisher: Asmodee

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Haba

5

All try to build the most efficient machine by using fewer
moves then all others to place their cubes on the mat –
before somebody else manages to do so! Depending on the
number of players you have 20, 25 or 30 cubes and receive
4 cards. 5 of your dice are placed into your personal stock,
the rest is your general stock. Then you place 2 dice for a
start-up situation. Now you can in turn either play cards to
discard one of the poker combinations in demand to place
cubes from your personal stock on the mat. Or you can
discard cards to take cubes from your general stock into your
personal stock.

All players roll their dice at the same time with their dice cups
and secretly look at them. The starting player names a bid on
how many dice of one kind will be under all cups. The next
player must raise the bid, either in number or value of the
dice, and he can reroll some of his dice. If the doubt was justified, the bidder loses a die. If the number was correct or there
are more dice than the bid required, the doubter loses a die.
The joker die depicting Tucan Pace enhances the possibilities.
If you are out of dice you drop out of the game. The last one
in play wins.

Each player receives his own excavation site and tries to roll
for treasures. You roll all dice and compare them to the topmost treasure tile. You may set dice aside and reroll them, and
you may also forfeit rolls. After a maximum of three rolls you
can take a tile if you have rolled the corresponding symbols
and place it on your excavation site. To do so you may turn
it in any direction, place it according to the boxes, but you
cannot relocate it later in the game. If you are the first to complete your excavation site, you win.

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Bluff and dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

61
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Phase 10 Das Brettspiel
Designer: Susanne Armbruster
Publisher: Ravensburger

62

Phase 10 Master

10

Publisher: Ravensburger

picco Sortino
Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Selecta

10

3

10 phases in the shape of given card combinations must be
displayed in turn. Action spots on the board help with collecting the necessary cards. You are dealt ten cards, five cards
are placed openly to start discard piles. You roll both dice,
choose one and move accordingly. Then you implement the
action of the spot your pawn stands on: Discarding or taking
up cards in various ways, asking for cards or choosing an
action. Then you can display a phase and must discard a card.
If this is the last card of a player, the round is scored and the
phase indicator is moved. You win, if you are the first to reach
the laurel wreath.

Phases are the names of the card combinations that you
should collect. Each player starts with 10 cards, the remaining cards are draw pile. You draw a card, lay out a phase if
possible and then discard a card. The game consists of 10
phases with ascending difficulty levels. The phases must be
completed one after the other in order. Therefore you need
to be careful with the cards you discard, because players may
be in different phases. This master edition comes with new
phases and action cards like “take 2” or “all mine” – you keep
your cards, “pass” or “give me five” – each player must offer
you 5 cards.

What a mess! Players assist the little gnomes in tidying up,
so that the flower pot goes back to the window sill, the pan
to the kitchen and the book to the bookshelf. You roll the
die and move to the corresponding colour segment of the
circular board. You check if an item is still missing in that
segment, and then check if this missing item is one of yours.
If you have it, place it on the corresponding gap in the board.
The first player who can place all his items in the rooms on
the board wins the game. A variant is played with face-down
items, thereby introducing a memory component.

Game of set collection for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Moves and allocation game for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Pickomino

Pictureka!

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Rio Grande / Zoch

Designer: Arne Lauwers
Publisher: Hasbro Parker

8

Pictureka! Flipper
Designer: Arne Lauwers
Publisher: Hasbro Parker

8

6

Helpings of fried worms in values 21 to 36 are laid out. In turn
you try to acquire a portion from the grill or a fellow player.
You roll all 8 dice, choose a symbol and set aside all dice with
this symbol. The remaining dice are rerolled, but you must
choose another symbol to set aside. You add the values of all
dice set aside, worms have a value of 5. For the correct value
and a minimum of 1 worm in the dice set aside you get the
corresponding portion from the grill or the top one from another player. When no portions remain on the grill, the player
with most worms on his portions wins the game.

The game board designed by Eugene changes during the
game and is full of strange looking items. To win you must be
the first to complete six search missions. There are 100 such
missions, belonging to three different categories. You can
have a mission that means you must outbid your opponent
in the number of items you find on the board, or a mission to
be the first to find an item. The parts of the board are turned
over or relocated during the game, so you cannot remember
items. It is always possible to join a game that has already
begun.

Sequel game to Pictureka! Instead of a game board there are
now cards with motives, a penguin spits them onto the table
and players search the cards for motives. When the cards
are on the table, one player reads out the task indicated by
the lamp on the penguin unit. All players simultaneously
search for a fitting image. If all players agree that the image
you found fits the task, you get the card. When the lamp
changes colour, the task corresponding to this colour is read
and players start a new search. If the penguin spits out new
cards, searching takes a break. Additional rules for a variant
are included.

Game of dice for 2-7 players, ages 8 and up

Game of searching for 2 or more players, ages 8 and up

Game of searching for 2 or more players, ages 6 and up

Pig 10

Pipeline Duell

Pirate versus Pirate

Designer: Ayelet Pnueli
Publisher: Zoch

Designer: Daniel Meyer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

Designer: Max Winter Osterhaus
Publisher: Out of the Box

8

8

Everyone receives three cards, the remaining cards form the
draw stack. You play a card on the discard stack and name the
new stack value of old stack value + new card. Then you draw
a card. When the stack value reaches exactly 10, you call “Pig
10”, take the stack and set it down before you. When the value
is higher than 10, your right neighbor gets the stack. The
mermaid card of value 5 you can add or subtract. A second
identical card can be added or the value can be taken as new
stack value. The frog card sets the stack value to 0. When all
cards are played, you win with most cards.

Pipeline Duel is challenging game of building a pipeline,
which must be built from bottom to top to form an unbroken
line. At the same time you must place tiles to hinder your
opponent to build this line first. The board is upright; tiles are
double-sided and are slid between sticks. You draw tiles for
placement and can slide a piece in any of the vertical slots.
There are straight paths, crossroads, T-shapes, angles and
blockades. These blockades are beastly, because you must
build around them to continue. If you are the first to finish
your pile line you win. If both finish at the same time, you win
with the shorter connection.

Pirates versus pirates for treasures, each player controls a
band of pirates. If you own 2 of the 3 silver coin or the gold
coin or have eliminated all opposing pirates, you win. You roll
the dice, add the points and move one of your pirates. If you
encounter an item you take it, if you meet opposing pirates
you attack them. Attacked pirates go out of the game. You
may drop items, but not for an attack. To store a coin in the
boat you must reach the boat withe exact number of steps.
In a tactical variant you must not attack from “behind”, pirates
must be carefully aligned.

Card game on numbers for 2-8 players, ages 6 and up

Tile placement game for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Position game for 2-3 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Pirates 2ed Governor’s Daughter

Pit

Designers: Majkowska, Majkowski, Stachyra, Zasowski
Publisher: Kuznia Gier

Publisher: Winning Moves

Designers: David Franck, Laurent Escoffier
Publisher: Gameworks / Asmodee

7

8

The Governor’s daughter was kidnapped again, the greedy
and villainous pirate Roberts has used his chance to demand
a ransom for the life and chastity of a maid in distress. This
crime has shocked all other pirates in the archipelago, what
a breach of Pirate Etiquette! They all set sails to find the
fragments of the map showing the way to Roberts hideout.
In this new edition there are fantastic adventures, plundering
of towns and trade routes and at the end the freeing of the
beauty and saving the world from further machinations of
Roberts the Pirate!

The classic card game from the year 1904 received a facelift
and a new topic, instead on the stock market we buy
livestock on the stock market. Animals are sold and bought –
donkeys, goats, pigs, cockerels, chicken, cow or horse change
owners within seconds, because each player tries to get a
complete set of 9 animals. Trading is not done in turns, but
all offer and accept at the same time. If you have collected
9 animals of a kind, you hit the bell and stop trade for the
round. The value of the animal group is credited to the player.
The first to top 500 points after several rounds wins the game.

If you draw well, Pix is a new challenge for you. If you cannot draw at all, then Pix could be a drawing game for you,
because if you have good ideas pixels are ideal to draw with.
You rival always with those players using a drawing board
in your colour. You use magnetic squares, so called pixels, to
draw an image. When time runs out you show your masterpiece and hope that the others can guess what you want to
depict. The drawings are shown in order of the number of
pixels used for them – the fewer the earlier. Judge wisely, few
pixels mean many points!

Abenteuerspiel für 2-4 Spieler ab 12 Jahren

Trading game with cards for 3-8 players, ages 7 and up

Creative placement game for 4-9 players, ages 8 and up

Pizza Paletti

Plateau X

Pony Express

Designer: Udo Schotten
Publisher: Goldsieber Noris Spiele

Designer: Hendrik Simon
Publisher: Winning Moves

Designers: Antoine Bauza, Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FunForge

6

8

You are a pizza driver and want to deliver your pizzas as fast
as possible because only the fastest driver is paid. Each player
directs two drivers; one is using a bicycle, the other a car. You
roll the dice and allocate them, two go to the car. Then you
move your drivers. Entering premises ends the move; you
can buy ingredients or dough in a building. If you have completed a pizza, you reveal the street number and can start the
delivery. If you reach the street number first with the correct
pizza you are paid. After 15 cards you win with the highest
total from money and order cards.

All players want to climb the changing board with their pawn
using changing paths and in the end have their pawn placed
higher up than those of the other players. You either place
a piece of 1 or 2 squares from your own stock or a 3-square
chevron from the general stock or you introduce your own
pawn or move your pawn. Covered squares must be on
the same level and a piece may not cover the same piece
beneath congruently. The pawn is placed on an empty square
and is later moved any distance. One step is to the next
square, but one level higher or lower, and not onto a plateau
with another pawn.

The riders of the famous Pony Express race from St. Joseph
Missouri to Sacramento in California, they want to be the first
to deliver a mail bag. The active player rolls the dice, can play
gold to reroll and names his resulting poker combination. He
only has to reveal the result if another player doubts it. Depending on the outcome one of the players takes a penalty. If
two riders meet, either a shoot-out or a poker duel happens.
Action spots are implemented accordingly. In Sacramento
you must move along the three post boxes or survive one last
duel in order to win.

Movement game for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Wild west race game for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Pop goes Froggio!
Publisher: Hasbro

64

Pix

Pop the Pig!

3

Publisher: Goliath

Prinzessin Lillifee Das verzauberte Reh
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

4

5

Players try to collect as many friends of the frog as possible.
The water lily leaves are laid out, one player turns the butterfly spinner. If the butterfly stops at an animal, all players look
beneath the water lily leaves for that animal. If you find it, you
throw the leaf animal up on the floor and then jump onto the
bellows. Froggio jumps into the air! If you manage to catch
Froggio, you receive the turned-up water lily leaf. If you do
not catch Froggio, the leaf is turned over again to hide the
animal friend. When all leaves have been claimed, the player
with most leaves wins the game.

The pig is prepared – use the pig tail to press the air out
of the tummy, and dress the pig with belt and vest. All
hamburgers are spread out on the table, number side at the
bottom. You roll the die, take a hamburger of the appropriate
colour and look at the number. Then you feed the hamburger
to the pig and then press the chef hat as many times as the
number on the hamburger demands. If the belt bursts while
you press the hat you quit the game. Then the pig is reset and
the remaining players play a new round. The last player in the
game wins. Top10 Spielzeug 2008.

Rike the little dear is very unhappy because its spots are
pink instead of white. Lilli wants to help! You have your own
deer board and a number of pink chips for spots. You have to
manage the spell on the top card: either find symbols in different numbers or repeat and continue a chain of terms and
movements without a mistake. If you manage the spell, you
can discard a spot. If you cannot do the spell, the next player
has an attempt. You might sometimes get additional spots.
The raven can bring more spots, too. If you get rid of all the
spots on your deer first, you win.

Game of action and memory for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Game of dice and action for 2-6 players, ages 4 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Privacy 2

Privacy – Scharf wie Chili

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo

Psycho-Pet Die verrückte Haustierklinik

16

Designers: Christian Fiore, Knut Happel
Publisher: Goldsieber Noris Spiele

Privacy is a game of questions and answers. All players have
to answer rather private and sometimes even delicate questions, but they answer secretly by putting a black stone for
NO or an orange for YES into a bag. Each player tries to guess
how many of the players will answer with YES. For a correct
prediction you score 3 points. Within a margin of one answer
more or less you still score 1 point, and move your pawn
accordingly. The first player to complete a turn around the
board wins. The new edition features 180 new questions and
is explicitly marked as a game for adults.

An expansion for Privacy and at the same time an independent card game, with the same mechanism as the board
games: In a game of questions and answer all players must
answer a sometimes rather delicate, rather private or sometimes only rather curios question. To do so they place a “yes”
or “no” tile face down. All players then place their guess on
how many players did answer „yes“, placing number tiles face
down. You score 3 points for each correct guess. If your guess
is within an error margin of answer, you score 1 point. After
several such rounds the first player to reach a total score of 20
points wins the game.

The somewhat individual doctors try to heal the neurotic
pets. These pets need their therapy points for being healed
according to their value. Therapy cards are turned up one by
one. If you think that enough therapy points are available you
place your hat. When a therapy appears for the second time,
the phase ends and you score only if you have already placed
your hat. In phase 2 you use therapy points to buy action
cards. If you have enough therapy points, you can reserve a
room and thus also heal especially difficult patients. If you
heal several animals of a kind you earn more points.

Placement game for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Party game for 5-12 players, ages 16 and up

Position and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Psychometer

Puerto Rico

Pusteblume

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

Designer: Helmut Punke
Publisher: Piatnik

16

5

A challenging mixture of assessment game and simple
personality test! Each player has a set of mood cards. One
player draws three cards, places the first as target card and
the others to the left and right of the target card, so that the
arrows point to a characteristic on the target card. The player
names one of these characteristics and all now assess him accordingly. He does so, too. The values of the mood cards are
added and chips are handed out accordingly. Psychometer
rewards courageous assessments and therefore the results
should not be taken for serious. If you are the first to own the
requisite number of chips you win.

Players choose one of 7 characters in each round – the settler
sets up new plantations, the overseer produces new goods
which are either sold by the merchant or shipped by the captain. The constructor sets up new buildings and the mayor
brings new settlers and the prospector gets gold from the
bank. The roles are linked to privileges for the current owner.
The actions are used by all players. The sequence in which the
roles are enacted changes in each round. If you own the most
victory points at the end of the game you win.

The colourful flowers are distributed randomly on the board,
the butterfly spot remains empty. Each player draws a flower
card for the colour of flowers he needs to collect. The ball is
placed on the butterfly spot. In your turn you move the ball
by blowing on it until it rolls on another spot. If the ball ends
in a spot between flowers, you take all flowers of your colour
that border this spot directly. If the ball ends on a flower spot
you take any flower of your colour. You win, if you are the first
to pick up the last flower of your colour.

Assessment game for 1-5 players, ages 16 and up

Economy game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Quelf

Quizfächer Detektivwissen

Designer: Team Imagination Games
Publisher: Amigo

Publisher: Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg

Qwirkle

7

Designer: Susan McKinley Ross
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

6

A crazy, funny party game with well-known mechanisms:
roll the die, move, draw a card, enact the card and reach the
finish line first. New is that you choose a character! You draw
a card in the colour of the space you have reached and implement it. Your character may influence the outcome! If you fail
or answer incorrectly, you move back the penalty number of
spaces stated on the card. The “Quelf” effect of your card can
be anything – surprise, surprise! Card categories are Regelz,
Quissels, Stuntz, Showbiss und Hirnknots. On the finish line
you must answer one additional Hirnknots to win the game.

Your detective club: Equipment and secret command center,
detective information No. 1 – all that is needed by an aspiring
detective you can find on this practical quiz fan with the
well-functioning mechanism: All cards are joint are stapled
together and can be pivoted around that staple, so the fan is
easy to carry and always available to render information or
advise. The fan from the series Underground Junior detective offers lots of valuable knowledge on equipment and
procedures of detectives and also on how to find your own
detective club: „Tipps & Tricks“, „Aufgepasst & Mitgemacht“
sowie „Quiz und Rätsel“

The game sounds easy: You form and elongate rows of the
same colour or the same shape to score points! You draw 6
pieces. The player with most correlations in these 6 pieces
lays out a row. Then in turn each player can place one or
more pieces to form new rows or to extend existing rows or
exchange 1-6 pieces for new ones. In rows of the same colour
each shape can only be present once, and in rows of the
same shape each colour only once. Newly placed pieces must
have contact to other pieces already placed, but not necessarily to each other. You score points for each piece in each
row that you form or extend.

Party game for 3-8 players, ages 12 and up

Quiz cards for 1 player, ages 7 and up

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

65

201 1
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R vs. R : R

R-Eco recycle

R-Öko

Designers: Sekji Kanai, Hayato Kisaragi
Publisher: One Draw

Designer: Susumu Kawasaki
Publisher: Kawasaki Factory / Japon Brand

Designer: Susumu Kawasaki
Publisher: Amigo

Regality vs. Religion: Revolution – true to this motto each
player wants to grab power in the realm. On a territory of 9
places players alternately place characters. When 5 or more
places are taken by one party, this party wins the game.
Persons do have abilities to control opponents or change
their allegiance to their own side. They can also eliminate opponents by using intrigue or magical powers. Neutral persons
have very special and very powerful abilities and can be used
by both parties. The persons for each party are identical, the
time of their placement is the deciding factor.

Sequel to R-Eco! Players want to process garbage profitably.
You play cards open to the „processed“ side of the garbage
plant and face-down to the „unprocessed“ side of the plant.
At the end of the round plants are scored: Each correct
garbage card scores +1, each incorrect one -2. For a positive
score the owner of the contract gets a victory point card,but
he receives negative points for a negative score. In round 3
the owner of the contract gets the plant for a positive result.
The score of the Environmental Protection Manager depends
on the number of profitable plants. After 3 rounds you win
with most points accumulated.

Players dispose of garbage. You play recycling cards next to
factory cards in the display on the table and - depending on
the garbage amount - receive a “R-Öko” card. Then you take
up all cards from the garbage side of the factory, check the
card limit and in case of a surplus deposit cards from your
hand face down as illegal garbage. Then new recycling cards
are drawn and placed on the garbage side of the factory from
the draw pile. You score points for sets of “R-Öko” cards of one
colour and lose points for illegal deposits. If one stack of “RÖko” cards is empty, the player with the highest score wins.

Game of placement for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Game of card placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Special topic card game for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Race for the Galaxy

Rainbow

Designer: Tom Lehmann
Publisher: Rio Grande

Designer: Mito Sazuki
Publisher: Grimpeur / Japon Brand

Ramses II
Designer: Gunter Baars
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

7

Players try to establish the richest and most powerful empire
among the stars and thus earn victory points. In each turn
you must decide if you want to explore, develop, settle, trade,
consume or produce. All chose simultaneously which phase
the want to use. All phases not chosen are simply skipped
in that round, chosen phases earn you a bonus. The cards represent developments, are used for money and also for goods.
You look for useful cards, play developments and worlds and
produce goods. These can be consumed for victory points or
sold for cards.

Cards are acquired using other cards, you want a piece of the
rainbow! At the start cards equal to the number of players are
laid out, all other cards are dealt to the players. In turn you
play single cards or combinations. Then cards from the table
are allocated according to the value of card combinations
played in groups or runs. These cards are victory points and
not taken into your hand. The cards played are now the new
victory points to play for, from now on you might win two
cards from the table in a round. When 2 players are out of
cards, you win with most victory points.

The pharao has buried some of his treasures and a lot of duds
in 48 holes and covered them with pyramids. A card is turned
up from the stack and players shift the pyramids one by
one to find the treasure. If you uncover the wrong treasure,
your turn ends. If you find a dud, you can go on looking. If
you find the treasure you keep the card and score points for
each treasure found. The second stack of treasures holds
additional special cards like turn the box etc. The rules have
been reworked and new events added in the re-launch of the
series „Unsere besten Familienspiele“.

SciFi card game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Game of card acquisition for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of shifting and memory for 1-5 players, ages 7 and up

RanKing

Rattus

Rattus Pied Piper

Designers: Ralf zur Linde, Stefan Dorra
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Åse and Henrik Berg
Publisher: White Goblin Games / Huch

Designers: Åse and Henrik Berg
Publisher: White Goblin Games / Huch & friends

You try to move your picture stone up by permanent comparison to other pictures. You place one of your stones face
down. Neutral stones are added, all is shuffled and turned
up. Now two items on the same level are compared, and one
must go one level up, the other one level down. The higher
you can move your stone the more points you will score, but
only if players do not recognize that it is your stone. Bluff and
very good arguments for your stone and may in-between for
another one can help a lot to move your stone upward on a
scale from 0 to 6.

The Black Death is devastating Europe and players try to use
the opportunities offered by medieval towns to stabilize
the population. You can take a new “Class” card, place new
population cubes and finally move the pest marker. Only
once in your turn you can use the class card for - Peasants,
Monks, Merchants, Knights or Witches or King - and also only
once per round. When the supply of rat tiles is finished, all
can again use their class cards one final time. Then the Black
death devastates all 12 regions. If you have most population
cubes on the board, you win!

The fighters against the Black Death need reinforcement
urgently. The pest is still ravaging Europe and players try to
use the possibilities of medieval towns to stabilize the population. Rattus Pied Piper introduces 12 new personalities for
your assistance: Queen and Emperor use riches and power,
Nuns and Bishop contribute wisdom and belief, and others
rely on witchcraft and sorcery. One of them is the Pied Piper
who plays his magic flute to lure the rats away!

Game of bluff for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action

201 1
Raus die Maus

Regatta

Designer: Susanne Galonska
Publisher: IQ-Spiele

Designers: Emmanuel Fille, Martine Moisand
Publisher: Gigamic

6

Régents

5

Designer: Joel Boutteville
Publisher: Krok Nik Douil

A game on words with minimal pairings, small differences
in letter order and word meanings should be detected and
named. Depending on the knowledge level of the players
you use image or word cards. The cards are distributed, the
starting card is placed. The first player uses one hand to
search his stack for cards to place next to the starting card,
with a difference of exactly one image or one letter in the
same place, for instance hand-land-band. At the same time
his left neighbor is searching as well, if he finds something
he calls “out with the mouse “ and takes over the turn. Special
rules for two players.

Four buoys establish a racing track that you must finish first
with your beautiful ship to win the game. You have 5 cards in
hand and choose one card to move your ship. You place the
card in front of the ship and then move the ship to the end of
the arrow of your choice on the card to continue this arrow.
If that would place you directly into the way of another boat
you cannot play the card. According to symbols on the card
you can play some of them twice, or use a sun to block your
opponent or play another card immediately.

1286 the Scottish king fell off his horse and died, and a regent
was chosen for his 4 year old daughter. With the English
Kind Edward I. acting as a mediator the Scottish clans meet
to choose the regent. Majorities in the key businesses of a
kingdom – politics, miltary, religion, finances and trade – win
you influence points. You try to keep the size your influence
secret to have better chances to reach your own goals. After 8
rounds the game is scored, to be alone in a privileged region
scores 3 additional points.

Educational language game for 1-6 children, ages 6 and up

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game on majorities for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Revolution

Rinks & Lechts

Designer: Philip duBarry
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo

Rio de la Plata

6

Designer: Michele Quondam
Publisher: Giochix

Revolution – you bid secretly for influence on the owners of
important offices, you hire spies, blackmail the city senate,
hand out flyers, but loyalty is not guaranteed. In each round
you play espionage, auction, scoring and collecting donation,
in all phases all players act simultaneously. When all spots in
all areas are filled with followers, the game ends immediately
– the donation phase is cancelled. You receive support points
for the auction marks from last round and the areas on the
board. If you have most of the support points you win.

Seven cards are laid out in a circle. Each card shows a policeman, either his face or his back. Each task card shows an
item and three movements. The top card of the task pile is
turned up. The item determines the starting card. Each player
now quickly thinks through all three movements from the
viewpoint of the policeman on the starting card and names
the card which he reaches with the last of these movements.
The first player who names the finish card correctly wins the
task card. You win if you own 6 task cards.

Buenos Aires is founded for the second time. Citizens cooperate for defense and town development, but vie for political
offices and the post of governor. In your turn you place workers, implement outcome and resolve end of round and war.
Workers are placed into town, on the building sites outside
the town or the surrounding countryside. When the outcome
of a worker is implemented he goes back to his owner, costs
are paid for. The player in highest position of playing order
must be the attacker and can score victory points. After 20
rounds you win with most victory points.

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up

Card game on orientation for 2-8 players, ages 6 and up

Worker placement game 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Risiko deluxe

Risk Balance of Power

Rolit

Publisher: Hasbro Parker

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Goliath

7

The classic mix of strategy and dice is relaunched with
worked-over rules as a new luxury version of the game. According to the new rules you now can end and win the game
already after three accomplished missions. The components
of the game have been changed, too. Cavalry, canons and
infantry have been replaced by arrows in different sizes. You
choose a location for your capital and for 15 more cities in
several territories, which must be defended like the capital.
In a more challenging level you can receive commendations
for missions accomplished. In the variant “Officer’s Club” the
game ends with the liberation of the whole world!

Risk for two. You must either accomplish three missions and
control your own capital or defeat your opponent to win. 30
areas are grouped into regions. Some regions may only be
attacked with force level due to territory. The game offers two
variants with varying difficulty level, called Basic Instructions
and Central Command. Central Command introduces airports, capital cities and field hospitals. The format of the rules
is a very nice detail, due to the register cards one can look up
things easily and use part of the rules for reference purposes.

A very attractive variation of the classic Reversi or Othello
principle. You flip a piece over from an opponent’s colour
to your own colour. The game features four-sided “balls” set
into a dented 8 x 8 board. The game starts with four balls in
four colours in the center of the board. In your turn you set
a ball onto the board. If you manage to surround opposing
balls with your own, turn the encased balls over to your own
colour. A ball is surrounded when two of your balls sit left
and right of an opposing ball. The winner is whoever has the
majority of balls on the board when all balls are placed.

Game of dice and strategy for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Game of dice and strategy for 2 players, ages 12 and up

An abstract game of placement for 1-4 players, ages 7 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

67

201 1
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Roll through the Ages

Rosenkönig

Rotaris

Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Andreas Dante
Publisher: Dante Spiele / Sphinx Spieleverlag

8

We are in the Bronze Age! Hurry up to create your own
blooming civilization! You roll the dice and use the result
to acquire goods and food, to supply cities and to survive
catastrophies. Then you can build cities and/or monuments
or buy an achievement or discard goods. All this is marked
on your own peg board. The number of your own cities
determines how many dice you roll. The 5th achievement of
a player or completion of all 5 monuments ends the game. If
you score the highest total from bonuses for achievements
and monuments minus catastrophes, you win.

The White Rose of York versus the Red Rose of Lancaster,
fighting for the Crown of England. You play a power card,
move the crown accordingly and place your power marker
on the target square to form connected areas. Or you draw
a card up to the limit of five cards, or you play a warrior card
together with a power card. These warrior cards allow you to
turn over power markers to your colour four times during the
game. You must make a move. If you cannot do any of the
three actions, you lose your turn! The player with the highest
score from his areas wins when all markers of one player are
placed. New edition 2010.

Turn, place, win! Rotaris – the strategy game with a twist
for two players. Players turn the two rings on the board and
place a marble. You win, if you are the first to make a line of
5 marbles in your colour. Rather easy to learn but rather hard
to master, because the twist changes the flow of the game
completely. The special feature is the interlocking of the twist,
and the beauty of the components is an additional bonus, all
glass and wood and all packed into practical box.

Tactical dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8 and up

Placement game for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Abstract position game for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Rotterdam

Rummelplatz

Designer: Hans van Tol
Publisher: The Game Master

Designer: 10 are named
Publisher: eggertspiele

8

Rummikub Original
Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

8

8

Players control a fleet, transport raw materials and process
them in ports to make goods with the aim to dominate the
Port of Rotterdam with victory points. You score victory
points by delivering goods according to product cards and by
making up product combinations on order cards. You place
a ship, load it with raw materials and move the ship along
the river Maas. A ship on anchor earns you a ship card, In the
port a ship is unloaded for product cards, which you can then
swap and deliver according to an order card. Series: Ports of
Europe.

Rummelplatz is a game published especially to celebrate
15 years of eggertspiele, you collect lottery points at the
different rides. You visit a total of 43 attractions anc choose
one of them: Hau den Lukas or Wahrsagerin, Pferderennen
or Greifer, Autoscooter or Schiffschaukel and Achterbahn or
Geisterbahn. The winner at each attraction receives 6 lottery
points. At the lottery booth you get cards according to your
points total. In turn you draw a lot – blanks are placed on
your lottery card. If it is full you may not draw lots any longer.
If you draw the big price, you win the game instantly.

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy, you lay out rows of numbers
of the same colour or groups of identical numbers. You start
with 14 random tiles and draw one tile per round until you
can go out. The minimum value of rows or groups to go
out is 30. Then you can add tiles to your own display or the
displays of other players. Jokers replace a number and can
be exchanged for this number. You can also rearrange the
display. If you can lay out all your tiles you win.

Transport / logistic game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Set of party games for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up

Game of arranging numbers for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Safari memory plus

Safranito

Samarkand

Designer: Brad Ross
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Zoch

Designers: David V. H. Peters, Harry Wu
Publisher: Queen Games

6

8

Photo safari in the Kruger National Park is a game of memory
in which the pairs are not taken away but remain on the table
and where you only can turn up two cards in your move! You
look for animal pairs to be the first to fill your photo album.
You turn up two cards: If you find a pair, you turn it over again
and block one of the cards with a jeep. As a reward you get a
picture for your album. If the ostrich is turned up, you switch
two cards. The crocodile steals a picture from your album and
the lion frightens you, so you pass for a round.

Players bid for spices or actions by throwing chips onto
certain areas of the board. Bids of fellow players must be surpassed or weakened by pushing chips off. A round comprises
1) throwing chips, 2) action according to the area, for the
owner of the highest chip (extra throw, additional spice card,
reserve a dish or chef ) as well as 3) buying and selling spices
and 4) cooking of dishes with spice cards. The chef determines the order of spices for selling and buying and he starts
the cooking of dishes. If you are first to cook three dishes with
the necessary spices, you win.

Rich merchant families doing business on the Silk Road
– players marry into those families to join them in their
dealings. You either marry into a family or extend the trading
route of a family. Marriage – as often as you want, but only
once into one specific family – costs money and earns you
goods cards. Placing of camels extends trade routes. You
pick up Goods tiles, corresponding goods cards you can sell.
Camels of two families in one spot form connections worth
a premium. When pre-set connections are made, the game
ends and you win with the most victory pints from goods
tiles and cards, connections and money.

Memory version with new rules for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of bidding and action for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Placement game on trade for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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San Juan

Saustall

Schach 3D - Laurins Raumschach

Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Huch & friends

Designer: Werner Bäumler Laurin
Publisher: Laurin’s Spielewerkstatt

San Juan is a card game based on the board game Puerto
Rico. Players start with 4 cards in hand and in turn choose
builder, merchant, overseer, prospector or alderman. If you
choose a role you enact its action plus the privilege, then all
other players enact the action, but without privilege. Actions
are building, producing, taking a card or selecting a card.
Cards are buildings, goods and money at the same time. Laiddown cards as buildings influence possible actions. The first
to have laid out 12 buildings ends the game, the player with
most victory points from the buildings wins.

Players embody Kommissar Kluftinger in the murder case of
Hermann Aigner. 3 suspicion tiles out of 15 tiles on identity,
motive and gender of the culprit are set aside, changes are
possible later. You take turns to play an investigation card,
investigate alibi, motive or witness/action and draw a card.
After each round the car is moved and additional suspicion
tiles are placed. The cards are used to allocate information to
suspects. In the end those suspects with unconfirmed alibis
are left. Out of these the murder is the person whose corpus
delicti is revealed first.

The artist Laurin heads his remarks on his project “Chess in
Space” with „the return of chess to the human mind“. The
chess board with its 8x8 squares is stacked in 8 levels so that
a cube with 512 squares is formed. The colors of the squares
do not alternate on levels. The set of pieces is equal to the
pieces in standard chess and pieces are formed to show their
way of moving with their shape. The possibilities to move
are extended to the 3rd dimension; pieces can move up and
down and defeat other pieces as usual.

Card management game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Detective game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

3 version of chess for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Schatz der Kobolde
Designer: Dirk Baumann
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele

Scheinheilig

5

Schicki Micki

8

Publisher: Amigo

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch

7

Once in 100 years crystals grow in the vale of the pixies,
among them the purple lucky crystals, and only if can make
the pixies Wutzel, Wanda, Wimmel und Wommal visible with
the help of the big magic crystal and know their name, you
will be able to find the lucky crystals. In your turn you name a
pixie and place the magic crystal on the pixie tile. If the crystal announces the pixie you named, you have another turn. If
you reach the currently looked-for crystal, you take it. If you
name the wrong pixie, your turn ends. The first to collect four
crystals wins the game.

Cards must be played in ascending values. You play one or
several cards of the value demanded face down or play cards
of any value and lie. Your fellow players can doubt your cards.
If you did lie you take back all cards down to the doubted
one, roll the revenge and draw the indicated number of
cards from the pile. If your cards are wrongly doubted, the
doubting player rolls the revenge die. You may pass and draw
one card. “Angel cards” are jokers and always true, in case of a
“Devil” you must lie. If you are out of cards you score the card
values of your fellow players. If you reach or top 500, you win.

Players are doorkeepers at the pheasant gala evening. If
you are best at espying breaches of the dress code, you will
win with the majority of cards. Cards are turned over slowly
and all players search for umbrellas, hats, scarves, peaks, tail
feathers or accompanying worms of the same colour as well
as ladies with 2 worms. If you find those you knock. If you find
accessories of the same colour you call out or grab a red or
blue colour depending on the valid rule for this special case.
If you interrupt play with the right move you receive cards,
knocking beats calling or grabbing.

Magnetic memory game for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Card placement game for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up

Game of reactions for 2-7 players, ages 7 and up

Schlag den Raab Das Spiel

Schlag den Raab Blamieren oder Kassieren

Scho k.o.

Designer: Max Kirps
Publisher: Ravensburger

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: A. Kuhnekath, S. Mühlhäuser
Publisher: Steffen Spiele

8

One player incorporates Stefan Raab during the whole of the
game; the others confront him in up to 15 different games.
For each part game won, you score points, the party with
most of them wins. In each game one of the candidates is
the game master, who chooses the game, decides when
necessary and allocates points – he must remain neutral all
the time. Games come from the categories Action & Risk,
Luck & Dexterity and Betting & Thinking, the round indicator determines the category. In each game one candidate
confronts Stefan. If one of the parties is uncatchably ahead it
immediately wins.

All players of the team play against Stefan in turn. A Stefan
is named for the game and then per round one Elton to read
the questions from the 10 cards. If your hand is on the buzzer
card first you may answer. If the answer is correct you get
100 Euro. If the answer is wrong you lose 100 Euro and the
other one may answer, but he need not do so, because if he
is wrong he loses 100 Euro, too. At the end of the round the
difference between Stefan’s total and the team’s total is paid
either to the team or to Stefan and banked securely. The
winner is whoever has the highest total at the end of three
rounds.

Each player has pieces of chocolate and tries to win with
the biggest bar of chocolate in his color. You draw four tiles.
The starting player chooses a color according to his tiles and
places a first tile. The other player take the other color, places
a tile and draws a tile. You must place tiles in a way that one
of both colors is continued and that two squares connect
to the tile already there. Tiles with smarties can be laid over
already placed tiles, they must touch at least two tiles, be
completely on other tiles and can never be covered by other
smarties tiles.

Game of quiz and action for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Quiz game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8 and up.

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Schwarzer Freitag

Schweine-Schwänzchen

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Virginia Charves
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: Hans im Glück

3

8

Before the market crashes you should buy as much silver
and gold as you can. At the start of the game you have no
money to do so, so you must earn money with clever stock
market actions to be able to invest in metal. You can take
out subsidies which cost you interest, but in the end Bad
Banks take over your debts. You can buy shares or sell shares
or buy silver or pass. Five silver ingots must immediately be
swapped for gold. When the stock price for silver tops 100,
all sell their shares, rake in all possible subsidies and buy
as much silver as they want. Whoever owns the most gold
afterwards, is the winner.

Players collect piglets. You roll all three dice – the first determines the colour and the second the number of piglets you
can take. If the third die remains white, you take the number
of piglets stated by the other two dice. For instance, a dice
result of two tails plus blue plus white gives you two blue
pigs. If the third die, however, shows a wolf, you must give
back the number of piglets determined by the other dice, or
at least as many as you can. You may not take more than four
pigs in a colour. The first player who collects four pigs in each
of the four colours wins.

Market day, players buy lifestock. You turn up one of 25
animals and can place a farmer. If you place your 2nd farmer,
you take the lowest available order-of-play tile. When all
farmers are placed, remaining animals are turned up. Now
each player in order of play collects all animals in a row of his
choice, starting at one of his farmers. Remaining animals are
set aside. Then you can put groups of animals into the barn.
Animals you could not place in a barn need to be feed or are
sold for feeding. For pigs there are special rules. If you have
most points after four such rounds, you win the game.

Stock market game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Game of set collection for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

ScienceX Expedition Urzeit

Scorpio

Sedici

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Paul Catty
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Niek Neuwahl
Publisher: Steffen Spiele

8

The prehistoric millenia of our earth and the animals that
most fascinate and interest children most, Dinosaurs, concentrated in an experiment box. The Box offers 15 activities
that are linked to different subjects: Through times - Always
on the Move - What are Fossils and how are they generated?
– Living Fossils – The two big sections of Dinosaurs – World
of Dinosaurs, World of Records – End of Prehistoric Time, The
Beginning of Mammals – World of Triops. You can form a trilobite or a nautilus, study an ammonite, excavate a dinosaur
and breed Triops, the prehistoric tadpole shrimps that made
it into our time.

At the start of the game time credit is put on the timer for
the teams. A question is put to the first team. Then the timer
is started and stopped immediately when the team answers
or passes. For a correct answer, the team’s pawn moves. In
any other case the question goes to the next team, who must
answer immediately without anytimer action. An answer
is correct if the bold-print part of the answer on the card is
given. When a team has used up its time credit, it drops out.
On the yellow square you must answer all five questions on a
final card correctly within the remaining time credit to win.

Sedici – 16 inItalian – is the amount of square tiles in the
game. If you dissect a square into 8 triangles and color in
these triangles an all possible numbers and combination the
result are 16 possible tiles. Sedici shows all possibilities to
combine these tiles. You must always place light areas next to
light areas and dark ones next to dark ones, the grid may not
exceed 4x4 tiles. Solutions featuring separate areas are relatively easy to find. The difficulty rises dramatically when one
area must be completely connected and if both colours must
have one single connected area i gets very, very difficult.

Experiment box for 1 player, ages 8 and up

Quiz game for 4-16 players, ages 12 and up

Abstract placement game for 1 or 2 players, ages 8 and up

Seeland

Sequence

Designers: Günter Burkhardt, Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Ravensburger

70

Schweinebande

9

Settlers of America

Publisher: Winning Moves

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Mayfair Games

7

Zeeland in Netherlands’ Golden Age! Rich merchants use mills
to reclaim land and reap profit from it. The player with most
profit will win in the end. You buy tiles at the market, place
tiles on free squares to reclaim land and score mills for profit.
The location of the guild master on the market yields seeds
or a mill, the number of steps he walked determines the
cost. You place seeds next to your mill, a new mill next to the
seeds. A mill totally enclosed by seeds is harvested for profit.
Its value is the sum of mill value and all adjacent seed values.
A mill is worthless if surrounded by only one kind of seed.

The board shows all cards in a Rommé deck twice. Players try
to be the first to lay out 2 sequences made from 5 markers in
their own colours. You play a card from your hand and mark
one of the corresponding images on the board. 5 chips in a
row are a “sequence”, and you can remove opposing pieces,
because knights with one eye are thieves and can remove
such a marker. A knight with two eyes is a joker. Stones you
want to remove with a knight cannot be taken from complete
sequences.

Settlers go west with their wagons to settle new land and
build new towns. These towns need railroads to transport
additional settlers and supplies. A map of America is laid out
hexes in analogy to Settlers of Catan, you roll the die and
receive raw materials accordingly. In the action phase you can
trade, play a development card, build and buy, move settlers,
and build towns as well as move trains and deliver goods, all
at the cost of raw materials. This is followed by an additional
building phase, where all players can build or buy. You win, as
soon as you have delivered all your goods cubes.

Game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 9 and up

Game of cards and position for 2-12 players, ages 7 and up

Historic adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Shadow Hunters

Shaun Das Schaf Echt Schaf!

Designer: Yasutaka Ikeda
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Matthias Prinz
Publisher: Kosmos

Shaun Das Schaf Köttel-Alarm

6

Designers: Stefan Dorra, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Kosmos

5

Monsters called Shadows vs. exorcists called Hunters vs. Neutral humans! Each player only knows his identity. You collect
information about your fellow players, magical places yield
information from cards or other actions. You may also attack
another player. If you take damage exceeding your personal
maximum, you must quit the game. To use the special ability
of your character you can reveal your character anytime. If
you reach your individual goal, you uncover your character
card – if not already done - and end the game. You and any
other player who has reached his goal win the game.

The swine have created havoc with Shaun’s photo collection
and Shaun needs help to sort them again. All cards are
distributed on the table face down. All players simultaneously turn over card after card with one hand only and decide
whether they want to place it on their own stack or put it
back face down on the table. On two cards in your stack must
never be the same sheep or the same background colour. You
must not look through your stack! When all cards have been
taken, the winner is whoever has the longest correct series of
cards in his stack.

Shaun is grumpy because the meadow is full of droppings.
But the farmer appears and everyone wants to clean up. You
roll the die: if you roll another player’s colour, your turn ends.
In case of your own colour you can remove one dropping
from the board. The fork initiates “Köttel-Alarm”, you use
the fork to push droppings in your colour into the hole in
the middle. The other players take turns to roll the die. If
someone rolls the fork again, the alarm ends. Whoever is
out of droppings ends the round and everyone scores the
amount of their chips left. After two rounds the player with
most chips wins.

Cooperative deduction game for 3-8 players, ages 10 and up

Game of card collecting for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of dice and dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Shaun Das Schaf Kuchen-Chaos

Shear Panic

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: The Lamont Brothers
Publisher: Mayfair Games / Zoch

5

Sheepworld Mau Mau

10

Publisher: Ravensburger

6

Shaun wants to bake muffins with his amazing machine.
The sliders depict missing ingredients and the bag holds
wooden pieces representing two different baking mixtures.
You draw two mixtures from the bag and throw them into
the slots on the machine. Then you move your marker to a
free ingredient chip and slide the corresponding slider to the
other side of the machine. Then you turn over the chip under
your marker and slide this slider, too. If baked muffins fall out
at the bottom of the machine you can take them. You win if
you own 8 muffins or the majority of muffins when there are
no mixtures left.

Roger the Ram is beguiling the sheep and at the edge of the
pasture Barber Sheep threatens. Therefore each player tries to
place his sheep best and to score most points. At first a round
of shoving is played, you roll for sheep and move sheep. Then
you have a turn of action tile and moving the time marker,
eventually including a scoring. If the time marker ends up on
“panic”, a new shove with a die-determined sheep occurs. In
each turn one sheep must move, regardless of its alignment.
Depending on the phase of the game you score for different
positions of the sheep.

The 55 cards are shuffled and you receive 5 cards, the top
card of the remaining stack is turned up to start the discard
pile. You try to be the first to discard all your cards. You can
discard a card that corresponds in number, colour or symbol
to the top card of the discard pile. If you cannot discard, you
must draw a card. Special cards can reverse the sequence of
play or give you cards or initiate other actions. This version of
the well-known card game features Sheepworld.

Game of memory for 2-4 players ages 5 and up

Game of sheep positions for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Card discarding game for 2-7 players, ages 6 and up

Shipyard

Shiver-Stone Castle The Card Game

Designer: Vladimir Suchy
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / CGE

Designers: Kai Haferkamp, Markus Nikisch
Publisher: Haba

Shogun

4

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Shipyard – you have the choice between building a ship,
hire a captain or to make your ship ready for launching with
propeller, funnel or sail. It is hard for a ship to move on dry
land, so you must build a canal for it. Officers along the canal
then judge if the ship load contains the goods marked at the
canal. Some ships need special containers for that. You can
get some things for free, but if you want to pay for something
worthwhile you should unload raw materials and sell them.
Shipyard is a crash course in resource management, timing
and move optimization. There are two versions.

The ghosts must frighten the castle inmates especially well
to pass their exams. In each round a haunting card is turned
up and all players memorize the inmates pictured on the
card. Then the card is turned back and all players frighten
one inmate in turn. To do so they call “buh” and pick up an
inmate card. When all had a turn you may frighten again, if
possible. Then the haunting card is turned up und you move
your ghost one step forward for each correctly frightened
inmate. If you frightened the wrong person you must take a
step back. After 12 cards you win if you are in first position on
the ghost path.

Each player is a Daimyo in feudal Japan; the first provinces
are allocated at the start of the game. Each Daimyo has the
same 10 actions, in each round you decide where to do
which action. To withdraw money and grain from farmers
can trigger revolutions. If a fight happens between troops of
two Daimyos, you use the dice tower: Troops are thrown in at
the top; the troops rolling out at the bottom determine the
outcome. Shogun uses the system of Wallenstein. After the
second winter turn including scoring the richest player wins.

Optimization game for 2-4 players, ages 11 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Develpment game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

71
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Shogun Tenno’s Court

Showmanager

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Sicher ans Ziel
Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Ravensburger

10

5

Each player is a Daimyo in feudal Japan; the first provinces
are allocated at the start of the game. Each Daimyo has the
same 10 actions, in each round you decide where to do
which action. To withdraw money and grain from farmers
can trigger revolutions. If a fight happens between troops of
two Daimyos, you use the dice tower: Troops are thrown in at
the top; the troops rolling out at the bottom determine the
outcome. Shogun uses the system of Wallenstein. After the
second winter turn including scoring the richest player wins.
Tenno’s Court is the first expansion for Shogun.

Show Manager presents the theme of musical productions
in different theaters. Players must produce four different
musicals in five different cities and hire actors from different
agencies. The artists earn different wages and can be used
in several ways and are worth different salaries, the price
does not relate to their actual abilities. When the actors have
been found you can produce, the better you plan the crew
for the musical the higher your score will be. If you manage
a production without miscasts you score a bnonus. New
edition 2010.

Children in daily traffic situations, policeman Paul and his
colleagues accompany the children and watch what they
do. The cards feature traffic situations and show a “smiling
policeman” for correct behaviour and a “sad face” for wrong
behaviour. At crossroads with missing roads a road part is
placed and, depending on it showing an empty or busy
road, the player must wait or not. Several variants test the
information level of players, the policeman’s face enables the
children to easily correct their answers and thus learn about
correct behaviour.

Expansion for Shogun for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Placement game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Traffic learning game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Sieben unter Verdacht

Die Siedler von Catan Junior

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Sind wir schon da?

6

Publisher: Piatnik

6

Murder has happened, seven well-known gangsters have
been arrested. You need to find the real culprit using clues.
These are gathered from a series of confrontations – a witness
always names the number of culprits among the suspects.
The game master is the witness and makes the statements.
He takes the top card from the stack to represent the solution. Then he takes another card and places clue stones on
it. Players choose a suspect card and the game master places
clue stones again. The fewer clues you need to solve the
crime the better you are!

In the junior version of the Settlers game one builds pirate
camps on islands and ships to reach those islands, all paid
for with commodities. You start the game with two camps
already built. You roll the die and receive commodity cards. If
you roll a 6 you relocate the Ghost Pirate, who can only block.
Five commodities are available from the market. You can
swap cards with fellow players, with the market or you draw
piles. Knight cards are called “Parrot Coco helps” cards, if you
have most of them you can place a camp in the fortress for
free. The first player to place all his camps wins the game.

The classic game for children while travelling, in a fascinating
guise. You get 5 cards and are asked to find the items shown
on the card. The items must be outside the car! If you find
an item, you say so and set the card aside. Then you draw a
new card. At the end of the previously agreed playing time
you win if you have the highest total of points on the cards
you collected. If you draw an especially difficult item, you can
swap it for another card, but as a penalty you must give back
one of your already collected cards.

Crime card game for 1-5 players, ages 12 and up

Game of dice and progression for 3-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of observation for 2 or more players, ages 6 and up

Smallworld

Smart Ass Game

Designer: Philippe Keyaerts
Publisher: Days of Wonder

Publisher: University Games

Snails Pace Race
Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

3

Smallworld simulates the rise and fall of civilizations in a
fantasy land. The land is too small to accommodate them all
and you must enlarge your own realm, conquer neighboring
regions and stash coins for victory. In round 1 you choose a
combination of race and special ability, conquer regions and
receive victory coins. In the following rounds you enlarge the
area of your influence by conquering or you allow your race
to disappear and choose a new one, both earn you victory
points. If you have most of these coins at the end of the
game, you win. Several expansions for the game are available.

A race to the finish for the title „Ultimate Smart Ass“! All play
simultaneously, the reader of the round rolls the die for the
category: Orange = Who am I?, Green = Where am I?, Blue =
What am I? and Red = Hard Ass. The reader gives a hint, everyone can answer, but only once per round, because if you
answer is wrong you quit for the round. The first to answer
correctly wins the round, rolls the die and moves his marker
accordingly. If nobody answers correctly, the reader rolls and
moves. The special squares Dumb Ass, Hard Ass and Kick Ass
let you pass or give you a bonus question or send you back
three squares.

One of the first board games a small child can play as soon
as it is old enough to roll a die and to count up to two. Six
snails crawl across the meadow. You move a snail when you
roll the colour. Each player can move any snail. The game has
handy and pretty components that can be easily handled
by very small children. The snails sit firmly on the board and
the children cheer each snail passing the finishing line. If you
play with older children, you can assign snail colours to the
players.

Game of development for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of knowledge for 2-12 players, ages 8 and up

Game of moves and colour dice for 2-6 players, ages 3-7

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Snapshot

Sobek

Sorry! Sliders

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Bruno Cathala
Publisher: Gameworks

Publisher: Hasbro

8

6

Snapshot presents snipping action in an arena. Each player
has his snip-disc and task cards asking for hitting certain discs
or reaching action zones. The special abilities of these action
zones can then be utilized. To win you must accomplish the
tasks on all 8 cards, collect 2 glitter pebbles in each of the
3 colours and be the first to snip your disc back onto the
starting zone. Discs not controlled by a player are obstacles
in the arena. In your turn you snip your disc and then either
complete a task or utilize the action of a zone touched.

The Temple of Sobek is built, and goods of all kinds are
delivered. Players rival for the best goods to make the highest
profit. Not all of your actions are legal and you need any advantage you can get. You collect goods, deploy them in sets
of three cards and score. You can take a card from the display.
If you do not take the first in line, you must place left-out
cards into the corruption pile. This costs points. Sets earn you
event markers. You can use those or the special abilities of a
character card instead of using it in a set.

You put together the board from one of four target areas and
one track per player. Then you decide on one of four possible
game variants. The basic principle is always to slide your
pawns along the track into the target area. Take care not to
get your hand behind the Foul line! When all players have slid
their pawns, you score for each pawn according to its position and move one scoring pawn accordingly. The end of the
scoring track must be reached with an exact value! The aim
of the game in all variants is to be the first to reach the end of
the scoring track with all four pawns.

Game of dexterity and action for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Set collection game for 2-4 players, ages 13 and up

Game of dexterity for 1-4 players, ages 6 and up

Sortivity

Space Alert

Space Alert: The New Frontier

Designer: Craig Browne
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Vlaada Chvatil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Vlaada Chvatil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Sortivity offers a thrilling party game and an attractive version of guessing and estimating games: varying items must
be sorted be varying criteria. During the game variants of
the task can happen: Which term does not fit the others or
which term meets the facts? A card is read out and you place
your answer tiles into the sorting frame. Then the correct
sequence or answer is given and you score points depending
on the location of your pawn. Arrows point you to the finish
for correct answers and backwards for wrong answers, at
maximum to the next safety zone. You win if you reach the
finish first.

Joint survival of the spaceship crew is the aim of the game.
The ship is supposed to jump to a point in space, scan it and
jump back. All actions are computer-directed, but if the ship
has problems the crew must solve them. The central computer gives information either via voice from a CD or by using
scenario cards, and you must ward off attacks, do repairs or
compensate malfunctions etc. Players must cooperate and
agree on who does what to coordinate their actions, and all
that in real time of 10 minutes. If ship and crew survive that
long, you win!

The expansion to Space Alert introduces four independent
scenarios which can be played individually or in any combination with the basic game: “New Threats” add new white
and yellow threats and new red threats, very difficult ones.
“Double Action” introduces new missions for the new cards
allowing two actions per turn. “Specializations” allow players
to perform actions that would be impossible otherwise like
launching rockets anywhere on the ship. “Experience System”
- You can connect individual games by improving the skills of
a character by experiences gained from successful missions
and heroic deeds.

Game of estimation for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Cooperative reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Expansion for Space Alert for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

Space Junkyard

SpeedPuzzle Schlag den Raab

Spiel des Wissens Planet Erde

Designer: Gilad Yarnitzky
Publisher: Mayday Games

Publisher: Ravensburger

Publisher: Jumbo

8

Space is turning into a junkyard, clever pilot use the trash to
improve their ships. Asteroids yield raw materials for energy,
carbon ore or alien metal alloys. 36 tiles are placed in a grid;
ships start in the corners. In your move you first transform
raw materials and produce goods; then you can move, take
on raw materials, dock a new part of the ship and replace
tiles in the grid. Transforming is done according to the icons
on the ship modules. Movement can be 0 to 3 squares, +3
with additional energy. Intake of raw materials is limited by
storage capacities. Special effects come from worm holes and
black holes.

81 parts to a puzzle and a minimum age of 12 years make
you take a second glance. And this glance reveals action and
a duel. The box contains two identical puzzles, each player
receives all the parts for one puzzle and tries to puzzle the
picture together as fast as he can. The first player to finish his
puzzle hits the bell and has won. And if that is too easy and
too quiet for you, try the hard version with mission cards, for
instance “Puzzle it together backside up” and the backside
shows only circles or squares …

Special edition of the game based on film and TV-series. You
start in the center and travel through six different worlds –
mountains, jungle, ice, caves, deep sea and desert. You roll
the die, move, and answer a question according to the spot
you reached. Depending on the spot you also move forward
or back in case of a wrong answer. If you answer correctly,
you have another turn. After three correct answers the turn
ends in any case. If your move ends on a world image, you
must answer a special topic question and receive a coloured
ring for a correct answer. If you are the first to bring six rings
to the finish spot, you win.

Resources management game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Puzzle game for 1 or more players, ages 12 and up

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Spiele entwickeln 2010

Spooky

Publisher: Fachtagung Spieleautoren GbR

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Ravensburger

16

Spooky Stairs The Card Game
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidtspiele

6

5

The 5th book of „Deutscher Spieleautorentagung in Weilburg“ lists the informative lectures and lively workshops of
the conference in March 2010. Among the topics touched
where „What can children do?“, “Taboo and breaking taboos
in games”, “”Adjustment in relation to numbers of players” as
well as “Asymmetry in games” and “Tools for prototypes” or
“Rules for publisher inquiries”. Rather interesting were “Game
Dimensions: The 3rd Dimension” and „Game Dimensions: The
4th Dimension (Time)“ .

Merlin closes the magic doors to hinder ghosts stealing the
gold. One of you plays Merlin, the others the ghosts. The
ghosts receive door cards, secretly choose one, and Merlin
names a colour. If you choose another colour than the one
named by Merlin, you go to the next door of your colour. If
you chose Merlin’s colour, you go back to the next door in this
colour. When two players arrive at the treasure chest, the first
player gets two and the second player one coin, and a new
round begins. If the card stack is empty before the chest is
reached, Merlin gets the gold. When each player has had the
role of Merlin, the player with most gold wins.

Children creep about the ruins and the old ghost plays a trick
on them and changes them into ghosts! Where are the children? Four children are laid out “ghost side” up. You turn up a
card from the stack and follow its instructions. For a child you
look for this child. If you turn it up, you get the discard pile.
If not, the next player in turn can look and – if he succeeds –
earn the discard pile. Or you must swap ghosts or move them
or guess which child is hidden at a certain position. When
both stacks of cards are finished, you win with most cards.
Risk variant for players ages 6 and up.

Documentation Game Designers‘ Conference

Game of moves and collection for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up

Game of cards and memory for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Steinzeit

Stich-Meister

str8ts

Designer: Pascal Bernard
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Amigo

Publisher: intellego holzspiele

10

If you want steaks in the Stone Age, you go hunting for them!
You can either play a card from your hand or change a captured animal for steaks. When you play a card, you first draw
a card and then capture an animal by laying out a card. Or
you play a card to fight and steal an animal. The stronger card
decides the fight. Or you can play a special card to either steal
animals, make steaks out of opposing animals, free captured
animals of an opponent or fight to steal steaks or destroy opposing steaks. You win if you have amassed 10 steaks.

At the start of each round, players use rule cards to configure
the rules for the round: trump, scoring rules and changes
to the basic rules. Then the number of tricks corresponding
to the number of hand cards is played. Basic rules demand
following suit, but not ruffing. Tricks taken are laid out separately in front of their owners. At the end tricks are scored: At
first you score 1 point for each trick taken and then special
scoring rules are implemented in order of their numbering.
After some rounds corresponding to the number of players
the player with the highest score wins.

str8ts offers two ways to play- you can either play a standard
sudoku game on the board with 81 squares, separated into
9 squares, or you can solve a str8ts puzzle: In such a puzzle
some numbers and black blocks are already placed. A number may only appear once in each row and column. Numbers
on black blocks are considered, white spots must form a
straight with a complete sequence of numbers in any order
– 2-5-4-3 but not 2-3-4-6! Black blocks separate straights and
are not part of it. Puzzles can be found on www.stra8ts.de

Game of card collection for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Trick taking card game for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Puzzle for 1 player, ages 8 and up

Strauß voraus!

String Railway

Designers: Fraser und Gordon Lamont
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Okazu Brand / Japon Brand

8

Suleika
Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Publisher: Zoch

8

8

Ostrich race through the savannah! The track is put together
randomly and players move their ostriches by playing
cards. The ostrich must end its move on the coloured track
corresponding to the card played. You may change track
only to end on this colour. Water holes give you advantages.
Rope ways, dunes, quicksand and animals like lion, cheetah,
porcupine or crocodile can be rather unpleasant obstacles
on the race for the finish line. If you play a “2”, you move on
tiptoes and avoid all danger, even when using “additional
movement”. The one who is furthest behind the finish line in
the last round wins.

A railway game with strings, tracks, board, mountain ranges
and river are represented by strings. In your turn you draw
a station, place one or more stations and one of 5 possible
track strings and then tally your score. Stations must not
touch other stations and may not be placed above or
underneath strings. A track string must be placed within the
board and both ends must be placed on stations within your
own track or one owned by you. You score for newly placed
stations, lose 1 point for each string crossing and adjust the
score for station effects.

Wazir Omar is looking for bridegroom candidates for Suleika,
the most beautiful carpets and a huge fortune are in demand.
In your move you choose a direction for Omar, roll the die
and move Omar accordingly. Omar must walk all steps as set
by the die. If his move ends on the carpet of a fellow player
you pay to this player 1 unit for each connected carpet half.
Then you place one of your carpets on a square adjacent
to Omar, on free squares or carpet halves. You cannot completely cover one carpet with your own. You win if you own
the highest total of visible carpet halves and money, when all
carpets have been placed.

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Railway game for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of moves and placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Sun Tzu

Super Scrabble

Designer: Al Newman
Publisher: Editions du Matagot / Asmodee

Publisher: Tinderbox

Super Six

10

Publisher: Anita Grimminger

6

Competing generals want to conquer the five main provinces
of China. Both players command the same limited resources,
so you must deploy your armies skillfully. You play cards from
your hand to provinces. If you have more points in a province
in direct comparison you place the difference in points into
the province in the form of victory point cubes. Cubes of your
opponent are removed accordingly. After three such rounds
victory point markers are moved according to victory cubes
in the provinces. If you can move your victory point marker to
the red spot on the bar, you win.

Super Scrabble is an extended version of the well-known
game of Scrabble, geared for six players. The rules are
unchanged, the number of letter tiles has risen to 200,
including 4 blank tiles. All tiles are made from wood, and so
are the racks for setting up your letters. The board has been
enhanced and changed. It now has 21 x 21 squares instead of
15 x 15 and therefore double the number of bonus squares.
These include now 8 green squares for a quadruple letter
value and four purple squares in the cornes for a fourfold
value of a word.

The sticks are evenly distributed among players. You roll the
die and place a stick into the corresponding free hole on the
box. If the hole is occupied, you take the stick. 6 is a joker, you
may drop a stick into hole #6. After the first round you can
roll as often as you want, as long as you hit a hole. If you are
out of sticks, you win. In the version with 2 dice you can use
the dice singlely or divide the sum in any way you like, e.g. for
two 5s rolled you can drop 1 stick into 6 and place one into 4.
You lose, if you are the last one still owning sticks.

Placement came with cards for 2 players, ages 9 and up

Game of word placement for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dice for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

Surakarta color

Survive: Escape from Atlantis!

Publisher: intellego holzspiele

Designer: Julian Courtland-Smith
Publisher: Stronghould Game

8

Sushizock im Gockelwok

8

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch

8

Each player starts with 12 pieces on the base lines on his side
of the board. You move one of your pieces in any direction
to a free, adjacent intersection. You cannot move to or over
another piece. You can defeat a piece by moving along one
of the 8 circles onto the position of the piece. You may enter
circles only for the purpose of defeating an opposing piece.
A piece in an endless loop along the wings of the butterfly is
an enormous advantage. You win if you defeat all opposing
pieces. Reihe: Generationenspiele

Atlantis is sinking and its inmates must make it to the boats.
In each round you have three steps either on land or on sea
with men and boats. Then you remove a land tile, men on
that tile are turned to swimmers. The land tile initiates an
event, either instantly or at the start of the next round, it may
be the shark or the whole or the sea serpent or a boat or the
dolphin. Finally, you roll the die and move a water animal, in
this new edition the octopus was replaced by a whale. If you
have the majority in a boat you steer the boat. The eruption
of the vulcano ends the game. Each man on dry land is a
victory points.

The Fried Worm Grill now offers sushi as well as fish bones.
Sushi and bones pieces are laid out. You have three rolls and
must set aside at least one die per roll. The number of sushi or
bones you achieve earns you the corresponding piece. If you
roll three sticks, you steal the top stone from the stack of another player, four or five sticks steal any piece that you named
before. After the third roll you must take something, in case
of a bad roll the highest negative number. When all pieces are
stacked, sushi score up to the height of the bones stack, all
others are valueless. You win with the highest total.

Logic game for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Movement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of dice for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

T-Rex World Big Prey

T-Rex World Escape the T-Rex

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

6

T-Rex World Fighting Dinosaurs

6

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg

6

Hungry dinosaurs go hunting! You receive a pair of dinosaurs,
and beat and prey cards are prepared. Players in turn place
their dinosaurs next to beat cards. Two beats are activated by
throwing beat tiles. Dinos in the third beat go back to their
owners. Then you hunt by turning up prey cards in your beat
and can stop or go on after each card. Stopping secures the
prey cards. If you go on you risk a t-rex or flying dinosaur card
which loses you all prey of this round. When one stack of prey
cards is empty after several rounds you win with the most
valuable prey.

Each player receives escape cards, and each card exists with
and without a path. You can either lay out pairs, the path card
to extend the path, the other card in front of yourself, and
then draw a card. The movement of T-Rex is determined with
a die roll. If you do not have a pair, you can ask another player
for a card – if he has got it, you lay out the pair as usual and
roll the die for T-Rex. If he does not have it, you only roll for
T-Rex and may swap a card with the pile. When the last pair
is found and the path laid out and T-Rex has not reached the
Droemasaurs, the player with most escape cards wins.

Two Triceratops meet at a canyon; none is yielding and so
you must shove the other one off the plank. You roll the
die and move your dinosaur as many steps straight ahead.
The opposing dinosaur may only be pushed straight back.
During your move no stones may tumble into the canyon,
or you lose the remaining steps and your dinosaur might
have to move back. If you roll stones, too, you place them on
the path. When the last stone is on the plank, the number of
stones in the canyon determines how many rolls you may
do from now on. Afterwards, the winner is whose dinosaur is
furthest from the start.

Game of card collection for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of card placement for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of dice and pushing for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Taboo

Taboo Junior

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

tak3tik
Designer: Werner Bäumler Laurin
Publisher: Laurin‘s Spielewerkstatt

8

8

Taboo has turned into the reference game for all word games,
an outstanding party game for large groups. You must get
your team to name the word on a card you draw from the
pile. You can use synonyms or describe the term, but are not
allowed to gesture and must avoid the taboo words listed on
the card. So for example the taboo words for „wealthy“ are
„rich, affluent, well-off, cash and money”. If you are successful,
the card is scored for your team. If you use one of the taboo
words the opposing team scores the card. Revised edition
featuring new terms and changes in the rules.

Taboo Junior is aimed at children between age 8 and 12,
featuring the same game mechanisms, but simpler rules.
Cards in four categories name 2 taboo words each. Categories are “At home”, “At school”, “Animal Creation” or “Garments
& co”. You draw a card corresponding to the location of your
mover and describe the term to your teammates without
using taboo words or abbreviations. You can set aside cards
that seem too difficult and draw a new card. When time runs
out your mover advances the number of correctly described
terms. The team that reaches the finish square first wins the
game.

Tic Tac Toe in three dimensions! Each player has 13 marbles.
A grid of three levels can hold 9 marbles in each level. The
middle position is blocked by a marble in a third color that
can be included in rows of three. Players alternate in placing a
marble to form a row of three. Before each move you roll the
die. If if shows your colour, you get a double move, for white
or the other color you get a single move. Each row of three
is scored immediately. If you have placed all 13 marbles, the
other player fills all places with his marbles and scores rows,
when formed. You win with the higher score.

Game of definitions for 4 or more players, ages 12 and up

Game of descriptions for 4 or more players, ages 8-12

3D placement game for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Takenoko

Talisman Base Game / Expansions

Tastomino

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Matagot / Hazgaard / Asmodee

Designers: Harris, Goodenough, Priestley
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Designers: Design Position, Markus Beese
Publisher: Beleduc

4

The tenno has received a gift from China: A Panda bear.
This gift must be appreciated properly! So the Tenno has his
gardeners plant bamboo in his private garden. Players are
gardeners looking after the bamboo. They must buy land
and irrigate it to be able to plant the three kinds of bamboo
optimally for feeding the panda. In your move you have two
actions. You either move the gardener marker, buy land,
build irrigation canals, feed the panda or draw a new card.
A weather die introduces chance into the game. If you plant
most bamboo and feed the bear best, you win.

Talisman is one of the best known and oldest fantasy board
games aiming to conquer the Crown of Power. You guide a
character with a basic equipment of gold, talent and luck.
These basic capacities and the event cards plus the reactions
of the characters to these events influence the flow of the
game. You roll the die, move and resolve the event of the spot
you reached. To enter the Middle and Inner Level you must
comply with prerequisites. Expansions are The Reaper, The
Dungeon, Highland or The Frostmarch.

This game of dominoes stimulates haptic and visual perception. You can use the tiles to play a normal picture domino or
play a variant using touch. For the version using touch all tiles
are placed into a storage bag. Players draw 5 tiles each and
place them in their individual bags. The first player draws a
tile and lays it out. Then in turn you look closely at the shapes
at the end of the row and feel in your bag for a corresponding
shape. If you pull out a correct tile, you place it. If you pull
out a wrong tile, you must put it back and draw an additional
one from the storage bag. You win if you are first to place all
your tiles.

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Fantasy adventure game for 2-6 players, ages 9 and up

Placement and touch game for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Terra Kids The Countries of the World

The 3 Commandments

The Big Taboo

Publisher: Haba

Designers: Friese, Lamont Brothers
Publisher: BeWitched-Spiele / Rio Grande

Publisher: Hasbro

8

51 countries need to be identified. You win if you recognize
most countries with the least number of hints. The country
card names the country, depicts the flag with country
number for identification on the flag bar, names the capital,
and shows the geographical location on the map, again with
identification. Depending on your location at the start of your
turn you can choose a clue in Zone A, roll the die for the kind
of clue in Zone B, or get a clue at the discretion of the person
giving the clue in Zone C. Depending on the number of clues
you needed you advance 3, 2 or 1 spots for a correct answer.

On their turn as High Priestess players want to award karma
to the novices – the other players – and receive karma themselves. The High Priestess determines two commandments
and one taboo for the ritual with cards. The novices take
turns in interacting with one of the artefacts – they may sing,
relocate the artefact or talk to it. Imitating your predecessor
may help but can also result in breaking a taboo. The priestess marks activated cards and awards karma – enough not
to be dismissed but not so much that others will win. When
all have been High Priestess once, the player with the most
karma wins.

Another version of Taboo, featuring a track showing squares
for different tasks. You must make your team name the correct term by using the means appropriate to the location of
the team mover: In “classic Taboo” you must avoid forbidden
terms. “15 words” only allows you that many words to get
the description across, “Draw” demands drawing of the term
and for “Knoten-Knut” you use the purple doll to enact a
pantomime to explain the term. “Memory” gives you 2 hints
to remember terms already guessed. For each accomplished
card the mover advances one step. The first team to reach the
finish wins.

Game of knowledge for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Communication game for 3-7 players, ages 10 and up

Communication game for 4 or more players, ages 12 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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The Castle of the Devil

The Difference between Women & Men

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos / Rio Grande

The Fantastic Forest

16

Publisher: Bioviva / Asmodee

4

The passengers in the coach are members of two powerful
secret societies on search for their allies. Information is
gained when items change hands. You can swap an item,
attack another player, pass or announce victory. In case of
an attack the not directly involved players support attacker
of defender, the winner either learns profession and secret
society of the loser or takes a look at the loser’s luggage. If
you believe that your society owns the necessary items and
hold of them yourself, you can announce victory. If you name
the owners of the item correctly, your team has won.

Women and men form teams and play against each other
a number of rounds depending on the number of players.
You decide on one of four answers provided for a question
that is read out to you. The other players try to guess how
you will answer. The answer tiles are placed in the “tower of
truth” and then evaluated. You give one of your consensus
points to each player who guessed correctly at your decision.
For a correct guess you give a consensus point to the player.
When all questions have been played or a player has used up
his consensus stock the winner is the player with the highest
number of points.

Animals of the wood must join forces and cooperate to
save the old magician and brew a magic potion for him. But
the potion must be ready before the sun sets. First, players
memorize the ingredients and then search the magic wood
for them. Each of the characters collects special ingredients.
In this cooperative game small children learn the importance
of assisting each other. The magic recipes that glow in the
dark are a very attractive special feature of the game.

Card game of deduction for 3-8 players, ages 12 and up

Game of accordance for 2-8 players, ages 16 and up

Cooperative set collection for 2-6 players, ages 4 and up

The Great Fire of London 1666

The Little Magician’s Apprentices

Designer: Richard Denning
Publisher: Prime Games

Designers: Thomas Daum, Violetta Leitner
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele

The Mines of Zavandor
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Lookout Games

5

In 1666 a careless baker in Pudding Lane leaves his fire burning and so destroys nearly of London. Courageous citizens
lead the militia and fight the fires and jave tp decide on
demolition or protection. But at the same time you also own
a big part of London so some of the decisions hurt. Some will
survive with the biggest estates and some will have fought
the fire most intensively. Could somebody have obtained
enough influence to become Lord Mayor? Besides these
goals you have additional missions like supporting others or
protect city quarters.

The little magician’s apprentices brew potions in this beautifully equipped game, using ingredients and fire. You place an
ingredient ball into the bowl of the apprentice and move the
apprentice forward towards the cauldron of the ball colour
using you wand. On the magic stone in front of the cauldron
the apprentice throws the ball into the cauldron on its own. If
you lose the ball on the way or if it does not hit the cauldron,
your move ends. You should remember the obstacles and
avoid them next time. If you have dealt with all ingredients,
you take the fire ball to the fire. If it begins to burn, you win!

Players use their mine shaft in four phases: 1) Income from
jewel cards based on clan and expansions. 2) Trade / swap
jewels with bank or fellow players. 3) Auction, you bid for all
cards on display. The highest bid in a gem colour wins the
corresponding cards. The winner of the sapphire bid moves
the king stone on the Royal Path. 4) Upgrade of expansions, family clan and Pack Dragon. If the king reaches the
Coronation Hall, you exchange Jewel cards for victory points
and then add victory points from markers and completely
upgraded objects. The player with the highest total wins.

Development game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and uo

Game of dexterity and memory for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of auction and trade for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

The Orchard

The Phantom League

The Princess‘ Ball

Designer: Anneliese Farkaschovsky
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Timo Multimäki
Publisher: Dragon Dawn

Designers: Christine Basler, Alix-Kis Bouguerra
Publisher: Haba

3

4

Harvest time in the orchard. Cherries, apples, pears and
plums need to be picked bevore the bad raven appears and
steals the fruits. Therefore all the players together want to fill
their baskets before the raven puzzle is finished, or else the
raven will win. The kind of fruit is determined by rolling the
colour die, and a piece of this fruit is placed into the basket.
If you roll the basket, you can take any two pieces. When the
raven is rolled, another piece is added to the raven puzzle.
When all trees are empty before the raven puzzle is finished,
all players together have won.

Merchant ships in space – you start as a Nobody with a burning desire for recognition and fame. You further your career
with trade, piracy, exploring of new systems and eliminating
your rivals in other leagues. You win with a status of 8, up to
status 3 you are neutral. Then you must decide between fame
and notoriety. Your status chances due to successful missions,
destroying of other ships or acquisition of a change. If you
have notoriety between 4 and 7, the other leagues offer
bounty for you. If you lose the captain of your ship twice, you
are eliminated from the game.

Prince Goldilocks is looking for his bride among the six
princesses. The ballroom is set up. You roll the die and place
the prince in front of a princess to ask her to dance. The
chosen princess is placed on the dance floor, the mirror,
and pirouettes slowly. If the dress of the princess shows the
pattern determined by the die, you receive a crown. If it is the
wrong pattern you must turn over a candle tile. The princess
is put into the place where the prince does not stand. When
the last candle is turned over, the player with most crowns
wins. If one player collects his fourth crown, he immediately
wins the game.

Cooperative game of dice for 2-8 players, ages 3 and up

Space adventure for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Memory game for 2-6 players, ages 4 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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The Resistance Grundspiel / Erweiterung

The Truckers v. 1.5

Designer: Don Eskridge
Publisher: Indie Boards & Cards

Designer: Kai Jujiwara
Publisher: Pigphone / Japan Brand

The Werewolves of Miller’s Hollow

8

Designers: Philippe des Pallières, Herve Marly
Publisher: Lui-même / Asmodee

Secret identities must be deduced in this game. You either
want to topple the government or stop resistance at its base
and you win with three successful or three failed missions,
depending on your leaning. A discussion starts each round
and then the leader hands secret plans to a number of
players. Then a vote is taken to determine if all agree with
this placement of the plans. When the placement is agreed,
the players entrusted with the papers decide secretly if they
support or sabotage the mission for success or failure. “Plot
thickens” is an expansion introducing plot cards of varying
duration.

You are a trucker and want to find the best trucker in town in
a competition that sends all truckers across town four times.
If you have earned most money at the end of the game you
win. You load goods onto your truck, start the engine and
drive across town as fast and efficient as possible. You can
steal goods from other players and buy new trucks at the
start of a round. The trucks are either loaded to the limit with
goods of one kind or you load two different goods onto two
different trucks. An empty truck or undelivered goods in the
warehouse at the end of the game cost you money.

Each night werewolves enter the village and take an inmate,
the village population must defend itself. Aim of the game for
each fraction is to eliminate the other one while hiding one’s
personal identity and affiliation. You are a villager or a werewolf and thus have special abilities. The game master leads
the game, with everybody sitting in a circle with eyes closed
and head down. The game master calls for characters; they
may open their eyes and act according to their character. At
the end of the round the victim of the werewolves is eliminated and all players discuss possible werewolf identities.

Deduction game for 5-10 players, ages 13 and up

Game of logistics for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Deduction party game for 8-18 players, ages 10 and up

The Werewolves of Millers Hollow New Moon

The Werewolves of Millers Hollow The Village

Therapy

Designers: Davidoff, Marly, des Pallières
Publisher: Lui-même / Asmodee

Designers: Davidoff, Marly, des Palliéres
Publisher: Lui-même / Asmodee

Publisher: Hasbro

Each night werewolves enter the village and take an inmate,
the village population must defend itself. Aim of the game
for each fraction is to eliminate the other one while hiding
one’s personal identity and affiliation. You are a villager or a
werewolf and thus have special abilities. The game master
leads the game. At the end of the round the victim of the
werewolves is eliminated and all players discuss possible
werewolf identities. This expansion introduces variants for
the game, one even accommodating up to 200 players, or
featuring changes or double identities for the characters.
There are 36 event cards and 5 new characters.

Each night werewolves enter the village and take an inmate,
the village population must defend itself. Aim of the game for
each fraction is to eliminate the other one while hiding one’s
personal identity and affiliation. This expansion makes a lot of
changes for the village. Three new characters enter the stage
– the Raven denounces villagers, the Arsonist plays with fire
and the White Werewolf is evil personified. But it gets real
interesting with regard to the buildings – tavern, church, bakery, farms and more. The many possible combinations of role
and profession give a completely new flavor to the game.

Therapy is a party simulation of psychotherapy! Each player
needs to master six stages of his life – nursing time, childhood, puberty, maturity, old age and „alter ego”. To master
a stage you need to acquire a peg in the colour of the stage
and place it on your couch. Your couch is moved according
to dice rolls and you follow the instructions of the square
reached or answer questions. On therapy squares you either
are the therapist or the patient, the goal are corresponding
evaluations. Correlations earn you a peg. The first to own 6
different pegs for his couch wins the game.

Expansion for Werewolves, 8-18 players, ages 10 and up

Deduction party game for 8-18 players, ages 10 and up

Game of communication for 3-6 players, ages 15 and up

Think. Kids Noch mehr Logik-Rätsel

Ticket to Ride Europe

Designer: Bianca Kaminsky
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Alan R. Moon
Publisher: Days of Wonder

8

Tiere und ihre Kinder

8

Publisher: Ravensburger

2

The sequel to „Think. Kids Logic Puzzles”, featuring 60 new
puzzles. One of the cards is placed into the frame. The hints
must be taken into account and used step by step, unambiguous hints can be transferred instantly. Each empty spot
must be filled with an entry, to solve the puzzle you must
answer the question on the card. The question also holds the
last hint. The rules give all solutions, listed by card numbers.
The puzzles get more difficult with ascending card numbers.
Cards with three-line problems are vastly more difficult than
two-line problems.

This variant of Ticket to Ride features Europe. You again build
tracks between two cities, in an unbroken stretch according
to a target card. This scores points as does the longest track
and stations that you did not build. In your turn you can take
wagon cards, build a track by placing wagons on the track
and discard the necessary cards. Or you can draw new target
cards or build a station. New in this version are stations, tunnels and ferries. Stations allow you to use tracks of other players, in building tunnels you risk to have to spend more cards,
and ferries must be built using joker engine cards according
to the marks on the board.

As fits the age of the target group, this game is designed as a
two-part puzzle and is aimed especially at children of age 2½.
The parts are made from thick so called “primary” material,
hard-wearing and withstand being chewed. The parts show
animals and baby animals. Parts only fit together if grown-up
animal and baby animal belong together. This game is a nice
and well-working possibility to enjoy lovely animal pictures
and at the same time get some first impressions of how different baby animals can be from their parent animals.

Game of logic for 1 player, ages 8 and up

Rail placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Game of combinations for 1-4 players, ages 2-4

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

79
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Tikal II Der verlorene Tempel

Time No Time

Tipp-Kick Classic

Designers: Michael Kiesling, Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Gameworks / Asmodee

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Goliath

Publisher: Mieg

Tikal II, the sequel to Tikal, German Game of the Year 1999:
This time players explore an old, lot temple. The action points
in Tikal have been replaced by two turns per round: You move
part of the expedition to get an action tile and then move
the leader of the expedition within the temple to explore
and find gold. Points are scored from majorities in rooms,
exploring the main temple or treasures that are as different as
possible. You have to plan well, because action tiles get rare
in the end and the man in the temple needs special equipment to be able to move.

Time No Time brings fast action against time! You must
solve short tasks as quickly as you can before the final alarm
sounds. If it is your turn when the alarm goes off, you take a
penalty Flash Marker. If you must take the third marker you
have lost the game. The first player presses the button on
the timer, draws a card, and solves the task as quickly as possible. Then he passes on the card holder. Tasks include body
movements, dexterity, sounds, imitations, spelling, touching
something of a certain colour but also moving along to the
next chair and thus taking over the penalty markers of your
neighbour.

The tabletop soccer game with the classic mechanism: You
press the button on the foot of the player figure, the foot
shoots forward and hits the ball. The system offers expansion
and extension packages, for instance „Pro Team Sport Kicker“
from the Tipp-Kick-Bundesliga. National teams and wellknown teams are available in their dresses. A junior edition
and special editions like „Alpen-Edition“ covering the Euro
2008 are also available.

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Party game of action for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up

Game of table top soccer for 2 players, ages 6 and up

tiptoi – Der Stift zum audiodigitalen Lernsystem
Publisher: Ravensburger

80

6

4

tiptoi – Starter-Set Stift + Spiel
Publisher: Ravensburger

tiptoi – Abenteuer Tierwelt
Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

4

The core of this new learning system is the tiptoi pen. If you
touch book pages or game boards, he tells things worth to
knowing, plays sounds and voices for you, sets you tasks, and
guides you through challenging riddles and searches. An
optical sensor converts invisible codes imprinted into books,
games and even a globe into sounds. The pen grows with its
users – at the beginning there comes a starter set with the
pen, and then you can use this pen for all books, games and
other products within the system. The necessary files can be
downloaded free of charge from the Internet.

To facilitate the entry into the new audio digital teaching and
learning system tiptoi featuring the pen, that changes invisible codes into sounds, you are offered a starter set with the
pen and a game. This lets you play interactively, but without
screen or monitor, the pen only uses sounds. It tells stories,
poses questions and tasks and gives facts and lot of information. In the starter set the pen is accompanied by the game
„Die Englisch-Detektive“. The pen allows children their individual tempo for learning and playing and imparts profound
and extensive knowledge on different levels of difficulty.

Four games using knowledge of animals are offered in this
game within the tiptoi series. The pen helps you to learn the
most important facts on more than 50 favorite animals and
then you can use und strengthen this knowledge in the four
games. The pen plays animal noises for you that you should
recognize, and with the animal track tiles you can recognize
tracks. During the game you also find and get answers to
such interesting questions like “which of these animals can
fly?” 50 puzzle parts featuring animals and 21 animal track
tiles release interesting facts when touched with the tiptoi
pen.

Device for the tiptoi system for 1 player, ages 4 and up

Starter set for the tiptoi system for 1-4 players, ages 6-10

Game for the tiptoi system for 1-4 players, ages 4 and up

tiptoi – Das Geheimnis der Zahleninsel

tiptoi – Die Englisch-Detektive

tiptoi – Magors Lesezauber

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

5

Solve the tasks and collect the treasures. This is the demand
on players in this tiptoi game. You are tasked with finding
the treasure chests and solving calculation problems to be
able to pick them up. The problems are posed by parrot, mermaid, dolphin or pirate. But that is not all – there are more
games – challenging mini games like “photo safari”, “fishing
for numbers” or “jungle expedition” that help you practice
mental arithmetic and the times table. The tiptoi pen poses
the problems and helps to self-check your answers in all four
levels of difficulty.

„Die Englisch-Detektive“ is the topic of the game in the
starter set „Pen + Game“ for the audio digital system tiptoi.
Professor Mad is creating chaos and players as junior detectives are charged with stopping him. The Pen is game master
and sets the task, for instance „black hair, orange shoes and
blue jacket“. When the fugitive is found and touched with the
pen the correctly executed task is rewarded with a medal.
Using the discovery icon on the navigation bar you hear
the correct pronunciation and German translation for daily
vocabulary like numbers, colours or toys.

Shortly before the big magician’s contest is about to start
the cheeky raven has stolen Master Magor’s tasks. Players
assist Master Magor to catch the thief and support him in
solving his tasks. True to the motto „hear sounds, magic up
words“, players look for letters, form words, and solve puzzle
sentences, all on different levels of difficulty. This helps to
recognize letters and to attribute initial sounds and assists in
first reading attempts. The tiptoi pen guides players through
the tasks. With its very clear sounds and pronunciation the
pen supports recognition and reading of words.

Game for the tiptoi system for 1-4 players, ages 5-10

Game for the tiptoi system for 1-4 players, ages 6-10

Game for the tiptoi system for 1-4 players, ages 6-10

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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tiptoi – Reise durch die Jahreszeiten

tiptoi – Globus Puzzleball

Designers: Marco Teubner, Heinrich Glumpler
Publisher: Ravensburger

4

tiptoi – Starter-Set Stift + Buch

8

Publisher: Ravensburger

Publisher: Ravensburger

4

Spring, summer, autumn and winter – what changes with the
seasons? 32 big hand puzzle parts depict images of 8 different topics – weather, festivities, nature, clothes, forest, in the
country, at the waterside and animals. The tiptoi pen gives
hints and players scan for the corresponding puzzle part fitting to the season. They follow the mechanics of the game “I
spy with my own eye …”, thereby training their memory and
also logical thinking. The first player to complete his seasonal
circle wins.

Two marvelous innovations combined in an interactive and
audio digital product out of puzzleball and tiptoi. First you
puzzle together 96 curved puzzle parts to a model of the
earth, then you can explore the earth using the tiptoi pen. In
the middle of the Atlantic Ocean you find a navigation area
where you can choose capitals, size, continents, time zones,
languages or interesting facts, among others. If you then tap
a country you hear „good morning“ in Chinese or learn the
capital of India. If you tap the die, you are offered one of four
games. All in all the globe holds nearly 2000 facts about 196
countries.

To facilitate the entry into the new audio digital teaching and
learning system tiptoi featuring the pen, that changes invisible codes into sounds, you are offered a starter set with the
pen and a book. This lets you play interactively, but without
screen or monitor, the pen only uses sounds. It tells stories,
poses questions and tasks and gives facts and lots of information. In the starter set the pen is accompanied by the book
“Wieso? Weshalb? Warum? Entdecke den Bauernhof“. The pen
allows children their individual tempo. The books tell lovely
stories impart profound information at the same time.

Game for the tiptoi system for 1-4 players, ages 4-8

Tiptoi Puzzleball for 1 player, ages 8 and up

Starter set for the tiptoi system for 1 player from ages 4-8

tiptoi – Die Welt der Musik
Publisher: Ravensburger

tiptoi – Entdecke den Bauernhof

4

tiptoi – Entdecke den Flughafen

4

Publisher: Ravensburger

Publisher: Ravensburger

4

Wieso? Weshalb? Warum? Die Welt der Musik – a book within
the tiptoi system. To use it you need the pen and download
the necessary files from the internet onto the pen. Then you
can discover the sound of a variety of musical instruments or
learn how a sound originates or experience what rhythm is.
The book transmits basic information on music. You can play
a xylophone yourself or listen to an orchestra. Further possibilities are composing your own melodies or listening and
singing along will well known nursery rhymes.

Wieso? Weshalb? Warum? Entdecke den Bauernhof. This book
in the starter set for the audio digital system with “Pen +
Book” takes your child on a journey through barn and farm,
over meadows and fields. Realistic sounds, thrilling explanations and detailed pictures convey basic facts on animals,
plants and machines through learning by playing. Scanning
games, children’s songs and a „teeming“ page invite discovery
and sampling. The topic can be understood and discovered in
your own time and without the help of others.

“Wieso? Weshalb? Warum? Entdecke den Flughafen” is a
book within the tiptoi system. To use it you need the pen
and a download of the necessary files from the internet onto
the pen. Then players get an authentic impression from the
daily running of an airport and can learn lots of interesting
details via realistic sounds and impressive images. How does
the luggage get into the plane? How does a starting plane
sound? What happens at the security check? Interactive
games intensify and implement the facts, there are scanning,
counting and allocating games based on airport and airplane
operations.

Book in the tiptoi system for 1 player, ages 4-8

Tiptoi starter set for 1 player, ages 4 and up

Book in the tiptoi system for 1 player, ages 4-8

tiptoi – Sicher im Straßenverkehr

Titania

Tobago

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Bruce Allen
Publisher: Zoch

4

„Wieso? Weshalb? Warum? Sicher im Straßenverkehr“ – a
book within the tiptoi system. To use it you need the pen
and a download of the necessary files from the internet onto
the pen. Then players can get acquainted with daily traffic
situations on their way to and from kindergarten or school.
Cars and bicycles are on the streets, a bus arrives! How do I
cross the road safely as a pedestrian? Who or what may move
on the sidewalk? Realistic sounds help to understand traffic
situations, to remember them and to implement and use the
knowledge. Easy rhymes enhance the learning effect.

Players are princes in Titania, sail ships and use shells to rebuild the old towers in order to score “fame”. You either draw
three cards or play 1, 2 or 3 cards. After each card played you
place a ship. Depending on where you placed the ship you
build a tower or you receive cards, points, of fame, starfish or
shells. With starfish you can claim locations, with shells you
pay for building. If you place the last ship of a colour, the era
ends. The board is reset and a second era is played. At the end
of the second era the player with most “fame” wins the game.

Players search and find treasures on a variable board, different for each game. They play clues for paths to the treasures
and thus narrow down the number of possible treasure locations. If a location is definitely found, the first player to reach
the location with his car seizes the treasure. The treasure is
distributed among all players who gave hints for its location.
A move comprises placement of a treasure card, marking, and
movement of the car. You can collect amulets which protect
you from cured treasures and offer other advantages. When
all treasures are distributed, you win with most gold.

Book in the tiptoi system for 1 player, ages 4-8

Game of acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Game of treasure acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

81
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Top Trumps
Publisher: Winning Moves

82

Topsy Turtle

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Tornado Alert
Designer: Ilmo und Joel Nurminen
Publisher: Hyptic

3

8

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling
of the deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other
players check their cards for the value of this attribute – the
player with the highest value gets all cards of this round. In
case of a tie cards go on the table and the winner of the next
round receives those too. Many theme sets are available, from
Asterix to Wrestling or puppies.

Topsy Turtle has tumbled into the pond and needs help to
get out again. Players must place the coloured steps under
Topsy Turtle’s feet without causing Topsy to tumble again.
Topsy calls out a colour and you place a block of this colour
underneath the leg Topsy is lifting. While Topsy is moving,
you can add further blocks. If you cause Topsy to topple over
you must take all blocks. It you are the first to place all your
blocks under Topsy’s feet you win the game. In a cooperative variant all players try together to place all blocks under
Topsy’s feet.

A tornado is an impressive spectacle – players make pictures
and rival in three rounds for the best-on-average tornado
photographs. Cards determine locations and locations become more dangerous with ascending numbers on the cards.
You place a card and draw a card. If you want to score you
hit the stack and take as many cards as are stated on the top
card. If “game over” appears in the stack you determine the
average value of the pictures in the stack. After 3 rounds you
compare the lowest value of all three rounds and the player
with the highest value of those low values wins the game.

Card/quiz game for 2 or more players from age 8

Game of action and dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Trans Europa

Travel Blog

Designer: Franz-Benno Delonge
Publisher: Winning Moves

Designer: Vlaada Chvatil
Publisher: Czech Board Games

8

Treasure Chest

8

Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

Players draw one card in each colour and place their starting
marker. In your move you build 2 single or 1 double tracks,
along black lines and continuing your track. If you connect
to the tracks of other players, you can use those. The round
ends when a player has connected his five cities. If your track
is incomplete, you move the engine according to the number
of missing track segments. Then all tracks are removed and
you draw again five city cards in five colours. If one player
reaches the red spot with his engine, the game ends and the
player furthest away from the red spot wins.

Travel blog is a fast game on the topic of travelling. You are
supposed to organize trips and choose one or more countries
from a display and be quicker than the other players. How
many borders do you cross on the trip from France to Russia?
More or less than from Norway to Turkey? Depending on the
phase of the game you choose from varying displays of start
and target countries. Geography knowledge can be balanced
by intuition and quick desicion. The facts on more than 100
countries are a bonus, not part of the game.

On occasion of the 10 year jubilee of alea the company
releases a collection of expansions to six different alea games.
All these expansions can only be played together with the
base game. You can leave rules and materials in this treasure
chest or store them with the individual games. In the Year
of the Dragon – The Great Wall of China & The Super Events
Louis XVI – The Favorite Notre Dame – The New persons
Puerto Rico – New buildings & The Nobles San Juan – New
buildings & The Events Witch‘s Brew! – 6. Player components,
Die Amulets – Magical abilities The Princes of Florence –
Muse, Princess & Player Rules

Game of track building for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Geography game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Collection of expansions for 2-6 players, ages 9 and up

Tribun Base Game / Brutier-Expansion

Triominos deluxe

Designer: Karl-Heinz Schmiel
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Moskito Spiele

Publisher: Goliath

Triumvirat
Designer: Travis Worthington
Publisher: Indies Boards & Cards

6

In the guise of a member of a Roman patrician family you
look for influence, power and political offices. A victory
condition card drawn at the beginning is valid for all. A round
comprises the following phases: place cards, place men, score
regions, take over fractions, and use their special abilities and
auction chariots. If you fulfil the necessary number of victory
conditions you win. The Brutier expansion with components
and rules for a 6th player introduces an additional board - you
can place men of the same color on the slave market, into the
“Patronat” only those of different colour – and the scoring.

This game is one of the classic samples of placement games.
The principle comes from Dominoes: You place a tile next to a
tile with identical numbers on the sides that touch. The difference is in the shape of the tiles. Triominos tiles are triangular
and show different numbers in the three corners. Placement
rules correspond to those in Dominoes: Equal numbers next
to each other, but in this case of course two numbers on each
tile. According to the shape of the tiles the game is packed
into a triangular box, and also features elegant and functional
storage racks.

On crossing the Rubicon the fight for power in Rome changes
into civil war. You represent a noble family influencing the
struggle for power. You play a trick-taking card game with
11 cards in three colors. The highest card played regardless
of its color wins the trick. “Mob 0” tops every card of any
other colour. Three tricks won for a colour ends the round
and a consul is placed on the scoring board. Now you can
place a hand card for military support. Three consuls for a
colour crown this Triumvir. You win if you have lent him most
military support.

Political development game for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Game of tile placement, for 1-4 players, ages 6 and up

Trick-taking card game for 2 players, ages 12 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Trivial Pursuit Bet you know it

Trivial Pursuit Family Edition Austria

16

Publisher: Hasbro

Trivial Pursuit Master Editon

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

16

New elements for a game classic – betting and points! You
roll the die and move. On “buy or roll” you can buy a wedge
for 10 points or roll again. On “wedge” you answer a question
in this category and choose the topic from the four cards
in the Mixologist envelope. Your opponents bet on the
outcome. If you answer correctly you get the wedge and all
point chips placed on “wrong”. If you answer incorrectly you
get nothing. All players with the correct bet earn double the
bet. Finally, you draw a new card for the Mixologist envelope.
You can also pay to choose topic and/or category of the final
question to win.

This edition features a complete game, with movers and
board. Categories are blue for Geography, pink for Entertainment, yellow for History, brown for Art & Literature, green
for Science and Technology and orange for Sports & Leisure.
The question cards are separated into green cards, for players
aged 14 and up, and yellow cards for younger players. The
stacks also feature separator sheets for easier management
of cards already played. Rules and mechanisms correspond to
those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition. This Family Edition
is a special edition with a focal point on Austrian topics.

A new variant with nearly 3000 new questions and a new
element for the game – a timer! The basic rules apply: You
roll the die, move, and answer a question in the category
of the space you reach. The question is read out to you and
(new!) the timer is started. If you answer correctly before
time runs out, you earn another turn or receive a wedge and
have another turn, as appropriate for the space you stand on.
Again, as usual, you go to the middle of the board when your
mover is filled with 6 different wedges, and answer a final
question to win. The category of this question is chosen by
your opponents.

Game of trivia for 2 or more player, ages 16 and up

Game of trivia for 2- 36 players, ages 8 and up

Game of trivia for 2 or more players, ages 16 and up

Trivial Pursuit Steal

16

Publisher: Hasbro

Trivial Pursuit Team

Tschach

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Pierre Clequin, Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

10

Trivial Pursuit played with cards only! Each player is dealt five
cards. You draw a card and play a card. In case of a Wedge
Card the top question is read for you from the question
card pile. You keep the card if you answer correctly. The Wild
Wedge Card allows you to choose the category. Playing a
Steal or Double Steal Card allows you to steal one or two
wedges from another player. Steal or Double Steal Cards can
be blocked by playing a Block Card. If you grab the Buzz Card
before another player answers his question, you can take
over this question. If you own 6 wedge cards in 6 colours,
you win.

New rules for the classic trivia game! Choose one of 12 preprepared packs and play 4 rounds with 6 question cards each.
Choose cards in turn and advance according to your score.
There are six varieties: “Multiple Choice” – guess 3 times, score
higher for an early answer. “Name 6” – you score 1 point per
term in the given category. “More or Less” – you score double
if you choose hard. “Reference Point” – score 2 points for
each answer. “Are you the Expert” – 3 points for a team and 6
points for a solo answer. “True or false” – 5 questions, score 1
point per answer, loss of all points in case of a mistake.

Tschach is an expansion for the classic game of chess. 50
cards are used to drastically change a game of chess that still
has checkmating the opposing king as its aim. You start with
5 cards and may play one of them in each turn. If you play a
card you draw a card. There are offensive cards like” this piece
explodes and destroys pieces on adjacent squares, too” but
also defensive cards. These can be played during the opposing move or to counter cards played by the opponent. You
cannot use a card to checkmate the king.

Game of trivia for 2 or more players, ages 16 and up

Game of trivia for 2 or more players, ages 12 and up

Card expansion for chess for 2 players, ages 10 and up

Tsuro

Turi-Tour

Designer: Tom McMurchie
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Selecta

Turmbauer

5

Designer: Matt Mette
Publisher: Kosmos

8

A path is built: Each player places tiles to start a path at the
edge of the board and to continue this path into the inner
region of the board. The aim of the game is to make your
path as long as possible and not to end at an edge. You place
your tile facing any direction onto a free spot next to your
milestone and draw a card. Once a card is placed it cannot be
relocated. The milestone is placed onto the new card. If the
card also extends the paths of other players their milestones
are moved, too. If your path ends at an edge, you must quit
the game. The last player still in play wins the game.

Tumult on the farm! The farmer has mixed up the holiday
tickets of all the animals and needs help to sort out the mess.
First, you take a good look at the board. Then you put on the
sunglasses. Your neighbour draws a card and hands you the
corresponding animal. You must identify the animal and then
you are told the task, e.g. place the animal on the correct
location or find the location with the majority of this animal
or remember how many of these animals are on holiday. If
you complete the task correctly you receive the task card.
Whoever owns most of the cards at the end of the game wins.

All players jointly build a tower and climb it with their movers. You have 12 blocks made from 1 to 6 cubes in 2 colours.
You roll the dice and add a block to the tower, corresponding
in size to one of the dice results. The rules for building are
simple, but comprehensive. Your mover advances after adding the block, only over squares of your own and of neutral
colour, and can climb only one level per turn. Rings are jokers,
which change building and movement rules twice for you.
When the tower is finished or crashes, the player highest up
on the tower wins. If you crash the tower you have lost.

Game of placement for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up

Memory and tactility game for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of building and climbing for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Tüüt! Tüüt!
Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Twister

7

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Animals must be saved from the red squeeky car, so you
collect sets of corresponding animals or colours. All play at
the same time and take an animal card from the stacks in the
middle. The cards are placed on the personal discard stacks
when they correspond in colour or animal with one top
card of the stacks. When three identical animals or colours
are visible you hit the car. The fastest to do so gets 2 bonus
cards. If you make a mistake you give back 2 cards. When 2
of the middle stacks are empty, cards in your personal stack
and each bonus card score 1 point. You win if you have most
points in the end.

The well-known agility game does not need much: A plastic
sheet with big coloured dots, arranged in four rows, and a
spinner. The spinner determines which hand or foot must
touch which coloured dot. The rules have stayed the same –
only hand and feet may touch the mat, if you touch the mat
with any other part of your body you must leave the game.
If the spinner gives you a position that you already hold you
must move all the same – a foot on blue must either go on
another blue dot or the other foot must touch a blue dot. All
in all, Twister is good training for balance and coordinated
movement.

Twister Moves featuring the special top Disney Hannah
Montana is also played on a big plastic mat with coloured
dots, but your instructions how to move do not come from a
spinner, but from a CD. The CD takes on the function of a DJ
and regulates movements. You must accomplish the steps
announced by the DC correctly. Each player has his own mat.
The last one on the mat wins the game. The box contains two
CDs and features 4 songs from the Disney Musical: The Best
of Both Worlds – We Got the Party – Nobody’s Perfect – I Got
Nerve.

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Agilty game for 2 or more players, ages 6 and up

Game of dancing for 1-2 players, ages 8 and up

Typ Dom Super
Designer: Franz Weigl
Publisher: Piatnik

84

Twister Moves Hannah Montana

u-build Battleship

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Ubongo
Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos / Z-Man

7

8

Since the late 50s Typ Dom has been the Austrian answer
to Scrabble. The letters are printed on tiles that have nooks
and noses like parts of a jigsaw puzzle. There is no board,
letters are set into each other. They cannot slide and the
layout is securely fixed while being turned or slid along the
table to allow each player the correct alignment for reading.
There are several versions of the game, the “Typ Dom Super”
edition contains 120 letters in two colours: vowels are red,
consonants are black, and stars are jokers.

Battleship combined with ship-building. Each player places
his ships on his side of the board. The opponent must guess
coordinates to sink the ships. In this version players build
their ships first. Ships carry weapons, each correctly guessed
coordinate destroys one weapon. When all weapons are
destroyed, the ship is sunk. Players are also allowed to build
individual ships, but both players must use the same total
of weapons and use all five ships. A ship must carry at least
1 weapon and carry up to 10 weapons. Ships carrying more
than 5 weapons are sunk when 5 of their weapons are
destroyed.

Each player receives 12 geometric shapes in different colours;
all shapes are made up of squares. For each round each
player draws a puzzle tile. One player rolls the die and turns
over the timer. The symbol rolled determines which parts you
must use to fill the grid on your puzzle tile. Each player takes
these parts and tries to fill his grid as fast as possible. The fastest player shouts “Ubongo”, moves his pawn on the general
board and takes 2 jewels. The others go on while the timer
runs. Each player finishing in time receives a jewel. In the end
the player with most jewels in a colour wins the game.

Game of word placement for 2-5 players, ages 6 and up

Game of deduction for 2 players, ages 7 and up

An abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Ubongo Die Erweiterung

Ubongo 3-D

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Ubongo extreme
Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos / Z-Man

10

10

Each player has 12 geometric shapes to place on the puzzle
tiles. For each round each player draws a puzzle tile. One player rolls the die and turns over the timer. Each player takes the
parts corresponding to the symbol on his tile and tries to fill
his grid as fast as possible. The fastest player shouts “Ubongo”,
moves his pawn on the general board and takes 2 jewels. The
others go on while the timer runs. Each player finishing in
time receives a jewel. In the end the player with most jewels
in a colour wins. The expansion contains the material for a 5th
and 6th player and 216 new puzzles.

A variant to the placement game Ubongo. The parts you use
are now three-dimensional. All players agree on a degree of
difficulty and draw a puzzle tile each. Then the die is rolled for
the puzzle. Each player takes the parts assigned to this puzzle
and fills his grid as fast as possible. The grid must be filled in
a way that all the parts form a two-level block in the form of
the basis grid area. Depending on the moment you finish you
receive jewels from the display or the bag or only from the
bag. After 9 rounds you add up the value of the jewels, the
player with the highest score wins.

In this version the parts you place on the grid are made up of
hexes. Each player draws a puzzle tile, chooses a colour and
takes the parts of that colour as shown on the puzzle tile. You
try to fill your grid as fast as possible. The fastest player calls
“Ubongo” and takes a blue jewel and a jewel from the bag,
the fastest-but-one takes a brown jewel and a jewel from the
bag. If the other two finish within the time limit they draw
one jewel from the bag. After 9 rounds players add up the
value of their jewels and the player with the highest total
wins.

An expansion for Ubongo for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

An abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

An abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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UEFA Champions League Table

Unter Geiern

Uups! Sag’s Nicht!

Designers: Alfredo Genovese, Ari Emdin
Publisher: Ghenos Games / Table Games

Designer: Michael Nietzer
Publisher: GameHeads / Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Publisher: Piatnik

8

A soccer match between two teams – the 11 miniatures of
each time move across the board to achieve the most goals.
You decide on the length of the game and split the game
accordingly into two halves. The rules comprise movement,
movement in the penalty zone, loss of ball, passes, movement when ball is resting, penalty, offside and many more
details of a game. In addition players hold 5 special cards for
each half for dribbling, defense, lobs, red card and volley.

Sport simulation for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Vultures are circling over the red-hot desert, on the lookout
for carrion and other prey of other vultures, maybe one can
share a meal. The desert is laid out with cards in a grid, a
vulture can move one step, that means one card orthogonally. Then he can land and gain prey points or fly again
at the price of paying with pray – unless you are lucky and
the thermal lift carries you across the desert. Prey comes in
lumps. If you land you can take one bite, and again in each
round that you are alone. If other vultures arrive you fight
for the lumps using special cards. 30 prey points leave you
satiated and the winner.
Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Valdora

Velo City

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Abacusspiele / RioGrande

Designer: Kevin G. Nunn
Publisher: Abacusspiele

8

The game comprises cards with one term and four forbidden
terms. The actual number of forbidden words and the scoring
value of a card correspond to the degree of difficulty. Players
divide up into two teams and you must explain a term to
your team without using a forbidden term or any part of it.
The slide on the card box shows the number of forbidden
terms. At the start all agree on a sum you must reach to
win and on the degree of difficulty for each team. Correctly
explained cards score their value, mistakes cost you the value
of the card in points. If you cannot explain a term, the card
is set aside.
Game of explanations for 4-12 players, ages 8 and up

Verona

8

Designer: Petra Chvala
Publisher: Czech Board Games

In the hidden valley untold treasures can be found. Players
are adventurers and pick up equipment or orders in the
towns, mine for gold and gems, and they deliver their trove
to their customer for victory points. You can also hire artisans
specializing in gold, silver or jewelry. If you employ enough
artisans you can open a workshop. Your move comprises
movement and one action. Actions are: purchasing, loading
gems, delivering orders and replenishing cash or supplies. At
the end you score victory points for orders, colours of your
artisan tiles, workshops, bonus tiles and gems.

You lead a team of bicycle dispatch riders in a race. The track
shows general squares, maintenance squares with vitamin
drinks and obstacle squares that send the rider back. You can
ride solo or in a bunch. If you go solo you decide on one of
your dispatchers after rolling the dice. If you ride in a bunch,
you must decide before rolling on one of your dispatchers
on a square with a minimum of one opposing dispatcher.
Vitamin drinks give you an additional die, and you can also
use slipstream riding. When 8 dispatchers have crossed the
finishing line, you win if you have most dispatchers there.

Verona, the stage for the drama of Romeo and Juliet, is setting and topic for thes game. In Renaissance times Verona
was an important trade and cultural center and also a power
center full of corruption and intrigue – so powerful that it
could keep outside of each foreign influence. But the current
regent is weak and families rival for power in town. You reveal
plans for intrigues and complete secret and public missions,
the tools you need for these missions you acquire in auctions.
You win if you establish economic and military dominance on
the board. Winner of „Czech Board Games Projekts“.

Logistics game for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Bicycle racing game for 3-7 players, ages 8 and up

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up

VerTIPPT nochmal!
Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

10

Vidi

Villa Paletti

Publisher: University Games

Designer: Bill Payne
Publisher: Zoch

8

In each round you must explain a term to the guessing player.
Each player holds 7 cards, which are also penalty points.
Other cards are displayed in a grid showing terms. Each
player reads one hint from his top card to the guesser. Very
rarely this will be related to the secretly chosen term that the
guesser must guess. You have to think around corners. After
each hint the guesser chooses one of the term cards. If he
is wrong he places the card under his stack. If you give the
hint that results in a correct guess you can discard two cards.
The player with the fewest cards after a pre-set number of
rounds wins.

You should find combinations of words, the terms are set by
picture dice. The special “Vidi” die determines the version you
must play. In the “Blitz” version you pick up to dice and name
the word and move your marker one square for each correct
combination. In the “Slow Motion” version the dice remain
on the table and players note their word combinations, one
image can be used for several words. All words that you have
in common with another player are deleted. Then you move
your marker one square for each correct combination. The
first player to reach the finish wins.

Players compete to place their own pillars on the highest
level of Villa Paletti. In your turn you take one of your own
pillars, be is still loose or already built into a level, and place it
one level higher. If you cannot do so, you ask for a new level.
In case of a veto the opponent must remove a pillar of the
player demanding the level. In case of success this pillar goes
out of the game, otherwise a pillar of the opponent. From
the green level upwards you score points for pillars on the
top level and receive the seal for most points. When the villa
tumbles, the owner of the seal wins.

Association game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dice and words for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

85
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Vinhos

Voll in Fahrt

Designer: Vital Lacerda
Publisher: Huch & friends / What’s your Game

Designer: Bob Lindner
Publisher: Amigo

Volle Wolle
Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Zoch

6

10

You are a vintner in Portugal and must market your brand
of wine. Each of the 6 years starts with a weather prognosis.
Then you have 2 out of 9 actions: vinyards, wineries, oenologists, wine cellars, sales, export, bank, wine experts and press
information/pass. Then you pay interest and wages, produce
wine and – in years 3, 5 and 6 – attend a wine trade fair. At
the end you can discard wine and relocate barrels, then you
score majorities in foreign markets, your bank balance and
multipliers like oenologists, plots of land etc. If you have most
points accumulated, you win.

Engines are shunted for the title of World Champion! You
need to move your engines from the start into you own
depot. Three shunting bridges change position and allow
crossing of varying track sections. You roll the dice. The colour
die determines the bridge that is relocated, the number
die determines the distance you must move your engine.
If another engine blocks the track, this engine moves the
remaining steps, your own engine stops. If an engine ends
up on a bumper or on gravel, it goes back to the start. If you
move your third engine to the depot, you win. A variant
introduces a repair tile.

All sheep defend their skin against Jacques the Shearer
Sheep. Cards are laid out and bids made by placing pegs.
These determine the order of play. In case of a tie the number
of sheep decides, and bids must be met by rolling dice. If you
can meet a bid, you take some cards, for bids not met, you
take a wool chip. The last player receives all remaining cards
and does not roll the dice. Wool chips modify results of rolls.
Cards received are stacked and the top card is active. When
all cards are given out, you win with the highest total of cards
and wool chips.

Economy game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Game of shunting for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Game of dice for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

Wackelblume

Wacky Wacky West

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Mayfair Games

5

Wallenstein
Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

9

Dew drops fall on the wobbly flower and glitter in the light.
When too many drops are on the flower, it topples and shakes
off the dew. Players receive four cards and 10 marbles as dew
drops. You play one card and place drops on the flower or
take drops off, according to the card played. When you make
the flower topple, you take all the drops that fall off. When
everyone has played all four cards, the cards are shuffled and
dealt out again. You win if you can place your last marble on
the flower first.

The citizens of Deadstone build their town, but they have
forgotten rail tracks, roads and the river bed. You must now
build those features by demolishing other buildings and at
the same time defend special buildings against demolition.
You place tiles adhering to special rules and mark them with
one of your workers. If a building is completely covered it is
considered to be demolished. And then there are outhouses!
They can only be demolished with a special permit! If nobody
can place a tile anywhere, all players score the points of their
buildings that have not been demolished. You win with the
highest score.

Wallenstein is set in the 30 Years‘ War and covers 2 game
years, using a fixed set up to start the game: At the start of
the year you draw event cards and reset the grain marker.
Spring, summer and autum comprise event cards, plan actions, determine order of play, events and actions. Possible
actions are buildings, gold/grain, supplies or movement/
conflict. In winter there are loss of grain, revolts and allocation of victory points for land and buildings of each player as
well as for majorities in the regions. Conflicts are decided by
using the dice tower. The new edition of this game classic is
announced for Spring 2011.

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Game of bluff for 2-4 players, ages 9 and up

Development game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up

Warhammer Chaos in the Old World

Warhammer Invasion Living Card Game

Was ist Was Das Quizspiel

Designers: Eric M. Lang
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Designers: Eric W. Lang, Nate French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos

8

In the Old World of Warhammer players represent four
powers of vitiation fighting for dominance. These powers
are rewarded for ruling and devastating regions with victory
points. All phases of the games are card-directed, and with
50 victory points at the end of the game you win. Alternately,
the gods excessively use their special form of threat that is
administrated using the spinners. If you reach the victory
mark there, you win. If no power can win the game before the
card pile is exhausted, the Old World has saved itself!

A living card game is a new kind of card game, based on the
system of collectible card games, but with the claim not to be
a collectible card game. The core set holds four ready-to-play
pre-constructed decks for the „good“ races Imperium and
Dwarves and the „evil“ fractions Orks and Chaos. You can
adapt these core decks with Chapter Packs to your preferences and strategies. The card types are Unit, Tactics, Quest,
Support und Draft cards. The aim of the game is to set fire to
two of three regions of the opposing capital to win.

Players embody explorers and collect information on four
topics. You move your marker onto an adjacent square with
a tile and take the tile. Tiles can be book, script, image or
bonus. You can also use a joker tile or an airline ticket or use
an airline ticket instead. If someone has collected three script
or image tiles for one topic, a question round on this topic
is played. Everyone bets with tiles and markers on available
answers until all players have passed. For correct answers you
score points depending on the kind of tile. After 6 rounds the
book tiles are scored and the player with the highest score
wins.

Fantasy development game for 2-4 players, ages 13 and up

Fantasy card game for 2 players, ages 13 and up

Quiz game for 2-5 players, ages 8 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Water Lily

Wer war’s?

Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Publisher: Gameworks / Asmodee

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

7

Wer war’s? Schräghausen!

6

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

Frogs race across the pond to win the hand of Princess Water
Lily or one of her sisters. You keep your assigned colour
secret, and all frogs are always in play. You move from a stack
as many steps as there are frogs in the stack. At the border
of the box the frog must stop. If the frog reaches the ramp,
it slides out of the game. When all frogs have disappeared
under water, you remove the cover and frogs are scored. You
receive 1 point for the first frog in one of the lanes, 2 points
for the second, but nothing for the 5th or any later frog. You
win with most points.

Players are charged with identifying and locating the thief
within the castle and thus save the kingdom. You roll the die
and move the pawn through open doors. If you meet the
ghost you go back to the nursery. After moving you press
room button and action button on the electronic unit to
search or give food to the animal or to take a key or talk to
the animal, to feed it after talking, to do magic or to open
the chest with the key. Everybody wins together if the thief
is found before time runs out, if not, the kingdom is lost. The
unit gives information, enacts events and reacts to actions of
the players.

A pixie has wrought havoc in the town, and thus the children
have forgotten where they live. Players are pets and must
bring the children home before 6 p.m. and they must be
recognized by their joint owner. You roll the die, move your
pawn and may take one child with you and place it in another
house. Then you press the child button and then the action
button on the radio. This gives you either an item or information or you can use a key to place the child into its own house
or ask the child for a spell. If you use a toy and are recognized
by the child as its pet, the game has been won jointly by all
players.

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

An electronic adventure for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

An electronic adventure for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

Weykick

What is this?

Designer: Ralph Kuhl
Publisher: Ulrich Weyel

Designer: Antje Damm
Publisher: Metermorphosen

6

Who is Who

5

Designer: Freddy Langer
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

12

There are lots of soccer simulations, the basic principle in this
simulation however is simple and works exceedingly well.
You move a magnet underneath the board and so move a
magnetic player on top of the board, with the obvious aim
of kicking the ball into the opposing goal as fast as you can.
The system is available in several versions: as a table game or
a stand-alone game, with rectangular or nearly round board,
both based on an octagon shape, depending on the number
of players. New edition.

To discover the unusual in the things of daily life and to transform them creatively – the renowned illustrator of children’s
books, Antje Damm demonstrates this in a memo game
of pairs with different images, the pairs show how you can
turn an ordinary item into an animal. Everyday things like a
clothes peg or an ice cream cone or a carrot are transformed
on the second card into a crocodile or a penguin or a rabbit.
So the 24 pairs create associations and relations and promote
intelligence by effortless play and by encouraging a sideways
look on things, by forcing the players to examine them more
closely and to use their imagination.

Eye masks do not look like something that you could use for
anything else but put them on to go to sleep. Freddy Langer
has found something else to do with them. For years he
has been taking pictures of famous people with 2 different
eye masks in a way that you can still recognize them. These
portraits have been made into a memo game that allows
surprising glimpses behind the daily faces of contemporary
artists. A sleeping mask is included with the game and two
blank cards, too, so that you can make your own eye mask
portraits.

Soccer game for 2 or more players, ages 6 and up

Game of memory for 2 or more players, ages 5 and up

Game of memory for 2 or more players, ages 12 and up

Wieso?Weshalb?Warum? Mein großes Feuerwehr-Spiel

Wilde Bande

Designer: Helmut Walch
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo

4

Witchcraft

5

Designer: Muneyuki Yokouchi
Publisher: Ayatsurare Ningyoukan / Japon Brand

Action and learning game on the topic of fire brigades. A
spinner determines the action: For “Screen” you place a mission card into the command center and choose the necessary
equipment for the mission. If you are first to do so, you move
your peg forward. For “Fire Fighting Deployment” you try to
hit a window of the house with the water hose. If you are successful, you move your peg. For „Hose“ you must roll up the
hose and slide down the mission pole. If you are quickest, you
move your peg. For „Joker“ you choose the action. You win, if
you are first to reach the telephone spot with your peg.

Wild animals in the savannah – tourists want some photos!
The first two players start a discard pile each and draw a card.
Then in turn players put a corresponding animal on top of
a stack or a tourist as a joker or the animal group to switch
animals, and draw a card. If you cannot play a correct card,
you go out of play for the round. The last in play receives both
discard piles. Then all take up their cards for a new round.
When the draw pile is finished, the player receiving the last
discard piles also gets all hand cards from all players. The
player with the most cards wins. Series: Der kleine Amigo

The Academy of Magic has a problem with a witch and needs
to find her. Players collect information to contribute to clearing up the case. In the day phase you play action to collect information, in the night phase information is audited. Possible
actions are taking character cards and exchange them for an
info disc or use a data card. When cards are used up, the night
phase begins. You take on another character or change info
discs into points or check a reasoning sheet or place rumor
cards to suspicion points. The player with most points wins.
Variants of the game use several days and nights.

Game of creative learning for 2-4 players from 4-7 years

Set collection card game for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up

Card game on information for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

87
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Witch’s Brew!
Designer: Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: Ravensburger alea / Rio Grande

88

Wizard

9

Wizard Extreme

Publisher: Amigo

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: Amigo

10

10

Witch’s potions need to be brewed and besides ingredients
you need luck f the moment is less lucrative but safe. In each
round you choose 5 role cards, and then some sort of trick
game is played for the actions. If you lead, you name a role.
The others must in turn if possible follow suit and demand
either action or luck. Four ravens visible on all potion cards
end the game. You win the game with most victory points
accumulted.

In each round each player must predict the number of tricks
he will take. Magician cards are always trump and top every
13. The Fool cards are never trump and are always lower than
any 1. The trick is taken by the highest card in the colour that
was lead or the highest trump card in the trick or the first
Magician card in the trick. In the first round each player holds
one card, in each round one card is added. The trump colour
is determined by turning over the top card of the stock pile.
Exact predictions score 20 + 10 points per trick, for a wrong
prediction you lose 10 points per deviation.

Trick prediction on a new level! You are dealt 15 cards and
must predict the number and the colour of tricks you are
going to make. Red magicians are the only trump colour. The
starting player predicts first and takes the corresponding colour seals or a joker seal if the colour of his choice is no longer
available. One player per round can be “Black Magician” and
try to hinder players in fulfilling their prediction. For a trick
announced and won you discard a seal of that colour, for an
unannounced trick made you take a black penalty seal. At the
end left-over seals and black seals score negative.

Collection game for 3-5 players, ages 9 and up

Trick taking card game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up

Trick-taking card game for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up

Wo ist Mausi?

Wo war’s?

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Ravensburger

3

Wobble
Designer: Ad Bruynzeel
Publisher: Winning Moves

7

6

Mausi Mouse visits her friends Gander, Rabbit, Cow, Horse
and Pig. Players are looking for Mausi. Each player has all
friends laid out face down, all Mausi cards show „Mausi is
coming home“. You roll the die and turn up one of your cards.
If it shows the animal rolled, you have another turn. A wrong
animal is turned back face down. If you roll the moon you
turn over a Mausi card to “Mausi is asleep”. If you found all
friends you win instantly. If Mausi sleeps on all her cards and
nobody finds all her friends, there is no winner. Series: Der
kleine Amigo

The dragon’s treasure has been stolen and the dragon assists
players to catch the thief by imitating noises in the vicinity
of the thief. Players fit noises to images on the board and
thus find the route of escape. The electronic unit provides
noises and states the number of possible steps for the pawn.
A drum roll ends the round and the location of the thief is
shown. If a player’s pawn is with him, its owner earns a coin,
if not, the thief earns a coin. The first to earn three coins wins,
be it player or thief. There are three variants, a cooperative
one, one where you play for yourself, and one with hidden
identities.

The board is set on an even surface and you place for men
in four colours on your side of the board. The ball must be
moved into four coloured holes in the corner according to
the men’sd sequence. If you manage this first, you win. You
roll the die and remove or place as many discs. Manipulating
the discs moves the board and thus the ball. If the ball drops
into the correct hole, you take the man off the board and put
the ball back into the middle. If it drops into the wrong hole,
the turn ends, the ball goes to the middle. Variants for other
levels of difficulty are listed.

Memory game for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

Game of adventure for 1-5 players, ages 7 and up

Game of dexterity for 1-4 players, ages 6 and up

Wolfmond

Word on the Street

Wordquest

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Jack Degnan
Publisher: Out of the Box

Publisher: Goliath

7

Fear is afoot in the secluded village in the far-away mountains! Werewolves have invaded the village. You either belong
to the werewolves or to the human inmates of the village
and have different goals accordingly. Humans want to kill
the werewolves, werewolves want to bite the humans or be
successful as an assassin. All sit in a circle and close their eyes.
The game master calls village inmates depending on the time
of night. Called players may open their eyes and act accordingly. Eliminated players may not give hints. If only members
of one fraction remain in the game, this fraction has won.

A word game on letters, you must conquer 8 letters to win.
You play in two teams and place the letters in the middle of
the board. One team draws a card and reads out the current
category, the other team starts the timer. The active time
searches for a word to fit the category and moves and letter
used in the word one step towards the team’s side on the
board. If the letter is moved off the board you have conquered it. If you can find a correct word with three identical
letters you have conquered the letter in one turn. Conquered
letters can be used in words, but are not moved anymore.

A task card is chosen and placed onto the board. Then the
transparent part of the board is turned till the first word
appears in the ring slot. This word must now be found in the
grid. It can appear horizontally, vertically, diagonally and
even backwards. If you find it you grab the totem and mark
the word with your pieces. If your word crosses the word
marked for another player his markers are removed. Then
you turn the board for the next word. If you make a mistake
you quit the game. When all words are found or a player is
out of markers, the winner is the player with most markers
on the board.

Deduction game for 8-24 players, ages 12 and up

Word placement game for 2-10 players, ages 12 and up

Game of word scanning for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action
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Workshop of the World

World Without End

Wortissimo

Designers: Gary Dicken, Steve und Phil Kendall
Publisher: Ragnar Brothers

Designers: Michael Rieneck, Stefan Stadler
Publisher: Kosmos / Mayfair

Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

At the height of the industrial revolution England was known
as “Workshop of the World“. The game pictures this time in
a canal era and a railway era: At the beginning a demand
marker is turned up. In a round of the era you turn over city
cards and auction the turn order. Then you choose a city,
place a marker and can then build connections auf of the city
to join industries in a network. After the last city card the era
ends: You earn money from industry income, demand value
of industries and value of the biggest network. Between era
1 and 2 the network is is removed from the board, industries
remain

Kingsbridge is threatened by the Black Death, buildings must
be finished and food is scarce in the game based on Ken
Follett’s novel. Central characters from the book also play
their part also on the board. Players are farmers, wool traders
and builders striving for wealth and esteem, as expressed
by victory points on the track. In 4 rounds with 6 turns each
you must find the right balance between obtaining food and
income, demonstrating of loyalty and piety and also acquiring medical knowledge. If you manage this you will have a
chance to withstand all adversities and the Black Death.

Wortissimo is a fast-paced game of letters for clever thinkers.
Each player chooses a time limit up to 4 minutes and all players take turns to place letters into the grid. You start and stop
the timer for each cube. When the grid is full the remaining
time starts to run out for both players. Both look for words
running horizontally, vertically or diagonally, the direction of
reading can also be backwards, and note them on the scoring
sheet. You score 1 point per letter for correct words for and
you score points for remaining time, if you terminate your
search early. The player with most points wins.

Auction and economy game for 3-5 players, ages 14 and up

Resource management game for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up

Word placement game for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Xoomy Boys

Xoomy Girls

Publisher: Ravensburger

7

Yamy

7

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Max Gerchambeau
Publisher: Gigamic

7

Xoomy enlarges the range of creative hobby products by
a drawing table with zoom function. Xoomy Boys is the
miniature version for travelling, especially aimed at boys. 20
image folios present target-specific topics, for instance from
the pirate universe, which can be combined to funny scenes.
You can change the images, trace the images or combine
them into your personal comic strip. All elements are packed
securely in a small box which is easy to carry around. The
zoom function lets you change the size of the images and
teaches you a lot about scale and perspectives.

Xoomy enlarges the range of creative hobby products by a
drawing table with zoom function. Xoomy Girls is the miniature version for travelling, especially aimed at girls. 20 image
folios present target-specific topics, for instance elves or
flowers, which can be combined into pretty pictures. You can
change the images, trace the images or make up your own
personal composition. All elements are packed securely in a
small box which is easy to carry around. The zoom function
lets you change the size of the images and teaches you a lot
about scale and perspectives.

A fast card game in the tradition of poker dice: Four cards
each in values 1 to 6 and in four colors are shuffled, each
player is dealt five cards. You take turns to exchange a card
from your hand for the top one from the draw pile or the
open discard pile. Instead of exchanging cards you can
display cards – all players must mark the points or poker
combination on their score sheet. If you cannot mark, you
must strike off a value or a combination. After 12 rounds all
sum their points, an excess of 52 earns you a bonus of 40! You
win with most points.

Creative tool for 1 player, ages 7 and up

Creative tool for 1 player, ages 7 and up

Dice game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 7 and up

Zack Zack

Zählefant

Designer: Tim Moodie
Publisher: W&L Spielspass

8

Zanziar

5

Publisher: Huch & friends

Designer: Timo Multamäki
Publisher: Dragon Dawn

The aim of the game is to be the first to reach the finish line!
How do you do this? You win 11 rounds of the game. The
starting player determines the combination for the round by
rolling the action dice. Uneven – 1, 3, 4 , even – 2, 4, 6, triplets
big – 4, 4, 4, or 5, 5, 5 or 6, 6, 6, triplets small – 1, 1, 1 or 2, 2,
2 or 3, 3, 3, or small straight – 1, 2, 3 or big straight – 4, 5, 6.
Then all players simultaneously roll their three dice to form
that combination. Usable dice can be set aside. If you have
formed the combination, you announce it and move your
marker one step forward.

Zählefant is a collection of educational games on numbers
and quantities as well as on addition and subtraction in three
levels of difficulty. “Less, more and equal to” is a reaction
game on visual registration and distinguishing of small quantities. “Number Neighbor” trains the knowledge on quantities
and order of numbers. “Memo total 10” teaches the division
of 10 into 2 quantities. „Who is first?“ trains addition and
subtraction up to a value of 85. “Tiles in love“ again divides
10 into partial quantities and trains reaction. “Dangerous 10”
trains smaller additions and the relations “bigger than” and
“smaller than”.

Heroes want to claim the land of Zanziar and fight all opposition to this goal, if necessary with magic. At the beginning
you control a town and have one unit more than the town
can support. You can combine your units or separate them
into a maximum of three groups. The game comprises
game rounds and battle rounds. A game round gives you
one turn with movement and action. You win the game by
accomplishing two goals of your own hero or by collecting
all seven parts of the Stave of Wyrmandalus or by eliminating
all other heroes.

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Educational games for 1-4 players, ages 5 and up

Fantasy adventure for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Zatre

Zicke Zacke Igelkacke

Designer: Manfred Schüling
Publisher: Amigo

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch

8

4

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Abacusspiele

8

Zatre is a tile placement game, featuring tiles similar to
domino pieces. The tiles show from 1 and 6 dots in each
half. You draw two tiles from the bag and place them on the
board, trying to form a sum of 10, 11 or 12 dots. Only these
sums can be scored. Newly placed tiles must border tiles
already placed at least with one side, and sums higher than
12 are not allowed. If possible, you must place both tiles, even
if you do not score. Results of 10, 11 or 12 are marked on the
scoring sheet. When all tiles are placed you score bonuses for
completed rows on the sheet.

A new member in the Zicke Zacke family! The hedgehogs
steal the fruits off each other’s quills during the race. The
leaves are laid out for a track, the garden tiles are placed in
the middle; each hedgehog starts with his own fruit. In your
move you turn up a garden tile. If it shows the same image as
the tile in front of your hedgehog, you move the hedgehog
forward one step and you turn up another tile. If a hedgehog
is directly behind another hedgehog, it may overtake it. If
you turn up the right tile, and steal all fruits off the overtaken
hedgehog. If you have all fruits on your quills, you win.

You are a zoo owner and must collect matching sets of
animals and expand the zoo to score for attracting visitors.
In each round you can either place a tile from the pile on a
transport cart or take a cart to place the tiles in your zoo or
use a money action to expand your zoo, rearrange the layout
of your zoo or buy animals from other players. When the first
tile of the final pile is placed, the round is finished and then
the game is scored. Full enclosures score the full amount
of points, missing tiles lower the score. Vending boots
guarantee a minimum of points. Animals left in the barn lose
you points.

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Game of racing and acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

Set collection game for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up

Zooloretto Boss

Zooloretto mini

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Abacusspiele

10

Zozzle

7

Designer: Elena Fyrogeni
Publisher: Zoch

6

You are a zoo director and score for visitors and improvements in your zoo. In this expansion you also direct employees and collect donations. The rules of the basic game apply,
amended by a few additions. New rules are: office board,
sponsor enclosure, donations, employees and supply board.
Employees are placed on the office board, donations and
coins cannot be mixed. Donations can only be used to buy
offers from the supply board. If you complete the sponsor
enclosure, you receive a donation and points from the stock.
Employees score donations or points depending on their
placement on the office board.

In this simpler version of „Zooloretto“, but you are a zoo
owner, too. You want to place the animals in enclosures and
make the zoo more attractive with landscapes. You try to fill
the enclosures to capacity, various landscapes reduce the
possible number of animals. In each round you either turn
up a tile or place a tile and pass for the rest of the round.
Tiles you take must be placed in the enclosure or the barn.
When the 1st tile from the final stack is turned up, the round
is finished and the zoos are scored. Each enclosure scores
according to animals in it, each type of landscape scores 2
points and all tiles in the barn score -2.

Puzzle with the help of your memory is the motto of the
Zozzle series. 45 tiles are laid out face down. In your move
you turn up two tiles. If they are different, your move ends. If
they both show the same part of the picture, you may take
one of the tiles and turn the other over again. If you have that
part already in your puzzle, you turn back both tiles. Then you
have another move and turn up two tiles. You win if you are
the first to complete your puzzle. Four images are available:
Flippoflip the Dolphin, Hottehüh the Horse, Wuffiwau the
Dog and Knuddelknurr the Polar Bear.

Expansion for Zooloretto for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up

Version of Zoloretto for 2-5 players, ages 7 and up

Game of memory for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up
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AUSTRIAN GAMES AWARD 2010

Manimals

Samarkand

Die Tore der Welt

PsychoPet

Schlag den Raab

Dungeon Lords

A game of collecting cards on demand for 2-6
players ages 4 and up by Bernhard Naegele at
Adlung 2010, ca. 30 minutes

A game of item collecting and placement for
2-6 players ages 8 and up by Christian Fiore
and Knut Happel at Goldsieber 2009, ca. 60
minutes

VIENNESE
GAMES
ACADEMY
On August 17th 2010 the Viennese Games Academy
has announed the award winners for the 10th time.
The Austrian Games Award is presented annually.
Spiel der Spiele is awarded to the game which is
considered by the Games Committee to be especially up-to-date and entertaining, every interested
player should have played. All our award winners
are available from games stores. One is always to
be found near you.
The Games Committee chaired by Dipl.Ing.Dagmar
de Cassan comprises:
Dr. Gerhard Bergauer, Prof. Samy Molcho, Dr.
Christoph Proksch, Gert Stöckl and Kurt Schellenbauer. More information on the game award can be
found at: www.spiel-der-spiele.at

All award-winning games are available
form your specialty store, where you
will be excellently adviced!

A game of placement and connection forming
for 2-5 players ages 8 and up by David Peters
and Harry Wu at Queen Games 2010, ca. 60
minutes

A medley of mechanisms in a party game for
2-6 players ages 12 and up by Max Kirps at
Ravensburger 2010, ca. 90 minutes

A game of development and hand
management for 2-4 players ages 12 and
up by Michael Rieneck and Stefan Stadler at
Kosmos 2009, ca. 120 minutes, also
Spiel des Jahres 2010

A game of development for 2-4 players ages
12 and up by Vlaada Chvatil at Czech Games
Edition 2009, ca. 120 minutes

Our 4 target groups
We sort our award winners into 4 target groups:
For Children: Games for children and educational
games. Adults may play, but need not play.
For Families: Parents and children play on equal
footing, all have the same chances to win.
With Friends: Yound adults and adults play on
equal footing, all players are older than 12 years.
For Experts: Games with complex rules, a high
accessability threshold and lots of interesting
games play, especially suitable for experienced
players.
Please be aware that boundaries between groups
are blurred. Children who play often and gladly can
be ahead of their age group when playing.
„For Families“ is not equal to the classic „Family
Game“! Your taste and fun while playing decides
what is a game for you.

Hansa Teutonica

A game of position and development for 2-5
players ages 12 and up by Andreas Steding at
Argentum 2009, ca. 120 minutes

AUSTRIAN GAMES AWARD 2010
Atlantis

A game of movement and tile collecting for
2-4 players from ages 10 and up by Leo
Colovini at Amigo 2009, ca. 45 min
Atlantis is sinking and each player tries to
save the islanders and their artefacts. You
play a card and move of your men to the
next artefact of this colour. If the artefact tile
is not empty you play another card and move
the man on. If the artefact tile is empty your
man stays and you receive the first empty tile
behind your man. New gaps are filled with
water tiles. Crossing water without a bridge
must be paid for with tiles or cards. For each
man safely on the mainland you draw one
card more per turn. The first player having
all men on the mainland ends the game. The
other players move their men directly to the
mainland and count and pay the total cost
for crossing water. Who now has the highest
score from all collected tiles wins the game.

Artistico

Diego Drachenzahn

Tipi

A la carte

Dixit

Don Quixote

A game of dexterity for 1-4 players ages 5
and up, licensed by Michael Kohner Corp., at
Piatnik 2010, ca. 10 minutes

A game of dice and dexterity for 3-4 players
ages 10 and up by Karl-Heinz Schmiel at
Heidelberger 2009, ca. 45 minutes

A game of dexterity for 2-4 players ages 5 and
up by Manfred Ludwig at Haba 2009, ca. 15
minutes, also
Kinderspiel des Jahres 2010

A game of creative communication for 2-6
players ages 8 and up by Jean-Louis Roubira
at Libellud 2008, ca. 45 min, also
Spiel des Jahres 2010

A game of agility and observation for 2-4
players from ages 5 and up by Steffen Bogen
at Schmidt Spiele 2010, ca. 15 minutes

A game of tile placement for 2-4 players from
ages 8 and up by Reinhard Staupe at Pegasus
2010, ca. 30 minutes
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A new way to play!
LEGO® Games is a new way of having fun together with family and friends.
With the freedom to make the game your own, LEGO Games delivers a new and exciting play
experience every time.
■ Through changing the plates of the dice you have endless options to change the game.
■ Even the playing field and the rules can be changed.
■ Therefore no run of play is like the other.
More Information
on the Website:
Have fun: Build – Play – Change
■
■

Games.LEGO.com
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